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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a remarkable revival of interest
in eschatology.

Perhaps the most convincing evidence of

this t\las given when the Assembly of the '.>/orld Council of
Churches at Evanston 1n 1954 selected as its ge11eral theme:
"Christ--the Hope of the World ."

This choice centered the

attention of Christians the world over on Him who is the
very heart of all true eschatology.
Various reasons have been advanced for this shift in
emphasis which has so sharply distinguished the p resent

century from the last--reasons that range from the gravity
of the present world situation to archeolog1cal discoveries
that have placed into the hands of scholars masses of ancient manuscripts which throw light upon the religions and
cultures of those nations among whom the Israelites lived.l
However , it seems to tb1s writer that one of the most important reasons for the current revival of interest in eschatology 1s the renewed Christian conviction that this
doctrine is not to be considered a mere adjunct to theology,

a last chapter 1n a book on dogmatics, but instead "the key
1
Elmer E. Flack, "Some Aspects of Christian Eschatology,"~ Lutheran Quarterly , I (1949), J?O-J?J. At the
time this article was written Elmer Flack was professor of
Exegetical Theology at Hamma Divinity School, Springfield,
Ohio.

2

to all other doctrines. 112

Gustaf Aulen has expressed -it

thus:
Escha tology is to the gospel not es 1t has been for
much Christian theology--an addendum, an appendix, a
noctrine alongside of a good many others without any
very intimate relation to them--but it is the background a gainst which the whole is to be viewed; feith
1n 1ts t otality 1s eschetolog 1cally conditionea.3
The theses on eschatology which were a dopted by the

J oint Inter-s ynodical Committee in Australia e bout a decade
aeo unde rsco~e the importance of this doctrine by declari ng tha t " t he f a i th of a Christia n is • • • essent i a lly
esc ha t o log ica l; though he sojourns between the time of

Chri s t ' s F'i r st a nd Second Adve nt he 1s continually living
i n the Le s t ·r 1me s. 11 4

Encouraging is also the plea that 1s emanating from
d i f f erent a rea s of Christ endom to the effect tha t eschatology , if it 1s to be true a nd correct, must be Biblical and
Chr i s tia n.

Tai to Kan·conen sta tes 1 t thus:

11

Chr1st1a u es-

c he tol ogy • • • rests solidly upon Chris t ology."5

And the

2Taito h . Kantonen, The Christian Hope ( Philadelphia:
Boa rd of Pub11c~tion of the United Luthe ran Church 1n
America , 19.54), p. 2. l'1 hen this nork was published, Ta ito
Kantonen wa s profes sor of Systematic Theology at Hamma
Divinity School, Springfield, Chio.

I

3c11fford A. Nelson, "The Eschatolog ical Elements in
Contemporary Preaching, 11 The Augus tana Q.uarter1 y, XXII ( 1943) 1
126. At the time this article was published, Cl1ffo1d Nelson
wa s pe stor of the Gloria Dei Lutheran Church, St. Paul,
Minnesota. Lc'lter he beca me professor of Church History at
Luther Theolog ical Seminary, St.. Paul, Minnesota.
4Theses QD. Eschstology, reprinted in Concordia Theological Monthly, XXII (1951), 4J9.
5Kantonen, 21:2.• £.!.l., p. 2.

J
Austrol lan t heses , referred to a bcvs, offers ~his some~·1h fJ "C

more lengthy st.otement:

The bas1s oncl center of a ll doctr ines , ~l s o cf the
doc trine of the Las~ Things , is the .c-;3z-so-c1 un :.1 ·.Jor·l<
of Jesus Christ, His Gos pel , His etonlng ,md r e concilin '?; dea th, H1s r•esuri"ection, His asc enaion , H1s
~,Jhen dea llng ;·::1.-;;t1
<Jschn ·t o log 1c31 matters lt 1e pa rticula rly ne c ess a ry
to pz>{lCtice f;. Chr1etocentr1c opp .r oa c h ; to edhere
close ly to the words of ~crlpture ; to emvhao1ze the
clee1" d oot;:1nal passages (seder; doc tr•hme ); t o in-

g ift of the Holy '";p1r1 t. . • .

t e r pret - crlpture wi th Scrip ture ; to r ead the ~la
'l'G-st!~ment in t~he clear light of t he Jow 1'estmn~ut;

t o ma inta in ca refully the essentiml d 1Rt1nct1on bet we en 1--a~l e nd Gospel. 6

e ::3chatc)l oe ~· be:lnu ~iblic a l .-:hec.'l he con tends t ha t one
II

c ~)n no t

s i mply comp ile ~11 the r..ass~ g es in i,Jh1ch the Jible

spc t" k s of the h 1st thing s and then proceed to constr•uc t

ou r C'.ru rnoso 1c, 0 b ut i.3 ib1ic a l i·rriters must b e studi e d l!in
the l i g r1t of their hietor1otil backgrounds an·l the 1r ind i vi tlu al c ha r e ote1'iDtic2. 11 '1

~uch of the in t erest being shown in eschatology t oday

c enter s 1u the <lcatrine as 1t is revea led in the Ne1
mont ; horsever, the Old Te sta ment ocoupie,s

8

1 ~sta -

etroteg 1c

pos i '~ ion in the stud y of this importa nt. subject since 1t

It is the pu rpose of this disserta t ion to p x•esen t 1o
E'Hl objective manr1er the various views held by load ing

6

These 2 Qll

EGchatolo,rY., p. 4Jo.

7Kant onen , .QU.. ~ . , p . J.

I
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Lutheran theologians and scholars who have written on
phases of the Old Testament locus llit Nov1ss1m1s during
the past two decades, or whose works have been republished
in this period of time.

'Ibis writer is a1...,are of the mass

of research that ,•Jould be required if one were to undertake to offer a cr1t1cal analysis of present-day scholarly
thought.

He will therefore as~ume the more modest task of

p resenting what might be called a composite picture of
t rends in contemporary Lutheran thinking with respect to
Che more 1mportan·c eschatologlcal questions now occupying
tne a ttention of many Old Testament scholars.

It is hoped

that such a study will contribute 1n a small way to a
better understanding of the truth as it 1s revealed in
God's holy lford.

In order to ascertain as accurately as possible the
general trends of t hought in the Lutheran sem1nar1es of
this country, a letter was sent to the professors who are
teaching at the present time in this area of theology.

A

request was made tha t they list the titles of books which
in their opinion were most helpful, and which they recommended to their students as collateral reading.

Below are

the titles of those books which ~ere most frequently recommended.
I.
Bright, John.

195).

General Surveys

Th~ Kingdom QL God.

Nashville: Abingdon,

s
t:1.ci1rodta '!nlther. 'ln~olo,1;:Y Qf. ~ Cld Ifl.st0meut .
Vol.
~·r a nslatod by J . A . aeker·. Pl1lh!tl elph1a : The ·:Jest-

r.

m1 nster ? reas , 1961.

..i• scob
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·..:..Heo,
r,"- 1 O,:CY,
,

K~ignt, Geoz,e;e

1e$...~I'!L~~.

~
.9A_

19SS.

end N!estla 0

i, . i•·.

1·-"' ""'
~

~

r·
'I'~t~ t· am ell£..
..
v,1 n" •.

~·e ris: Lelachem~

q_l]rlsti§n l 'beolofY_y 2f.

~

h 1chmond, Va .: John Knox i-:ress,

Clcl

1959.

0

r orteouo , forruen .
J~est:~wm1~ fa.ml

01d Testament Theology . 11 In t he _!.1§.
i':oder:n Stµav, ed~.tea by H. H. 0~·1 loy .

v~ford: Clar~ndon Press ; 1951.

Ecld , Gerhe rd von. QM. Testr:,)men~ 1'heolcP-'.u. Vol. I . 'rransl i:i t ed by r: . !·i. O • .. t£!lke:n-•. !idinbui"'gh: Oliver ~nd
Lloyd ,

1962 .

1I .
Cul l nian , Cscer .

Special 3 tud1es

Christ @]Jrl.

mlnster Pross, 1950 .

-----.

!.tm.fll.

~:;h1 l odelpi11a: 'l'h~ .1est-

J;~m..91:tf.lll~i QJ: the f.pyJ. QE. Hesµrl"e ct1oo Qf. :t.i't<t
London : The E.p..-101. . th ~1·ess, 19.58.

~.s.l1

Heim, l{a r·l o Jae ~ : It::: £r..~.t1op S1.llii Copsumms tion .
Tr-ansloted by uobert ~:m1 th. Ph1lao.elph1a : Hoard of
Pu blicHtion of the United Lutheren Church 1i'? l,rnerica,

1954.
i<antomm 8 Tai to J~ .

:!'.Wt Ct1r1stian. ~

.

Ph1ladelph1a:

Boal'd of 1-uhlic e t1on of the Un1 tea Luti1e1"at1 Church il'l

America, 19.54.
h i.nea r, l'sul ~" o £ru:.1st!~!l Ho9e and ·th~ S~cona CominP;.
Phila delphia: The ~·Jef.l tminster f'resc , 1954.

lift :tJ1nt Cometh.. ·I'r~nsleited by G. '..' .
New York: , \b1ni;do11 l·rese , 1954 •

~-fol/!h'lckcl , ;J1~und .
,.nder·son .
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CHAPTER II
THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF DEATH
Tha t man 1s mortal 1s a faot which is universa lly
g rant ed.

It is substantiated both by experience a nd by

Scri pture.

The Lord God expelled Adam from the Garden

tha t He had prepared for him, "lest he put fo r th his hand
and take a lso of the t ree of life, and eat, and l i ve for
eve r " (Genesis 3:22).l

He pronounced upon him t he sen-

t enc e:

"You are dust and to dust you shall return" (Genesis

3:19 ).

Centuries later the psalmist wrote:

live and never see death?" ( Psalm 89:48).

"What man can

Another man of

God could become e ve1.. more spec1f1c and write:

11

Lord • • •

thou tur nest ma n back to .t he dust, end sayest, 'Turn back,
O children of men.'
and ten. •

..

The years of our life are three-score

They are soon gone and we fly a way" (Psalm

90:1,3,10).
But even 1f death 1s a common experience of men everywhere, it ls none-the-less mysterious and complex.

When

the huma n mind grapples with matters that, concern a world
beyond the p resent, it 1s not surprising that mortal men
should find themselves confronted with problems for which

1 In this dissertation all quotations from t he Holy
Scripture will be 1n the words of the tiev1sed Standard
Version •

•

I
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neither biology, nor psychology, nor philosophy has the
solution.

Even Scripture itself does not claim to reveal

all that one might wish to know regarding the nature of
death.
This profound and mysterious subject has remained a =challenge to scholars 1n all ages, and in recent years au
increasing number of studies have been conducted.

Interest

has been shown, for example, 1n questions concerning the

origin of death.
expressed:

For the mos·c part, two opinions have been

(a) The view that death came into the world as

a result of the fall 1nto sin by Adam and Eve 1n the Garden of Eden; 2 (b) The opinion which has gained some degree
of acceptance a mong European theologians of the past century that Adam was created mortal, that his body being composed of the same elements as the rest of nature could
hardly defy the general law of d1ssolut1on.3
One of the strongest and most vocal advocates of the
traditional position 1n recent years is Francis Pieper
who maintains that death 1s not due to the constitution of
human nature, as was claimed already by the ancient stoic
Seneca, for the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments

2F rancis Pieper, Christian Dogma tics, translated by
Walter ~J . F. Albrecht (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, 195j), III, 507. Francis Pieper was professor of
Systematic Theology at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis,
Missouri from 18?8 to 19Jl.
1

J

~ - , p. 509.

I

8

know of no cause of death 1n man but sin.
Ada m and Eve:

When God warned

"In the day that you eat of it you shall

die" (Genesis 2 :17), and again after the fall pronounced
the verdict:

"Because you have listened to t he voice of

your wi f e , and have eaten of the tree of which . I commanded
you, 'You sha ll not eat of 1t,• • • • to dust you sha ll ret urn " (Genesis 3:17,19), God was plainly declaring "that
death does not inhere in the nature of man as origina lly
constituted, but c eme into the world only as a consequence
of the di vine commandment."4
Alexander Heidel, sha ring the foregoing opinion, seeks
t o def i ne mor e clos ely the nature of that "immortality"
whi ch Adam a nd Eve posses sed prior to the fall.

He explains

that man's state before the fall was "not one of absolute
i mmorta li t y, or of absolute freedom from death," in which
s ense Goa 1s immortal, "but r a ther one of relative or condit ional 1rnmortal1ty. 11 S

He asserts, however, that Adam's

original s t ate could have been "turned into absolute immort a lity by his eating of the tree of life, which had the
power, naturally bestowed upon it by its Creator (2:9), to
impart imperishable physical .life (J:22). 11

Adam was pre-

ventea from th1s after th~ fall by being banished from the

4

Ibid., pp. 507f.

5Alexander Heidel, The Gilgamesh~ and the Cld
Testament Para llels ~(Chicago: The University of Chica go
Press, 1946), p. 14). Alexander Heidel served 1n the Oriental Institute at the University of Chicago where he was
engaged with others in oomp111ng an Assyrian dictionary.

I

9

Garden, says Heidel, "since the acqu1s1tion of 1mper1shab11 1ty by sinful man would have entailed his continuance
1n s1n forever and would have precluded the poss1b111ty of
h1s renewal or restoration. 11 6
vther Lutheran theologians such as Ta1to Kantonen and

~aul Althaus, while not discussing the subject 1n detail,
nevertheless f1nd a very close relationship between sin
and the p resence of death 1n the world.
tha t
sin.

11

Kantonen urges

we must learn to connect death with God's wrath over
It is personal respons1b111ty to the 11v1ng God that

g ives dea th a significance for man which 1t does not have
for other creatures."

Again, "Death 1s the judgment of

righteous God over sinful man.

a nger' l's. 90:7.

' He are consumed by thy

'Behold all souls are mine. • • •

s oul that sins shall d1e' Ezek. 18:4.

'!'he

The wages of sin

is death. 11 7

Among contemporary scholars in H:urope, however, one
finds that more attention is being given to the opinion
that Adam was created mortal.

This view 1s given a de-

tailed presentation 1n an article which appeared 1n the
Theologisch~ Literaturzeitung, 1952, under the title:

"Das l'roblem des Todes in Genesis 2 und J."

The author,

~-J er·ner Vollborn, takes issue with Karl Budde who claimed

6!Qig_.
7Ta1to Kantonen, ~ C h r i s t i a n ~ (Philadelphia:
Board of Publications of the United Lutheran Church of
America, 1954), p. 33.

10

\

that, since it was God

NhO

breathed the C, 1 Tf

J10)VJ

into the body of man formed from the earth, "it is self-

a

unaerstood that this i7 0

WJ

is immortal, and it follows

from this that man, as far as possible, according to predisposition and destiny ~as created immortal at the beg1nV

ning. 11 8

"'\

Vollborn argued that according to Genesis 7:22

ma nkind after Adam still possessed the na shmah. rio~ then
could they be mortal, if the nashmah implied immortality~
He ce lled attention a lso to the faot that Genesis 7:22
11

affirms that

r, 0-v.( J 1s possesse,1

by the

animals, n add-

ing, "but hardly 1s it the meaning of the Old Testament
tha t God made the animals immortal according to predis1/ JO
position a nd destiny. 11 9 Turning then 'co Genesis 2:7,

,,

Vollborn a sserts that the statement, "God breathed 1nto
h1s nostrils the breath of 11fe," does not 1ntend to say
that there is infused into man with the breath a divine
substance 1n contrast to his body, formed from the earth,
but "the tenor of the verse seems to lie in this that the
writer wants to indicate, through the statement concerning
the breathing 1n of the Il 1)-y./' J , the act1 vi ty of God in
creating man.

8

ni6

werner Vollborn, 11 Das Problem des Todes in Genesis
2 und J, 11 Theologische Literaturzeitung, XXVII (1952), ?10.
At the t1me this article was published t.Jerner Vollborn was
pastor in Kiel and a lecturer 1n Old Testament at the
University of Kiel.
9 Ib1d.

1o!Q1d.

U.

~··· -,

11

Vollborn contends, furthermore, that the anthropology
of Genesis 2 and J favors the op1n1on that already in the
beg inn ing man was mortal.

In Genesis J:19 it 1s stated

t hat ma n was to suffer under the sentence imposed by God
until man would return to the earth.

itll th these words the

a 1vi ne statement concerning Adam's punishment is concluded.
It has been "spelled out" 1n verses 17 to 19e.

What fol-

lows ther eafter in verse 19b,c no longer speaks of man's
s entence because of his disobedience, but "the twofold'~
g i ves the explicit reeson for the mortality of primitive
man ; h e was made out of

s1 P 7 •\". , 'for

out of it you were

t aken; for you are dust, and to dust you shall return.•ttll
Conce rning himself next with Genesis 3:22rf., which
he says further substantiates his view, Vollborn states

tha t man was driven out of the garden so that he would not
reach out his hand, take from the fruit of the tree of
life, and become immortal,
But if the eating from the tree of life would grant
immortality, then indirectly it is thereby stated
,~ that man did not possess it in himself as his own
qua lity, but that he 1n the beginning • • • was
created. mortai.12
.
It is quite. evident at this point that Vollborn's interpretation confronts him with two important questions,
of which he is fully aware:

11~., p. 711.
12

Ib1d.

(a) If Adam was created mortal,

12

what then is meant 1n ) :17 where death ls spoken of as
being a re s ult of eating from the fruit of the forbidden
(b) If Adam was created mortal, what did St. ~aul

tree?lJ

mea n in Romans 6:23 when he referr ed to dea th as the wage
of sin?l4
In rep ly to the first question Vollborn points to
Genesis 3:22 which he calls the key to the solution. He
~
e xpl a ins: "After man had eaten of the forbidden tree, it
i s sa id concerning him in 3:22 that he now had knowledge
of good and ev11.ul5
good a nd evil consist?

But 1n what did this knowledge of
In essence it 1s that knowledge

.

which he did riot possess in the state of innoc,ence , a
knowl edge whlch he gained in J:19b,c, namely, that he
mu st d i e .

Man in his orig inal state d i d not know t hat.

Vollborn asserts tha t man was mortal "but be cause he was
not a ware of it, he lived 1n his orig inal state as a
cb1ld , without reflecting upon it ••

. .

He was immortal

1n t he sense tha t he did not know of death."16

But after

he a te of the tree of knowledge, his eyes were opened to
~ i<o

the fact that his life would come to an end.
In response to the second que s tion, the writer simply
,\

replies:

"According to our previous investigation the view

lJibid., p. 712.

14Ib1d

-·

l5lbid.

16 Ib1d.

lJ
of Paul that death is the wage of sin i s not in accord
i

with the exegetical findings in Genesis 2 and J."l?

Otto Procksch favors a similar point of view although he arrives at his conclusions 1n a somewhat different fashion.

He contends that ·the Genesis account of the

fall into sin contains a main, basic narrative which re-

late s the incident concerning the tree of knowledge and a
fragment which the Yahwist added regard1n~ the tree of
lif e.

Whethe r the main narrative, apart from the fragment,

assumes eternal l1fe for man is difficult to establish,
for he s a ys that, according to Genesis 3:19, "man would
return to the earth because he was taken from 1t, because
of t he l aw of nature, therefore, and not on account of
sin."18

Procksch endeavors to explain the problem created
\\

by 2 : 17, "for in the day that you eat of 1t you shall die,"
by referr ing this threat "not to physical death, which indeed d1d not occur on the day of the fall, but to spiritual dea t h, which placed Adam outside that 11v1ng communlon
~

with God" which he had enjoyed.19

Thus he distinguishes

between that death which is man's lot according to the order
of nature {2 Samuel 14:14; Job 14: Psalm 39, etc.), and
death as an expression of God's wrath expelling man from

17Ibid.,

p. 711.

18
Otto Procksch, Theologie pes .. Al ten .l'estements
(Oiltersloh: c. Bertelsmann Verlag, 1950), pp. 494f. Otto
Procksch was professor of Old Testament Theology at the
University of Erlangen from 1925 until his death 1n 194?.

19 Ibid ., pp. 495, 651.

I{
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the d1v1ne presence.20
Another area of concern in contemporary Luthe ran
circles involves the ne tu r e of dea th.

In both Europe and

Ameri ca t here ha ve been voices r a ised 1n Lutheranism urging t ha'l; t h e

trad itional v1e1.-1 r ega r d ing the nature of dea t h

b e r e stud 1ed 1n t he light of t he Scriptur e •

.l?aul Althaus,

one of t he mo r e voca l exponents of this position, contends
t ha t the " t heology of death must be d istinguished not only
f rom t he 1dea l1st1c, mystica l understa nding of death, but
a l s o f rom the t r ad itiona l t heolog ical doctrine."21
In the pres e nt genera t ion t he trad1tionsl point of
vi e~ i·1ith respect to t he na ture of dea t h finds e xpression
chiefly i n the writings of Fr encis Pieper.
tempora l dea th he sta tes :

I t 1s

0

Concerning

noth1ng less tha n a

tearing a sunder of men, t he separation of the soul f r om
the body , t he unna tura l di s ruption of the union of s oul
a nd body which ha s been created by God to be one. "2 2

Since

h e supports his posi t ion chiefly on the basis of the New
·r estament, we shall not at this point enter further into
his d i scussion, but proceed with the a r guments of other
t heologians who dea l more specifica lly with dea th a s it is

20

Ib1d·., pp . 65lf.

21

1·aul Althaus, Die Letzten Dinge (Giltersloh: c.
Bertelsmann, 1949), p. 91. Paul Althaus 1s professor of
Systema tic Theology a nd New Testament at the Unive r s ity
of Erlangen.
22

Pieper, Q:Q.. c 1t., I II, 536.

•

15
revea led 1n the Old Testament.
Henry Hamann, writing in the Australasia n Theolog1ca l
fie v1ew in 1958 , expressed his convictions in t h ese ~,ords:
Man consists essentia ll y of body a nd soul; the soul
being t he i mma teria l pa rt of man, the rea l s e l f or
ego; t ha t which a nimates the body, a nd the seve rance
of which f r om t he body means death.2J
Wh il e g r ant ing tha t Pl a tonic philos9phy ha s had a strong
i nfluenc e on the Chr istia n world, he rejects the s uggestion tha t t he body-soul concept was neces ear1ly Platonic
or even Greek i n 1t s orig in.

The surviva l of the soul

a fter death , he s a ys , is a belief found a mong most primi t ive tri be s .

lt i s pr a ctically universa l.

Ho~ever, s uch

a belief s hould not be regarded a s superstitions chara cter·i st ic of
men who are still in a ve ry low state of deve lopment.
On the contr a r y, we should, a na logous to the thoughts
expressed in Eom. 1:18ff., regard such beliefs ~s
trad itiona l r emnants of an originally higher, p urer
f orm or eli~ion, a nd hence as a t rue t estimonium
a p1mae. 24
Alexa nder Heidel suggests that t he traditiona l view
conc erning the na ture of dea th finds support a lso 1n t he
Old Testa ment Scripture, for 1t is s a i d of hachel tha t
when she died her soul departed (Genesis 35:18).
p reying for the life of the widow's son, cried:

Elijah,
"O Lord

2 3Henry Hamann, "Has Man a Soul?" The Australasian
Theolo~ical heview, XXIX (December, 1958), 106. Henry
Hamann served on the teaching staff at Concordia College.,
Adelaide, Austra l~a.
24
Th12.., p. 103.
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my God, let this child's soul come into him again" (1 Kings
17:21).

When the prophet Jonah was discouraged and dis-

appointed, he asked the Lord:

"Therefore, now, O Lord,

teke my nephesh from me, I beseech thee, for 1t is better
for me to d1e than to live" (Jonah 4:J).
declares:

11

And the preacher

The dust returns to the earth as it was, and

the s p1r1t returns to God who gave it"

(Ecclesiastes 12:7;

cf. Psalms 104:29 and 146:4).25

Another facet of the argument set forth by those ~ho
defend the traditional position concerning death is pre-

sented by Edmund Smits, professor of church history at
Luther 'rheological Seminary, St. Paul, Minnesota.

In the

spring issue of Dialog_ 1962, he wr1tee that "there are
two common modern m1srepresentat1ons of the traditional
interpretation of immortality hth1ch must be guarded against
V

1f the teaching 1s to be understood."

The first to which

the writer points 1s the erroneous view that "the soul is

inherently or essentially immortal, as if it were indestructi ble by 1ts very nat;ure."

In reply Smits remarks that

Gerhard makes a careful distinction at this point, asserting that God alone is immortal in the absolute sense of the
word, but "through h1s grace shown at creation he gives

immortality to men as well.

We are created for 1mmortal1ty;

still our immortality 1s not our own achievement but a

25
Heidel, 2J2.• c1t., p. 14).
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divine gift."26

The second point to which the writer re-

fers 1s a misunderstanding which arises · "from a confusion
between the concept of immortality as mere duration, which
was widespread throughout the ancient pagan world, a nd the
spec1f1cally Christian teaching • • • of a life with God
and for God.~2 7 It is this latter conception which theologians of the traditional school of thought embrace.
Therefore, Smits colls attention to a statement made by
Luther 1n a funeral sermon on Psalm 116:15 1n which he
sta ted:

"The death of his saints is precious and valuable

to the Lord, so that he considers them like a fair treasure
a nd a priceless jewel."

The writer points out thot Luther's

sta tement is typical of the traditional attitude toward
d ea th and the future life, which clings to the belief that
Life on earth does not simply run on and on until it
arrives at a dead end where the human person, abandoned by an avenging God, 1s utterly annihilated.
hather, God is with the believer even 1n the dread
hour of death and guards and preserves him to be the
ttfair treasure and priceless jewel" of the heavenly
kingdom. There is an aspect of human personality
which God finds precious, too precious to be destroyed.28
What then 1s this "aspect of human personality which
God treasures" 1n His human creatures?

Smits answers:

26 As quoted by Edmund Smits, "The Blessed Immortality,"
Dialog, I (Spring, 1962), 41. Edmund Smits 1s professor of
Church History at Luther Theological Seminary, St. Paul,
Minnesota.
27 Ib1d.
28 Ibid.• , p. 44.
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It is man's God-relatedness itself and man's capacity
to grow 1n the life with God. According to the trad1t1onal interpretation God bestowed this relatedness
on mau at creation as a divine glft.29
This precious g1ft was intended to last forever, seys the

wrlter.

"No matter how many times a man rebelled, the

g ift would not be withdrawn; his person would not be completely aba ndoned or destroyed by God."

Man ls by himself

nothing but dust, but he has been raised to dignity and
wor th by the gift Nhich the Lord has g iven h1m, "the gift
o f wha t is properly a divine attribute, immortality, 1n

or der that he might participste 1n eternal fellowship with
h i s Crea tor. 11 :3°
Thus there are Lutheran theologians who are seeking
t o r eta in the trad1t1onal stand ~1th regard to the nature
of dea th.

But there are also many others who find 1n this

pos ition a doctrine "grounded in a dua listic understanding
of man as consisting of body and soul • • • a belief which
found ,,1vid expression 1n the philosophy of Plato. 11 31

'l'hese

theolog ians contend that the true Biblical view is .different from hellen1st1c dualism; that according to the Scripture man is a unit, and death affects the entire person.

Martin J. Heinecken, professor of Systematic Theology at
the Lutheran Theological Seminary in Fb1ladelphia, expresses
2

-·

9Ib1d

-·

JOib1d

JlAlthaus, QR.~., p. 91.
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h1s opinion thus:

"We are dealing with a unified being,

a person, and not with something that 1s called a soul
a nd which dwells 1n a house which 1s called a body. 11 32
In an e f fort to clarify the Hebrew manner of thinking with regard to the unity of man, George A. F. Knight
suggests the analogy of a coin.

r.A coin has t wo sides.

Real i ty, similarly, may be conceived as a two-sided whole.
Idea lly speaking, a co1n cannot
midd l e .

..•

be spllt down the

The two sides are each but an aspect of the total

one ness.«33

Applying this to the nature of man, the

wri-ce r states:
~' e are a ware today as never before that at all levels
of t hought in the Old Testament the conception does
not arise of man's being a union of soul and body.
He ma y speak of one and then of the other, as he may
speak of the "heads~ or "ta1ls" on the coin, but all
th e time man. thinks o.f himself as just a man, one
e nt1ty.J 4 .
But if man 1s a unified being, how does death affect
him?

Althaus replies:

"Because death removes our body, it

also takes away the spirit.

Dy .ng means more then thst the

instrument of the sp\r1t • • • ie taken.

In death we are

2
J Martin J. He1necken, Basic Christian Teachings
( Philadelphia: The l'•luhlenberg Press, 1949), P.• 3.5.
J3oeorge A. F. Knight, "Eschatology in the Old Testament," Scottish Journal Qf. Theology, IV (1951), 356. George
A. F. Knight is a member of the teaching staff at the Lutheran School of Theology 1n Maywood, Illinois.

34 Ibid.
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snatched away in our ent1rety.nJ5

A more detailed dis-

cussion of the meaning of death will follow.

However, in-

asmuch as the modern concept of death 1s so closely tied
to the Old Testament view of the nature of man, it is
h1ghly desirable to discuss at this po1nt the terminology
wh1ch the Israelites employed in connection with the composition of man.
Old Testament scholars tell us that, on one hand, man
consists of earthly stuff, dust and ashes; and on the other,
be possesses a spiritual power which makes him, first of
all, e n 1ntell1gant be1ng.J6

This sp1r1tual powgr has been

expressed 1n the Old Testament by various terms such as

-...JI,? f,

T[ ·7'7, :i

ent p olnts of view.

?, etc.,

wh1ch describe 1t from differ-

Modern scholarship, however, 1s quick

to point out that these terms do not find an exact equivalent 1n the t.:nglish word "soul."

Johannes Fichtner, writ-

ing 1n the Theologische Ze1tsch~1ft, suggests that some of
the difficulties wh1ch theology encounters today with regard to the word "soul" follow from the fact that nephesh
"was translated exclusively with psych~ in the Septuagint,
and 1n the Vulgate with anima," words which did not always
transm!t an accurate meaning.

35Althaus,

Q.12..

He adds that Luther too

cit., p. 8 J.

J6oeorge A. F. Knight, From Moses~ !l!!:!l. (London:
Lutterworth Press, 1949), pp. 26f. See also Ludw1g K6hler,

Old T~st~ment Theology, translated by A. s. Todd (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 195?), pp. 142f.
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recogniz ed the bre~dth of meaning that was contained 1n
the HebrGw term n§phesh and regretted that there was 1n
the German language no single word that expressed 1n the
fullest sense what ~ephes~ meant to the Israelite.3?

How-

ever, ~-Jhen a single word is sought as a term most closely
approx1mat1ng the meaning of pephesh, many scholars prefer to translate 1t with "11fe."3 8

Still lt is generally

recognized that even this term does not fully express the
breadth of meaning contained 1n the wor·d nephesh.

'l'here-

fo r e Elmer E. Flack remarks that nephesh represents not
on l y

11

l1f'e, " by which term it 1s usually best expressed,

"but a l s o the principle of life, and by ;41ay of extension,

t he inner consciousness of emotional life. u39
Knight favors the tra nslation

11

personality. 11 40

He

ha s also furnished one of the more detailed discussions
of this term.

It is his opinion that nephesh is difficult

to define with one word because 1n the course of time 1t
underwent a process of change end development.

For ex-

J7Johannes Fichtner, 11 Seele oder Leben 1n der Bibel,"
Theolog1sche Ze1tschr.1ft. XVII (1961), 306. See also
George A. F. Knight,
Christian Theology of the vld Testament (ii.1cjlmond, Va.: John Knox Press, 1959), pp. J4f.
Johannes Fichtner 1s professor of Cld Testament 1n Bethel
bei Bielefeld, Germany.

a

38Ta1to A. Kantonen, ~ ~fter Death (Philadelphia:
The Muhlenberg Press, 1962), p. 8.
39Elmer E. Flack, "The Teachings and Institutions of
the Old Testament," Old Testpment Commentary (Philadelphia:
The Muhlenberg Press, 1948), p. 105. Elmer E. Flacl<, at
the time that he ·, wrote the statement quoted was professor of
Exegetical Theology at Hamma D1vin1ty School, Spr1ngf1eld, Chio
4 °Kn1ght, ~
- rtioses to .~ , p. 26.
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omple 1n 282 instances where 1t ls used, 1t seems to refer to "the pr1nc1ple of 11fe, without any emphasis on
wha t we would call its psychical side."41
of Ahab entreated Elijah:

The me ssengers

"0 man of God, I pray you, let

my nephesh ~nd the n._ephesh of these fifty serv8nts of
yours, be precious in your sight" (2 Kings 1:13).

Both

the King James and the hevised Standard Versions translate
the word as

11

11fe. 11

In a second group of passages, in

which nephesh appears 22) times, it can best be translated
by the word "self," says Knight. 42 For example, 1n Psalm
3:2 Da vid exclaims:

"Many are rising against my nepesh. "

And Job tells his "comforters":

"I also could spealt as

you ao, 1f your nephesll were 1n the place of r,1y nenhesh"
(Job 16:4).

Finally, the writer says that there are 249

1nstences of "another group of meanings; for example, in
2salm 6:4 1t 1s used with reference to 11fe in contradistinction to death:

'Deliver my neohesh,' just means 'Save

me from physical death. ,n4J
Knight states that originally the word nephesh must
have meant pr1mar1ly "breath," as did the Arabic term

nafa~.

This usage can be seen in Job 41:21 where the

"breath 11 of the crocodile kindles coals.

41

Ibld
-·
42
Ib1d.

43 Ibid.

"But the use of
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the word 1n this sense was limited rather to that which
itself does the breathing, and neshamah was reserved primarily to express the meaning of the word 'breath.'"44
At this point the writer makes the interesting observation
that during this stage of the development, "nephesn had
some affinities with the ideas behind the Greek term
pneuma.

lt was then used, end then only, 1n contrad1s-

tinct1on to baser, flesh, as pneuma was to sarx. 11 45

As

examples of this usage, the writer quotes Deuteronomy
12:23:

"Only be sure that you do not eat the blood: for

the blood is the life, and you shall not eat the nephesh
~,1th the flesh.
cerning 11achel:

11

Again, in Genesis 35:18 it is stated con"As her nephesh was departing (for she

died), she called his name Ben-o'ni."
But Knight adds that in the course of time nephesh came
to include much more content and meaning than did pneuma.
Nephesh was employed also to designate "the seat of all
emotions and appetites," of physical hunger (Psalm 107:9),
of thirst (Proverbs 25:25), of appetite 1n general {Isaiah
5:14), of moral desire {Job 23:13).

It was the seat of

the intellect (Psalm 139:14); it was employed as a subst1-

44~.

See also Ludwig K&hler, Old Testament Theol-

Q..&i., translated by A. s. Todd {Philadelphia: The ~estm1nster

Press, 1957), pp. 142f.
4 5Kn1ght, From Moses t o ~ . pp. 26f. See also George
A. F. Kn1.ght, A Christian Theology o f ~ Old Testament
(Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press, 1959), pp. J4f.
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tute for the ,'lord. "brain, 11 since the Hebrews had no equival e nt.

Because its scope

~a~

so broad, Knight suggests

t hat a psychologist today might prefer to translate it by
the ~,iord

11

personality 11 rather than by the term "soul. 11 46

A second Hebrew word which ls used to describe the
spi r itual side of men is ruach.

Friederich Be.umg§rtel,

writ ing in the 1'he olog isches ,v8rterbuch film! l euen Testa!!!~,

ed ited by Gerhar·d Kittel, states that ruach in 1ts

ba sic, or1g1nel sense may be translated "breath" or "wind."
When used of man , it s1gn1f1es:
c i pl e of the botly.
{Ezekiel 37:5f.).

(a) The animating prin-

The entrance of the rua ch creates life
On the other hand, when God takes the

rua ch a wa y (Psa lm 104:29), or lt returns to Goa, then
dea t h ls the result ( Ecclesiastes 12:7).

(b) The seat of

f eelings a nd emotions, such as unrest (2 Kings 19:7; Genesi s 41:8), discouragement (Isaiah 61:J), f e int-heartedness
(Exodus 6:9), impatience (Job 21:4; f roverbs 14:29), etc.
(c) The seat of intellectual functions, rational and relig ious insights such a s:

reason (Job J2:8), unusual wis-

dom ( D::,niel 6:4), ins1gh'ts into divine mysteries (Daniel

4:5), relig ious and ethical insights (Isaiah 29:24).

(c}

The seat of conv1ct1oo, attitud es of will and character
(Jeremiah

.51:1; Haggai 1:14; Ezra 1:1; Ecclesiastes 7:8,

etc.): . hum111ty (Proverbs 16:19), pride (Proverbs 16:18),

46

Kn1ght, Er.2m_ Moses~ Faul, p. 27.
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longing for God (Isaiah 26:9), repenta nce ( Psalm 51:19).4?
Knight points out ·t;hat there are 134 instances 1n
which rua ch, as the spirit of Yahweh, explains some unusual phenomenon of human conduct or character.

Thus the

streng th of ~amson was traced back to the incoming of the
s p irit of Yahweh into h1m (Judges 14:6):

"the ecstasy of

pr1m1t1ve prophecy (1 Samuel 10:6) 1n the s ame way was the
di rect res ult of the lnsp1rat1on of God."48

The writer

ma inta ins, furthermore, that in the course of time there
devel oped the "Hebraic belief that all t hat 1s to be found
in man of emotion a nd intellect was breathed into h1m by
thG brea th of God."

It was thought that man partook of

the very life and nature of God when the Lord "blew 'persona lity' in t o the clay which He took in His hands when He
fi r st ma de man 1n His own image and likeness."49

Knight

a sse r t s tha t thls "divine orlg in of man's personality" i~
to be found particula rly in the more developed post-Ex111c
thought.

hua ch then retained the "higher association of

its orig in."

Thus it has come about that rua ch "stands

for those more exceptional and unusual endowments of human
nature which suggest God as their immediate source • • • •

47Fr1ederich Baumgilrtel, "Geist im Al ten 'l'esta me nt,"
Theolog1sches warterbuch gym Neuen Testa ment, edited by
Gerhard I<ittel ( Stuttgart: H. Kohlhammer, 1935), VI, 14?.
Friedrich Baumg~rtel is professor of Old Testament at the
University of Erlangen.
48
Kn i ght, From Moses fil2. .!:rual., pp. 2?f.
49 Ibid ., p. 28.
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It l1nks man to God as though it were a door continually

open to Hi s approach."SO
·rnus scholars describe the ruach a s performing the

highest spiritual functions in rnan, but they do not conceive of i t as being a spiritual counterpart in man which
possesses a dea th-defying mode of existence.

Otto Procksch

states that the ruach 1s the principle of life, not a form
of life.

Therefore, 1n the Old Testament

11

one always

spea ks of the spirit of life (ruah hajjlm), but never of
a li ving spirit."Sl

Knight adds:

From our discussion of the relationship between the
s p irit of God s ud the spirit of man • • • we are not
t o be misled into imagining that the spirit of man
ma y be likened to a divine s park, a scintilla de1,
set within a clay body, which will one day return to
the s ource of that flame 1n the event of the death
of the body. Man 1s an gntity, quite 1ndiv1Sible into
his various elements, even though aspects of his personality, such as his appetites, h1s affections, his
mora l purposes, may be exa mined and ha ndled one by
?ne, ~~st a s we c an look at each side of a coin in
-curn.
A

third term employed by Scripture to describe certain

atti tudes and characteristics of man 1s ~ .
states that

11

Kantonen

1Ju,, mea ning heart, stands for man as a whole

viewed specifically in his relation to Goa.uSJ

Flack con-

siders t he lev to be one of the three members of the human
frame referred to in Scripture as having psychica l, a nd

-·

50ib1d

51Procksch, .2.ll• ~ . , pp. 20}, 459.
52Knight, A Christian Theology of the Old Testament,
pp. 37f.
.
53Kantonen, ~

after Deatb, p. a.
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therefore ethical, s1gn1f1cance.

It 1s employed not only

to express the whole range of emotional experiences, such
as love (2 Samuel 14:1), joy (Judges 18:20), anxiety
(1 Samuel 4:lJ), but 1t 1s used

11

espec1ally to describe

the act1v1 t 1es of the 1ntellect (Deuteronomy 7:17) and the
will (Jeremiah 3:17). 11

It 1s the organ of consc1ousness,

t he s ea t; of understanding . 54

Finally, man 1s also flesh.

In fact, the Hebrews

cha r acterized him largely in terms of the physical side
of his nature.

Nan, like all other living creatures, 1s

ba sically "fle sh" (basar) and not "spirit" (ruach), says
Fl e ck. 55

He

is flesh-an1mated-by-soul.

"Man does not have a body; he is a body."

Kantonen says:
Again:

"The

Hebrew idea of the personality is an an1mated body, and
not a n incarnated sou1. 11 56
Wha t then is basar?
an exact synonym of

11

It 1s not to be thought of as

body."

Strictly spea king, "flesh is

the lifeless s tuff of man •• • •

Body is the human (or

anima l) form which the stuff flesh assumes.n57

An examina-

tion of the Hebrew Scripture will soon reveal that the
phrase~~.:i-? ,:!) , "all flesh," 1s used 1n various ways
T T

-,.

1n the Ol d Testament.

S4Flack,

2,2. ~ . ,

In Deuteronomy 5:26, when the

p. 105.

55Ib1d.
S6Kantonen, ~ after
57Ibig.
pp. J6f.

Death, p. a.

See a lso KOhler, Old Testament

Theology,
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holy writer asks who of all flesh has heard the voice of
God spe~k1ng out of the midst of the fire and 11ve, then
evidently "all flesh" means man.

ln Genesis 6:17 when 1t

is s a i d that all flesh wherein is the breath of life is to
b e destroyed 1n the flood , both men and bea sts are meant.
In o t he r passages, such as Genesis 7:21 where Yahweh says
tha t "a ll flesh died • • • and every man," kol b ~ refers only to the beasts.
11

Kantonen, therefore, rem~ rks:

'rhe human organism has no status in its own right, nor

does it serve to mark man off from other men or the rest
of na t ur e.

On the contrary it ties him "11th ' a ll fle sh.' 1158

What a re the conclusions to be drawn from this wordstudy?

The trend as 1t 1s expressed in much of contempo-

rary Lutheran lite r a ture is in the following d irection:
1.

The terms basar, neghesh, ruach, and lil are not

to be equated with the Eng lish "body" and "soul 11 in their
commonly a ccepted sense.
l ent for these t ~·Jo terms.

The Hebrew has no exact equivaTherefore, the conclusion is

d r atm that the vld Testament passage which trad1 t1onal

theology quotes 1n support of the survival of the s oul
after death are not pertinent.59
2.

Modern s chola rship contends tha t ma n 1s a psycho-

log ical unity, an indivisible whole which may be seen from

58Kantonen, Life after Death, p. 8.
59Altha us,

.Q.Q.. ~ . ,

4
p. 9.
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various points of view and described as flesh, body, soul,

s p iri t, or heart. 60

But none of these should be thought

of a s existing by itself.

Even the nephesh and the ruach
a re without independent existence.6 1

J.

'rherefore, 1 t is said that death is not to be

vi ewed 1n the trad1t1ona l m~nner as a separation of body
a nd Eoul, according to which the body returns to the dust
wh ence 1·t came and the nephesb goes into the presence of
God t o e n joy blessedne s s until the day of the resurrection.
This "body-soul dua lism" does not occur in the Old Testament . 62

~·i ha t then is death?

Ka ntonen, follo\·11ng the lead of

Ca rl St a nge , points out that there are three types of answe r s g iven.
1.

The a nswer of "b1olog1ca l science and the natural-

i s t ic ph ilosophy based upon it, according to which life is
s olely a natural process a nd death its absolute end.»63
Accord ing to this view
d ies when ·t he functions which characte1·ize a 11 vi ng orge n1sm comes to an end. The lifeless body begins
to decompose. It 1s attacked by lower fo~ms of life,
,,orms , molds, and bacteria, which transform ~ ts cells
and tissues int;o 1 ts or1·g1nal inorganic and gaseous

I-'i e n

60Kantonen, Life after Dea th. pp.?, 9.
Paul, p. JO.

See Knight.

~ tfioses ~

61rrock s ch,

Q.!2..

£.!!.., pp. 459f.

62Kantonen, Life after De*th, p. 6.
" Eschatology," QI2.• . cit., p. J5 •
6J1<antonen, Life after Death, p. 11.

See also Knight,
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constituents • • • •
to exist. 0 4

The human individual has ceased

Kantonen rem11rks that the Biblical view of death ls
1n full a ccord with the view of natural science as far as
the latter goes.
this f a ct.

"Our hopes and desires ca nnot change

Man does not differ from t he rest of creation

by having a soul that canno t die.

11

65 Death is a gr im re-

al i t y , but that is not a ll that Scripture has to s a y.
2.

The ans wer of idealistic philosophy.

According

to this view "the soul has its own life underived from the
body, a nd death is the release of the soul from the body. 11 66
Ka ntone n remarks that various philosophies and relig ions
ha ve inherited this idea of a deathless s oul from primitive
a nimism.

It is a view which considers the body inferior

t o the s oul.

While the latter occupies itself ~1th eternal

idea s a nd va lues, the body 1s thought to seek the baser
things of life and succumb to the l ower pa ssions.
shares neither the birth nor the death of the body.

The soul
"It

had an incorporeal existence before it became attached to
the body, and it returns to this existence when the body
dies .

It does not decompose as the body does.«67
But such a posi tion, says Kentonen, actually denies

64

Ibid
·
6.5Ibid
_.,

p. 17.

66 Ibid.,

p . 11.

67Ib1d

p . 12.

_.,
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the fact that men are mortal.

The essential self, the

soul, does not d1e at all; 1t "leaps 6ver the grave into
another form of ex1stence.»68

J.

The answer of Christian faith.

Modern Lutheran

s cholarsh1p excludes from 1ts descr1pt1on of the Old Tes tament view of death any suggestion that man has a mortal
part , the body, and an immortal part, the soul.

As i t has

been previously stated, the human being 1s considered to
be an indiv1s1ble unit, a body-animated-by-soul.
fore, ~hen the body dies, the soul dies also.
man escapes the grave.

There-

Nothing 1n

Death is a grim reality, a d readed

enemy because it represents the breach in man's relation
to God.

Therefore a pious Israelite such as Job could con-

template death only as a going into the land of no return ,
"the land of gloom and chaos, where light ls as darkness 11
(Job 10:21-22).

"The author of Ecclesiastes went so far

as to say that the fate of man is the same as that of the
beast, complete ext1nction."69

Kantonen grants that this

ls not the general teaching of the Old Tes tement, but it
does emphasize the creatureliness of man and his complete
dependence on God.

"A man may descend fea rles sly into the

valley of the shadow of death only if he can s ay , 'Thou
a rt with me,' but life here or hereafter 1s not worth 11v-

68

69

Ib 1 d • , p • 1 J •

ill.g_., pp. 15f.
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ing when that tie 1s severed," for fellowship with God is
the only thing that matters.70
Thus modern Lutheran scholarship in its description
of the Old Testament view of death seeks to ulace
the area t ..
'-'

e s t emphasis on the thought that death 1s rea l, that it
a ff e cts the entire person, that it represents the breach
in man's relation to his Creator, a rupture c a used by sin.
However, 1t should be noted that, according to Old Testament s chola rship, death 1s not to be equated with nonexis tence .

Even though man is described as an indivis-

ible unit, and deeth is said to affect the entire person,
ba s ar , r·uach, nephesh, and lev, man is not annihila ted
wh en he dies.

He does not cease to exist.

Flack 1s ex-

press ing the view that 1s generally held by contemporary
Lutheran theolog ians 11hen 'he states:

"Among the Hebrews

there wa s a vigorous belief in an existence after death. 11 71
But p recisely what 1t 1s that the Old Testament
thought of as existing after death, if not the nephesh or
the ruach, 1s a problem which modern scholarship has not
discussed at any great length.

?Oib1d.

?lFlack,

.Q.I2.. ~ . ,

p. 110.

CHAPTER III

THE INTEliMEDIATE STATE
It has been said that there are two indisputable realities in eschatology, the fact of death and the fact of
the resurr•ecti on.

But between these two events there 1s,

from the human point of view, an interval of time, a period of waiting .
que stion:

'I 'h1s , 1n turn, has given rise to the

"What 1s the nature of the so-called 1nter-

medi.a te state? 11 l

It has been pointed out that modern Luth-

era n scholars generally grant that there 1s existence in
t h is interval , but opinions vary as to its nature.
Otto ?rocksch maintains that 1n the Old Testament way
of thinking the dead exist but they do not live.

He

asse rts that "existence and life are evidently distinguished :,
/

by the ancient Israelite.

l'he difference consists in this

that where there 1s life there is also "development, accomplishment, something which is possible only when one is in
communion with God and man. 11 2

In death, however, "exist-

ence is isolated; it is a dull vegetation (Job 14:22), without change, without fellowship one wlth another (Job J:lJff. ). 11 3

1Ta1to A. Kantonen, The Christian Hope (Philadelphia:

Board of Publication of the United Lutheran Church of America,
19.54), p. 36.
2 ctto Procksch , TheoloT1e des ALten Testaments (Gatersloh:
c. Bertelsmann Verlag, 1950, p. 502.

3r}2id.
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He points out that 1n the Old Testament Scripture one who
is dead is not described as a nephesh haJJa, a 11v1ng soul,
but he 1s c a lled a nephesh

met.

His soul exists but it no

longer lives and any contact with 1t 1s forbidden.4
Fr a ncis Pieper quotes Luther with approv~l:
It 1s divine truth that Abraham (after death) live s
wi t h God, s erves Him, and also rules with Him. But
wha t sort of life that 1s, whether he be asleep or
awake, the t 1s another question. How the soul rests,
,-Je arei::not to l<now; it 1s certain, however, - that 1t
lives • ..1
Ta ito Kantonen maintains that t he traditional v iew
p l a c es t oo much stress on the bliss of the individua l, for
h e s a ys that from the Scriptural poirit of view "the indivi dua l be lie ver ca nnot enjoy hesvenly blessedness un til the

~hole f amily of God's children is gathered home, which 1s
on l y a fte r t he r esurrection and judgment."

Therefore, he

a dd s , tha t present-da y Luthera ns are inclined to a s cribe

l ess posit i ve content to the intermedia te state.6
Martin J. He1necken charges tha t it i s only when man

1s f a lse ly spllt up into body a nd soul that the speculations concerning an 1ntermed1ate state arise; and h e conc ludes:

11

It i s no wonder that, with this view, men have

had little use for a resurrection • • • and hDve been sat1s-

4

Ib1d., p. 502.

5Fra nc1s Pieper, Christia n Dogmatics, translated by
Walter w. F. Albrecht (St. Louis: Concordia Publ1sh1ng
House, 1953), III, 512.

6

Kantonen, QR.~., p . J8.

JS
f1ed w1th the redemption of only the sou1.a?
Thus op1n1ons have varied sharply with regard to the
state and condition of the dead.

But for guidance 1n the

discussion of this problem we shall examine the two principal expressions which the writers of the Old Testament
employed to describe the experience of death.

The first of these is the fam~liar formula which report ed a man's death by stating:

"He was gathered to his

people " (Genesis 25:8; 35:29; 49:29,33), or "He slept with
h1s fathersn (1 Kings 2:10), or "He lay with h1s fathers"
(Genesis 47:30; 2 Samuel 7:15}, or

11

He went to his fathers

in peace" (Genesis 15:15}.
These and similar expressions, which occur 1n the
historical books, have been interpreted in various ways.
George Knight shares the op1n1on of Walther E1chrodt 8 and
others, who believe that these statements show the intense
desire of the Israelite to be united .e ven in death with
thei r fathers and other members of their family.

Knight

says tha t the Old Testament believer found it 1mposs1ble to
imagine any life after death that was not lived along with
h1s people.

He believed that a good th1ng was about to

7r·Iart1n J. He1neoken, Basic Christian Teachings (Phil-

adelphia: The Muhlenberg Press, 1949), p. lJJ.

8Walther E1chrodt, Theologi§ w_ Alten Testament§

(V1erte Auflage; Ber+1n: Evangel1she Verlagsanstalt, 1950)
II-III, 145. At the t1me th1s book was published Walther
E1chrodt was professor of Old Testament at the Un1vers1ty
of Basel.
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happen to h1m when he was gathered to his fathers.9
Procksch holds that such formulae as these refer chiefly
to burial in a common g rave, rather than bP.1ng together
i n t he rea lm of death or 1n a life hereafter.lo
Pe rhaps ·t he ma jor1 ty of contemporary Lutheran theolo-

gians bo t h 1n ~urope and 1n America find little, if a ny,
significence ln these statements ; they usually equate th em
with exp ress ions such as "to go the way of all the earth »
(Jos hua 23:14; 1 King s 2:2), or simply uto die."11
Al e xa nder Heidel, after a lengthy examination of the princ ipal passa ges 1n which this formula appears, concludes
that such expres sions as these "are as little informative
on t he u l t r a mundane whereabouts of the soul as are the
~ords of Ds v1J , utte red et the loss of his child:
g o t o him, but he w111 not return to me.

111

'I shall

(2 Samuel 12:23).

He compa res the1r sig nificance also to tha t of the formula
"to go the way of all the earth" (Joshua 23:14; 1 Kings
2:2).1 2

Alfred von iiohr Sauer shares the view that these

formu lae c annot refer solely to a state of blessedness after
dea th for they are used at times a lso w1th reference to the

9oeorg e A. F. Knlght, a Christian Theology Q!. the Cld
Tes t a me nt (Richmond, Va.: John Knox Pre ss, 1959), pp . JJ5f.
10

Procksch, ~. ~•• p. 500.

11Alexa nder Heidel, The GilP.:amesh Epic and the Old
Te sta ment f ora llels (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Pres s , 1946), p. 144.
12 Ib1d ., p . 189.

J?
wicked a nd godles s people. 1 3
He r bert Leupold , however, finds a much more positive
conten t in t hes e e xpres s ions.

Commenting on Genesis 25:8

1.1 here it is sta ted that Abr·a ham died a nd

his peopl e ,

11

Leu pold remar ks that

11

11

was gathered t o

th1s is a clear tes t i -

mony t o t he belief i n a 11fe a fte r de a t h on the pa rt of t he
ea r l iest pa triarch ." 14 He concedes th9t no s p ecific revelat ion on the Eub j e ct seems to ha ve been given, "but f a ith 1n
the Al mi ghty God d rew its own proper conclusions a s to

whether God would ultimately let His children perish , a nd
its conc l u s ion was :

He c 9nnot. 11

Leupold s upports h1s po-

sition by referring to Hebrews 11:13-16, which, he s a ys,
11

offers the f ullest conf1rme t1on of our interpreta tion. 11 15
·f ue second e xpres s ion which writers o f t;he Old Testa -

me nt employed t o describe the experience of dying wa s "going
t o !':·heol.

11

Sheol 1s gene r a lly considered the common Hebrew

d e s i gnation f or the pl a ce of the dea d.

Its etymology 1s

sti l l ob s cur e desp ite the nume r ous efforts t ha t ha ve been

lJAlfred von dohr Souer, "The Eschatological .rrophec1es
o f t he Ol d Te sta me nt a nd their ~ert1nence to 3 vents of the
Pres ent Da y, 11 Proceedings Qf. ~ '.!'wenty-N1nth Convent lop of
the Norther n Illinois District of the Lutheran Church--1· 1ssour1
Synod, 1951, p. ;6. Alfred von ri ohr Sauer 1s professor of
Old Tes tament a ·t Concordia Seminary, ~t. Louis, I'lissouri.
14Herbert c. Leupold, Expos iti on of Genesis (Columbus,
Oh io: The Wa ~tburg Press, 1942), p . 694. At the time t his
book t-m s p ublished fi erbert c. Leupold wa s professor of Cld
Testament- a t Ce pU;al Univers ity Theolog ica l ~em1na ry,
Columbus , Ohio.

lSrb1u ., 695.
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made to determine its root and to discover its ba sic meaning.16

Old Testament scholars of the past century often

derived it from the verb

?,\' \1./'. ,
-

"to ask, 11 because the

T

kingdom of the dead was "insatiable 1n its demonds. 11 17

In

the view of others Sheol brought to m1nd the depth of the
underworld and was thought to have or1gina'c.ed from
"to be deep. 11 18

? Y- -..,J.(.,.

0

,

Knight claims that lt may have come from

a I'oot meaning "hollow," since "1t represents a great
cavern in the center of the earth."

He also notes that,

according to some of the holy writers, there lay at the
lowest point 1n Sheol "a pit, fill!!hath {Job 33:18; Ps. 30:9)
or bo~, the ordinary word for a water hole (?s. 28:l; 40:2;
Isa . 14:15). 111 9

Procksch calls attention to the fact that

t he a rticle is not used with Sheol.

He claims

7 at

th1S

absence of the article indicates, as 1n the cs se of t'hom,
11

sea, 1, and tebel, "globe," that the term Sheol \ u-sc

been of fore1 gn origin.

16

Heidel, 212.•

£ii.,

have

He gra nts, however, tha t a n Acad1an

p. 144.

l7Gustave I•' . Oehler, Theology SU: the Old Testament,
translated by George E. Day (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, n.a.), p. 170. Gustave F. Oehler was
professor of Old Testament at the University of Tdb1ngen.
18

Ibid.

19Kn1ght, 212.• cit., p. 338.
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equivalent (s1'al) has not been founa.20
While it is quite generally agreed that the etymology
of the term is uncertain, the meaning of
difficult to establish.

Sheol 1s less

Contemporary Lutheran scholars

describe it as a realm located "within the innermost parts
of the earth" (Deuteronomy )2:22; Psalm 139:8; Isaiah
11 :1~-15,· Amos 9:2). 21
According t o some passages o f Ser 1 p1~
/
ture 1t ls "beneath the waters 11 (Job 26:5).22

Kantonen re-

marks that the book of Job gives the most adequate picture
of Sheol to be found anywhere in the Hebrew Scripture,
when it states:

"Behold I go whence I shall not return,

e ven to the l a nd of gloom and deep darkness, the land of
g loom a nd chaos, where light is darkness" (10:21-22).23
It wa s called a land of silence and forgetfulness ( ? salms
94:17; 115:17; 88:lJ; Ecclesiastes 9:5; Job 14:21). 24 Cf
prime importance 1s the fact that the Old Testament records numerous passages in which it ls sa1d that the dead

20
Procksch, .Ql2.. c1t., p. 498. Ludwig Koehler suggested
a new op1n1on according to which Sheol presumably belongs
to a small group of Hebrew words with four consonants, the
last being a lamedh which was added for reasons of euphony.
When the lamedh is dropped, 1t becomes conceivable that
sheol may have come from scha'a, meaning "desolatlon, 11
"waste lend." Cf. Ludwig I<5hler, "Al ttestamentliche Hortforschung: Sheol, 11 Theologische Zeitschrift, II (1946), 71.

21

He1del, Q.2. £1.t.., 178.

22 Ib1d.

2 3Kantonen,
24He1del,

·'- ----~---

.Q.2.

Q.12..

cit., p. 6.

£1.t.., p. 194.
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cannot praise God nor give Him thanks (~salm 6:6; 115:17;
Isaiah 38:18).
Gerhard von Bad repeatedly emphasizes that the dead
were nout;side the cult1c sphere of Jahweh. 11

With death the

individual's part1 c1pat1on in the cult ceased.
stood

OUt\,ii th

WicJ

the orbit

Of

the worship

Of

"The dead
Jahweh and

were therefore also debarred from glorifying His deeds.»25
For Israel the real bitterness of death apparently lay 1n
this exclusion.
Procksch describes Sh~ol as a "terrifying place," and
a place of destruction (Job 26:6; 28:22; abaddon) and forgetfulness (Ps a lm 88:13) of darkness (Job 10:21r.) and of
hopelessness from which there is no return (Job 7:9; 14:10,
12; 16:22; Isaiah 38:12,18).

However, existence in Sheol

apparently bea rs at least some simila rity to life on earth
fo r there

11

the kings sit upon their thrones ~s they did in

life" (IsaiDh 14:9).

Job

distinguishes between king s and

p rinces, between rich and poor, between good and bad (Job
3:14ff.).

But it is a shadowy existence, says Procksch,

"cheerless and dull, ~dthout life and enthusiasm.

The

dead go there with body and soul; they are not entirely insensible; for the soul sorrows (Job 14:22).

But this ex-

25
Gerhard von Had,~ Testament 'I'heolo~y, tra~slated
by D. M. o. Stalker (Edinburgh: 011~er and Boyd, 1962), I,
277, 369, 389. Since 1949 Gerhard von Rad has been professor
of Old Testament at the University of Heidelberg.
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1stence cannot be called l1fe.n26
On the other hand, there ere also passages 1n Job
which depict Sheol as a place of rest, where there 1s an
end of earthly toil and trouble.

Job, under the weight of

g reat affliction, visualizes death as a state 1n which "the
wicked cease from troubling and

. . . the weary are at

rest.

'r here the prisoners are at ease together; they hear not the

voic e of the taskmaster" (Job J:l)ff.).

Ernest Brennecke

a tt empts to explain the seeming inconsistency of Job's rema rks by s t a ting that this sufferer's desire for release
from t he bondage of his affliction was so intense that even
Sheol appeared to him as a place altogether desirable and
"not e s he l a ter remembered it as 'a land of darkness and
t he shadow of death, a land dark as midnight, without any
order , a nd where the light is as midnight' (10:21f.). 02?
Sheol was a land to which all must go.
a sked:

The psa lmist

"What man can live and never see death'!

Who can de-

liver his soul from the power of Sheol?" (Psalm 89:48).
Elme r Fla ck describes it as
the vast "pit" (Ezek. J2:18} that was large enough to
receive all the dead; so large, in fact, that it could

26 Procksch,

QI2..

cit., p. 499.

2 7Ernest Brennecke, "The Book of Job," Old Testament
Commentary, edited by Herbert c. Alleman and Elmer E. Flack
( Philadelphia: The Huhlenberg Press, 1948), p. 694. Ernest
Brennecke served as professor of Hebrew and Old Testament
Interpretation at Hartwick Theological Seminary, New York City.
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never be filled (Prov. 27:20). It had its tribal
d ivisions and its racial distinctions (Ezek. J2:J2f.)28
Appa r ently, however, there was no fellowship among the
i\ ot only were they sepa rated from God, and excluded

dead.

from t he congregation of the living , but they were also isol a ted f r om one another. 2 9
Some Lutheran theolog ians have found 1n passage s s uch

a s Psalm 49:14 63:19; I saiah 5:14 and 14:13-15 1ndicat1ons
t hat Sheol was a place where the wicked suffered punishment
for evils committed on ea rth, wh1le the pious are s pared
s uc h t orment.

Heidel, r e flecting the opinion cf Franz

De litz sch, rema rks concerning Psalm 49:14r. that in view of
what the psalmist s ays 1n verses 8 to 11 concerning t he 1nev1ta b111ty of death, "the term Sheol refers, of course,
n ot to tl1e grave, but to the underground abode of the
spi r its . •

..

The psalmist wants to say that Goa will s a ve

t he righteous from what we would call going to hell."JO
This fs the position taken also by the Lutheran
Cyclo£ed1a.

Concerning Psalm 49:14f. the writer states that

accord ing to this psalm "all men die physically, but there
1s a difference 1n their existence in the hereafter."
i s indicated by the words of the psalmist:

28

That

"They ( 1. e.,

Elmer H:. Flack., "The Teachings and Institutions of
the Old Testame~t," Old Testament Commentary, p. 110.

29

Procksch, QR.~•• pp. 502r., 652.

30Heidel,

.Ql2..

~ ••

p. 185.

4;
the wicked) are laid 1n ~heol (AV, grave), death s hall
f e ed on t h em, but God will redeem my soul from the power
of Sheol {AV, the grave); for he shall receive me" {49:14f.).
The writer adds:

"Clearly there is a sharp contrast be-

tween t he doom of the ungodly a nd the glorious hope of the
belie ve r who hopes to rest securely 1n the hands of h is
God. 11 31
Von Had recogn i zes the antithes1s of this psalm and
a sser t s tha t the fate of the psalmist would be different
f r om t hat of the wicked after death for the wicked would
r ema 1 11 in Sheol, while the righteous would enjoy the commun i on of God. However, he does not indicate further ~hat
i s i mplied by "remaining in Sheol."

He does not state

pointedl y t hat one would be in heaven and the other in
he11.J2
Sauer, in discussing Sheol as a place of punishment,
points out that ther'3 are passages in Scripture where the
word Sheol 1s used parallel with the Hebrew term Abeddon.
This i s significant because Abaddon, he says, "comes from

the Hebrew verb meaning to perish and definitely contains
the punitive idea which is associated with the concept of
hell. 11 :33

Sheol and Abaddon are equated also in Proverbs

3111 Hereafter, 11 Lutheran Cyclopedia, edited by Er win

L. Lueker (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1954),
p.

460.
J2 Von I1ad, 212.• cit., p. 406.
J3sauer, 2.12.• c1t., p. J6.
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15 :11 where 1 t is stated that Sheol and Abaddon "lie open

before the Lord."

Concerning Isa1ah 14:lJ-15, Sauer s t a tes

that t he prophet, 1n condemning the l<1ng of Babylon for h1s

pride, predicted that he would be brought down to Sheol,
to t he sides of Bor, the p1t.

"In this passag e, 11 says the

writer, "Sheol and Bor do not refer to the grave, but to
the place of torment. 11 34
Replying to Jehovah's Witnes ses who hold that "all the
prophe t s of God taught tbat sheol, the grave, an1 hell are
one a nd the sa me condition," Fred E. Mayer wrote:

"Both

the Hebrew word s h~ol and the Greek equivalent hades denote
not only the grave or the abode of disembodied spirits, but
also the place of torment. 11 35

Thls is evident, he s a id,

"especia lly from the story of Korab and his band, who certainly did not go 'alive into the realm of the dead.' "

For

f urther proof he points also to Psalm 55:15, 16 where the
p s a l mist contrasts his own condition with that of the
wicked who went to Sheo1.J6
Other theologians, howeve r, are inclined to r egard
Sheol as a neutral s tete, rather than one of punishment or
reward .

34

Kantonen asserts:

"Sheol is unaffected by con-

I bid., pp. J6f.

35Fred E. Mayer, Jehovah's Witnesses (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1957), p. 26. Prior to his
death 1n 1954 Fred E. Mayer was profe9sor of Systematic
Theology at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri.
36 Ib1d.
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sideratlons of punishment and reward.

There were no com-

partments for good and bad. 11 37
Lutheran scholars ha ve not entered deeply into a discussion of the names employed by the Scripture to designate
Von nad has shown no interest at all 1n the sub-

the dead.
ject.

Knight ca lls attention to three names which che holy

wr iters employed in ~pea king of the dead:

In a brief discussion of

the 'eloh1m, and the repba'im.
eac h he states:

11

the yid'on1rn,

S1nce the dead showed some modicum of in-

tell igence • • • they were dubbed 'the knowing ones,'
y1d 'on1m ( Ls v. 19:Jl; 20:6; Isa. 19:3). 11

He adds that the

ea rlier document or tradition lying behind 1 Samuel 28:13-20
t ook for granted that the dead could even foretell the future.

He explains the second name with these '.'lords:

"Be-

ca use all ghosts belong to the realm of the numinous, the
mysterious, the divine, they are even called 1n Isaiah's
day, ' e lohim' (Isa. 8:19; 29:4).
he s ays:

11

11

And concerning the third,

Some writers envisage the departed as existing ,

not as knowledgeable crea tures, but as merely sha dows without bod ies, or as continuing a kind of shedowy existence in

a profound sleep" (Job J:14-19; Isaiah 14:10).
that is employed by Isaiah 1s repha'1m.

The word

Knight says that

this word may come either from the root "to be wea,,k " . (raphah)
or 1t may be connected with the rephaim or giants who alleg-

37 Kantonen,

QR. £1.t,., p.

6.
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edly occupied the earth 1n olden days (Deuteronomy 2:20;
3:11,13).

He also allowa for the third poss1b1lity that

it ma y have come from the verb ra:Qh~', "to heal, 11 and eo
may even have a beneficent connotation.JS

Thus there is

some ambiguity with regard to the precise meaning of the

term repha'im.

Lutheran scholars, ho~rever, offer little

discussion of this word and seemingly take for granted tha t
1t is to be translated 1n the sense of "to be feeble or
powe r less. 11
Heidel rejects the view held by some tha t the dead
were ca lled tlohim, "divine beings," since they possessed
cert~1n superhuman qualities and characteristics such as

a knowledge of the future.J9

Instead he maintains that

~a mue l was c a lled elohim (1 Samuel 28:8,11) because he was

a r·epresentative of Yahweh while he was on earth.

Further-

more, he points out that there ls no way of determining how
genera lly among the hebrews this appellation was applied to
departed spirits.

"Nor can we tell for certain whether

orthodox Hebrew theology sanctioned or condoned the application of this title to the sp1rits of the dead,n40

J8 Kn1ght,

It

Qll. cit., pp. JJ8f.
It may be of some interest and velue to note the suggestion made by R. Gordis,
"Studies in Hebrew Boots of Contrasted Meanings," Jewish
Q,uarterly Heview, XXVII (1936), 55f. according to whichs"1.b.,,
and ,\' .O'i have a common origin and serve to express the
opposing ideas of stJ"f>,l1gtb. and weakness.

39He1del, ~ • ...£1!.., p. 197.
40 Ib1d.
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must be remembered, he says, that 1t was a witch who used
the term in this sense.
Procksch centers hls attention on the two .terms, .Q.Q.
and j1dde'on1m.

It is uncertain, he says, whether these

beings were thought of as spirits of people who had lived
earlier.

Some have connected .QQ. with the Arabian root 'aba,

meaning "to return," and they have 1n mind a ghost which
arises from the kingdom of death.

Others find a connection

wi th ob, mea n1ng "a vent" in Job 32:19, as a lso the Accad1an
zaq1oy, "spirit of the dead 11 is brought into relationship
~1th the Syrian zeqg~. "vent," which is de~ived from the
dull sound of the voice . of the dead.

Most of the Jidde'opim
are the knowing ones, a name for soothsayers. 4 1
Procksch rejects as pagan superst1t1on the notion that
the spirits of the dead could be summoned from the underworld.

The witch of Ender (1 Samuel 28:7rr.) is said to

have possessed an ob by which she was expected to announce
the fate of Saul.

But the fact that the shade of Samuel

appeared was not through her power.

In Isaiah 8:19 there is

indication, says ? rocksch, that the prophet knew and rejected the superstition regarding the soothsaying of the
obot and the jidde'on1m.

Isaiah writes:

"And when they say

to you, 'Consult the mediums and the wizards Nho chirp and
mutter,' should not a people consult their God?
consult the dead on behalf of the liv1ng? 11

41

Procksch, 2£• cit., pp. 502f.

Should they

It is quite ev-
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1dent from the many times they are mentioned,42 that t he .212.
a nd t he j1dde'on1m indeed played a part 1n the superstition
of early and late times; but, according to f rocksch, such a
belief had as little to do with the prophetic rel1g1 on a s
super stition has to do with faith.43
At this point a question arises:

If the aver·age

Israeli te thought of Sheol in the grim and sombre te rms described above, and if he looked upon the dead as repha'im,
wea k ones, experiencing a shadowy existence 1n the heart o f
the earth, what was his attitude toward. death?

How could

he ma inta in an emotional and spiritual ba lence in the face
of such gloomy and unpromising prospects?
Von Bad emphasizes that it would be wrong to assume,
in view of this very g loomy aspect, that in Israel dea th
"radica lly ca lled man and all that he lived for into question."

While it 1s true that I srael, like other peoples,

lamented over the bitterness of dying, "she never allowed
the foundations of her faith to be shaken thereby. 11 44
Scholars suggest three principal reasons for this spiritual
bala nce on the par t of the average Israelite:
1.

In ancient times one accepted death as the lot of

mortal man according to. the order of nature.

42

Von Had ex-

Samuel 28:J,7ff.; Leviticus 20:6,27; Deuteronomy
18:11, etc.
4JProcksch, Q.2. cit., p. 50J.
44

von had, 212.• ~ . , p. J89.

I
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plains that when death drew near to one "old and full of
years," 1 t was really a gracious fulfillment, "since from
the start life was regarded as something limited, meted out
to ma n, to which there could ~lso be a condition of satiety .11 4.5

.l:'rocksch distinguishes between death as man's lot

by nature and death as an expression of God's wrath .

There-

fore, he s t a tes that "to go to the fathers • • • in peace,
1s no misfortune, but to be cast out from God is different."
From th1s he concludes th~t the death of Abraham (Genesi s
25:8) or Jacob (Genesis 35:29) or Job (Job 42 :17) is not
cons idered punishment, but rather the course of the ~1crla
a cco rd ing to which life finally comes to an ena.46
2.

The Israelite strongly felt himself to be a member

of t he body of the community.

His value as an individual

wa s s econdary to that of the nat1on.

Von had remarks:

tt Ma n as a unit never really completely freed himself in an
1nd iv1aual1st1c way f~om the collective, at least from the
f a mily ."

Since he lived on in his children, the greatest

misfortune at the time of death was ch1ldlessness.47
Procksch suggests that a fear of death developed only when
1 t was vie·.•1ed as a separation of man's personal life from
the bosom of community life; and, more serious still, when
it came to be regarded as a separation from God.

45Von Bad,~. £.!.i., p. J91.
46 Procksch, QQ. £.!,!., p. 652.
4 7von Rad, .Q.ll. cit., pp. 389f.
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under~orld one cannot praise God ( Psalm 6:6; 88:11).

That

was the r e l1Bious anguisb ~,r h1ch seized the pious ( Psalm
22; 39 : 90) • 48

J.

Another reason for Israel's spiritual balance in

f acing dea th was the common belief tha t death was not man's
enemy but "Ya hweh acting upon man."

Von Had r ega rds th1 s

~ttitude on the part of the Hebrews as a most remarkable
fa ct, when one takes 1nto consideration how little re~ealed
informati on a bout dea th the ancients possessed.

In this

matt er "Isr ae l displayed an obedience unrivaled in the
history of relig ion. 11

V'on ftad continues:

How voluble are the other relig ions here, how bold
t he my t holog i e s! But Israel did not know death as
i n any way an independent mythica l power--death's
p owe r 1s at bottom the power of Jahweh himself. Dea th
was no la s t ene my, but Jahweh's acting upon men. This
i s the line t a ken by the most decisive of Israel's
u tterances about death, and these therefore stand in
the sha rpes t contrast to all forms of belief 1n fate.
J a hweh decrees death for a man, but in certain circumsta nces he also alters this decree (II Kings XX. 5f.)-1t a ll rests with his freedom in giving and t a king • • • •
Only 1n Apocalyptic was death objectified and made independent as a reality hostile to Jahweh, and therefore
~o ~e destroyed by hijm (Is. XXV. ?f.; Test. Levi XV III;
i I t sdras VIII. 5J). 9
Thus it 1s clear that, although the I sraelite thought
of Sheol 1n grim and sombre .terms, this r eali zation never
threatened the foundation of his faith.
However, there are other theologians who approach the
problern of Sheol from a po1nt of view different from that

48Procksch,

.Q.12..

cit. p. 652.

49von Had, 212.• .s.!£.., p. 390.
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of Procksch and von Had.

They suggest that these descr1p-

t1ons of the realm of death which portray it as a gloomy
existence, characterized by separation from God, do not
actually express the normal hope of Israel regarding the
future, but they are statements of men who ~rere under great
emotional strain, as they faced the reality of death at a
time prior to the day when God revealed to man the true
s tate and cond1t1on of the dead.so

These Hebrew writers,

1n their description of Sti,ol, are merely repeating, there-

fore, views that were prevalent 1n those days.Sl

As Job

wa s enduring pain of body and anguish of mind, tormented by
his friends, and seemingly abandoned by Yahweh, he described
man's future prospects thus:
There 1s hope for a tree, if it be cut down, that it
will sprout again, and that it~ shoots will not cease.
Though 1ts roots grow old 1n the earth, and 1ts stump
d1e 1n the ground, yet at the scent of water 1t will
bud and put forth branches like a young plant. But
man dies, and is la1d low; man breathes his last, and
where 1s he? As water fails from a lake and a river
wastes away and dries up, so man lies down and rises
not again; till the heavens are no more he will not
a wake or be roused out of h1s sleep" (Job 14:7-12].

50Herbert c. Leupold, Expos1t1on Q.( the Psalms (Columbus,
Ohio: The Wartburg Press, 19·59), p. 27. See also Harold L.
Creager and Herbert c. Alleman, "The Psalms," Old Testament
Commentary, p. 569. When th1s commentary was published,
Harold L. Creager was professor of Old Testament at the
Lutheran Theological Seminary of Canada, Waterloo, Ontario.
Herbert c. Alleman was professor emeritus of Hebrew and Old
Testament Literature and Theology at the Lutheran Theological
Seminary, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.

Slcreager and Alleman,

2.12,.

cit., p. 569.
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Brennecke regards this statement as a reflection of
Job's attitude toward Sheol in a day of despair, while
chapter 19:25-27 records the confession of his faith when
"at l a st the gloomy s pecter of a hostile God is dis pelled
by the light of victorious faith."

Brennecke expla ins 1t

t hus:
the poet 1s here s trugg ling with the profoundest
l ong ing of mankind , the question of the rea 11 ty a nd.
nature of life beyond death • • • ; in such a psycholog i c a l ad venture 1t is not unus ual for ths seeking
mind to wa ver between d esire a nd despair a nd cl i ng
with the heart' s intuition to a hooe which reason a nd
tradit ion a nd experience deny.52 Creager a nd Alleman , in their exposition of the r s a lms,
a r gue in a simila r f a shion.

After cha r a cterizing ~sa lm 88

a s nthe one hopeless psalm in the ? s a lter,

11

a nd a s

11

a pic-

ture of utter desolation a nd complete dejection," they
conclude:

r: It

is 'to be emphasized that this is n ot the

revealed truth about the condition of the dead, but the
common 1d~s which l ater revelation d isplaced {cf. on 139:8;
49:15). 11 53

They note furthermore that Jesus on the cross

did not quote from this psalm which has no breath of hope,

but from Psa lm 22 ~'lh1ch ends on a triumphant note. 54
Leupold exp resses a similar opinion in the introduction
to his Exposition of the Psalms.

Concerning those psalms

52Brennecke , QQ. ~ . , p . 508.
53creager a nd Allema n,

54 Ib1d .

Q.12..

o1t., p. 508.
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which lament the fact that the dead cannot praise Yahweh,55
the 't1ri ter emphasizes two points which "should be noted in
coming to grips .with ~his issue."

(a) "Revelation concern-

ing the hereafter did not burn half as brightly in the Old
Testament as 1t does in the New."

From this he concludes

that it could well have happened that when doubt and distress plagued a man, he might have given utterance to
"thoughts which do not always express the normal hope of

Isiae1. 11 S6

Grief sometimes momentarily deprives men of

the little light which they may have on a subject like

dea th.

(b) In the passages listed above, "the writer ap-

pa rently was thinking only 1n terms of that dead body that
wes laid into the grave before his eyes."

When a man 1s

dead, his physical person can no longer remember God nor
sing His praises.57

Concerning the pessimistic view of death expressed 1n
Ecclesiastes 3:19-21 where the euthor seems to say that
"the fate of man 1s the same as that of the beast," Kantonen
remarks:

"This is not the general teaching of the Clo Test-

ament.1158

J. A. West, 1n a pamphlet prepared for the Lutheran

55Psalms 6:5; Jo:9; 88:10; 115:17.
6
5 Leupold,

.Q!?..

cit., p. 27.

57 Ibid.

58Taito A. Kantonen, L i f e ~ Death (Philadelphia:
The Muhlenberg Press, 1962), p. 16.
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Lit erature Board, Burl1ngton, Iowa, applies the same principle with reference to Hez~k1ah and ~is description of
Sheol 1n Isaiah JB:14-18.

He asserts that here "the good

k i ng tells us how he felt when he stood face to face with
dea th, 11 and he dra lr1S the conclusion that 1f Hezekiah had
understood better the conditions as they exist in Sheol
fo r a pious ma n, or if he had a conquering faith

1n

Yah'. 1' eh,

he would not have been so terrified at the prospect of
dea t h.59
Bu t if t hese descriptions of bheol, as they are given
i n pa ssages such as Ps a lm 88, do not express the true hope
of Israel concerning the hereafter, then where may one
f i nd a clear statement of their faith of God's people?
J h1le Leupold is ready to grant that comparatively little

i nforma tion 1s offered 1n the Old Testament regarding the
li fe b eyond the grave, nevertheless he finds an expression
of Isrs el's true hope particularly in passages such as
? s a lm 16:9-11; 23:4; 49:15; 73:24; and Job 19:25-27, where
special emphasis is placed on the thought that even in
dea th God will not e1bandon hls saints but will abide with
them.

Concerning Psalm 16:9-16, he writes:
Keeping close to the Lord and realizing that God will
not forsake him, 1f he does not forsake God, the
writer carries the logic of faith through to a brilliant conclusion, every part of which 1s valid. He

5 9J. l~ • . \~est, ~ t the Bible Teaches about the Horld
Beyond (Burlington, Iowa: The Lutheran Literary Board, 19)9),
pp. 14f •
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ant1c1pates that God cannot abandon h1s body (v. 9).
He further concludes that 1t 1s contrary to the nature of Ggd s1mply to g1ve H1s ch1ld over to Sheol
( V•

16).

0

In their 1nterpretat1on of the same psa lm, Creager
and Alleman contend that "the glor1ous confidence of unbroken fellowship with God constitutes the true center
of b elief in life eternal."61

Kantonen asserts, on the basis of Psalm 2J, that a
ma n may descend fearlessly into the valley of the shadow
o
II
of dea t h if he can say, "Thou art with m'-'
but life here

a nd herea fter is not worth living when that tie is severed,
f o r f ellowship with God 1s the only th1ng that metters.62
But a further question concerning the 1nte rmed 13 te
s t a te suggests itse lf.
living a nd the dead?

Wha t is the relation betwecr. the
Scholars point out that the Israelites

exerci s ed great care so that their dead would receive a

p roper burial.

Heidel rejects the claim made by some theo-

log 1ans63 that among the Hebrews, burial was essential to
the comfort of the departed or to the safety of the survivors, as was the case in Babylonia, Assyria, and other
countrles.64

He mainta ins that it was a deed of kind~ess .

60Leupold,

.Ql?.. ~ . ,

p. 27.

61creager and Alleman, .Ql2.. ~ . , p. 535.
62 Kantonen, ~ after Death, p. 16.
6 JE1chrodt, Q.Q.. cit., p. 144.
64He1del,

QI?..

£11., p. 166.
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to bury the deed (2 Samuel 2:5), and it was a disgrace to
be left unburied (l Kings 14:11-1;; 16:4; 21:24; Jeremiah

16: 4 ; 25:3J; Psalm 79:J; Ecclesiastes 6:J).65
In his 1nterpretat1on of Isaiah 14:4-20, John Aberly
remarks "a death that had no bur1al 11 was considered to be
"a curse, according to general belief. 11 66

Therefore burial

"wa~ accorded even to criminals who had been hanged
(Deu t . 21:22-23), to suicides (II Sam. 17:23}, and to
na tional enemies who had been captured and put to death
(Josh . 8 :29; 10:26-27)."67
But aside from the attention g iven the dead at the
time of buria l, scholars 1n general assert that Israel,
after a mo re or les s long period of mourning , treated the
de pa rted with indifference.

Von Had asserts that "attention

has rightly been drawn to the strange lack of significance
wh i ch the dead had for the life of ancient Israe1. 11 68

This

a tti t ude becomes understandable when it is realized that
the dea d were in a etaticJ of "extreme and irreparable uncleanness.
of life. 11 69

They stood on the other side of all the values
Von Had explains the state of uncleanness as

66 John Aberly, "The Book cf Isaiah," Old Testament
Commenta ry, p. 657. John Aberly, at the time that he wrote

the statement quot ed, was professor of Systematic Theology
at the Lu t heran Seminary, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.

67He1del, 2-R• ~ . , p. 166.
68von Had,
69Ib1d.

Ql2..

cit., p. J89.
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follows:
All that has died represents the utmost degree of unclP-a nness (Num. IX. 6: XIX. 11, 16, 18, XXXI. 19 of
the dead of men; Lev. _XI. 24-8, et~., of the dead of
a nima ls). The uncleanness issuing from the dead infected not only human beings in the vicinity of the
dead ma n, but things as well (Lev. XI. JJff.); indeed
it could be passed still further through contact with
what rendered unclean (Num. XIX. 22). People who ~·, ere
in a state of intensified holiness, the priests and
Naza rites (Lev. XXI. lff., lOff.; Num. VI. 6ff.), were
specially menaced by the unclea nness occasioned by
death. Apart from the disease of leprosy (in the cases
where it was incurable), contact with the dead occasioned an unclennn ess more serious 1n degree than all
other forms of uncleanness. Therefore, it cannot be
r emoved by ordinary lustration • • • but requires a
s pecial purifactory water compoundgd with the ashes
of a red heifer (Num. XIX. lff.).7
Some s chola rs, both Lutheran and non-l utheran,71 seem
t o t h inlt tha t these s trict regula tions concerning unclea nne s s,
wh ich were intended to govern the relation between the 11v1ng
a nd the dea d, "grew out of the hard defensive warfare which
Isra el i·mged aga inst a cult for the dead."

Von nad seems

to think tha t 1t was only natural for Israel, like other
na tions, to place "a sacral value on the dead and on the
g rave," since there was no doubt that the dead lived on and
represented a po,'Yer that had to be reckoned w1 th in a very
rea l way.

They could do harm, says von Rad, but use could

a lso be made of their higher knowledge.

He asserts that

one can see how close Israel stood to these ideas "from the
f a ct th~t the age of Deuteronomy and Isaiah was still ex-

701.121d•, pp. 2?5f.
71 E1chrodt, 22• ~ . , p. 147.
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posed to the temptation to consult the dead (Is. VIII. 19;
Deut. XVI II . ll). 11 72

The writer grants tha t it is ques-

tionable whether the designation "cult for the dead" is
not perha ps ·too exalted a title to g ive these isolated
pr a cti ces, but he maintains that they did neverth~less exp res s "a s acral relationship with the dead which was abs olut ely incompa tible with Jahwism. 11 73

Yahweh, who wanted

exclusive worship , therefore, turned against this very cult
of th e dead a nd anything in any way connected with 1t.

The

r e s ult of the whole matter, says von Bad, was "a radica l
demy thologising a nd desa cra lis1ng of death." Their dead
were a bs olutely outside the cultic sphere of Yahweh; they
!/J ere d 1 vorced from him and from any communion with him, "bec a use they were outside the province of his cult (Ps. LXXX VIII.
11-13).

Herein l a y the real bitterness of death .

..

.1174

Whi l e Procksch is ready to grant that i t was an ancient
custom i n Israel to pla ce food in the graves for the dead-a n a ct tha t was considered heathenish by the Deuteronomis t
and unworthy of true Israelites (Deuteronomy 26:14)--he
contends t ha t "an a ncestor cult was not connected with the
g raves • • • in the true r-el1gion of Israel; instea d it was
p roh ibited as a rreathen element."75

72 Von Rad,

.Qll. ~ . ,

pp. 27 6f.

7Jibid.
74

Ibid.

75Procksch, Q.Q.. ~ . , pp. 500f.

Perhaps the sharp em-

S9
phasis that was placed on the fact that no one knows the
grave in which Moses was laid was intended to guard against
the da nger of a cult.

The grave was no shrine; this, says

Procksch, is a sign of the power of the Yahweh religion
which excluded the dead from the praise of Goa.76
As a further argument against ancestor worship, Heidel
p oints out that the dead are not aware of what takes place
On the basis of Job 14:21-22; Isaiah 63:16 and

on e a rth.

2 King s 22:20 he concludes that the dead are completely removed from earthly affairs and are no longer active in the
history of men.

"They do not return, as in Babylonia and

Assyria , to molest the living, nor are they in any way res pons ive to the petitions of the l1ving."77

These, he says,

are some of the reasons why the Old Testament does not recognize or leg1t1m1ze ancestor worship.78
In an attempt to summarize the teaching of contemporary
Lutheran scholarship with regard to the so-called intermediate state, mention should be made of ths following
p oints concerning which there 1s, more or less, general
agreement:
1.

ueve lation concerning the hereafter did not burn

as brightly 1n the Old Testament as 1t does in the New.
Christ had not yet come and "brought life and immortality

76 Ib1a., p. 501.
77Heidel,

7 8 Ib1d.

Ql2..

cit., p. 206.
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to light."
2.

Rather tha n focusing attention on the destiny of

the individual, the Israelite gave considerable thought to
the eschatology of the nation.

J.

Although the Old Testament Scriptures only grad-

ually begin to give expression to the doctrine of "life beyond the grave, they nevertheless sow the seeds of faith
e nd trust 1n God's providential care of souls that bore
rich fruit in later Judaism and in Christianity. 11 79
4.

Old Testament specialists generally think of SheoJ.

a s "the da rk rendezvous of the dead in the depths of the
earth," where the repha 1 im spend a shadowy existence.

Some

other theolog ians, however, suggest that many of the statements which portray Sheol as a gloomy abode do not express
t he normal hope of Israel, but are the opinions of men who
were facing the grim fact of death and were overwhelmed by
their feelings and fears.

5.

Finally, it should be noted that according to modern

scholarship it was not until the Graeco-Persian period that
there were indications of a change 1n Israel's view of Sheol.
Then Sheol became a temporary abode for the dead where they
a waited the resurrection and Judgment.

The future destiny

of the righteous was thought of as differing from that of
the godless.

?9

In the realm of the dead they were separated.

Flack, .sm,. cit., p. 110.
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Belief in the immortality of the soul was brought into
Palestine by the Jews of the diaspora; according to this
d octrine "the souls of the righteous ~,zent immediately

after dea th into the bliss of heaven and there awaited t he
resurrection. 11 80

Thereafter the designation Sheol was

limited to the place of punishment where the souls of the
godles s underwent torment.

80

,,

Joa chim Jeremias, ·~ tf,s 1m Spi!tjudentum, 11 Theologisch e s
';J8rt erbuc. zum Neuen Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel
Stu ttga rt: ~~ . Kohlhammer, 19JJ), I, 147f.

CHAPTER IV
THE DAY OF YAHWEH
It has be~n pointed out previously that the destiny
of the 1ndiv1dual Israelite received comparatively little
attention in the writings of the Old Testament.

c.

Herbert

Leupold remarks that even the psalms "may prove both

d ifficult and d1sappo1nting to the average reader" who
searches them for 1nformat1on regarding the afterl1fe.1
By

way of contrast, however, the future hope held out to

God 's people a s a nation is presented 1n greater and far
richer detail.
Israel's certainty regarding the future was centered
in her covenant relation to Yahweh, and that covenant, says
Paul Althaus, remained firm end sure due to the fact that
God had founded 1t, not because of any superiority on the
part of H1s people, but because of His gracious election.2
It applied also to the future.

"God's faithfulness was,

is, and shall remain; it is past, present, and future"
(Isaiah .54:10; Leviticus 26:44,45; Deuteronomy 4:31}.

God's

fellowship w1th His people "cannot be destroyed • • • •

1

Herbert c. Leupold, Exposition of the Psalms (Columbus,
Ohio: The Wartburg Press, 1959), p. 26.
·
2Paul Althaus, D1e Letzten Dinge (Gutersloh: C.
Bertelsmann Verlag, 1949), p. 12.
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Whatever else may happen, one thing is certain:

the grace

cannot weaken and the covenant of peace cannot fa11."3
·This was the foundation of Israel• s certainty and hope.
And it was this covenant relationship which gave rise to
the expectation of "a day of Jahweh."4
But ~hat was the origin and significance of this concep t, day of the Lord, which held such a central place 1n
the message of the prophets?

Various explanations have

In the opinion of Sigmund Mow1nckel, the

been suggested.

d a y of the Lord originally meant

11

the day of Yahweh's

ma nifes t a tion in the festal cult at the New tear fest1val."S
He cla ims tha t thls connection is still quite evident from
Amos 5:18-25.

In verse 18 the prophet warns:

who desire the day of the Lord!
da y of the Lord?

"Woe to you

Why would you have the

It is darkness and not light."

Just

three verses later Amos severely denounces the feasts of
the Israelites, saying:

"I hate, I despise your fea sts,

a nd I take no delight 1n your solemn assemblies.

Even

though you offer me your burnt offerings and cereal offering s, I will not accept them."

Mow1nckel thinks that since

this denunciation is spoken in such close proximity with

3Ib1d.

4
ill.g,. , pp. 12f.

5s 1gmund Now1nckel, He that Cometh, translated by G.
Anderson {New tork: Abingdon Press, 1954), p. 1J2.
Since 1940 Sigmund Mowinckel has been professor of Old
Te sta ment at the University of Oslo.
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the first mention of the day of Yahweh in verse 18, there
must be some relationship between the two events.6

He then

draws the further conclusion:
Because on every day of Yahweh in the festival the
people experienced His coming, which guaranteed victory over enemies, deliverance from distress, and the
realization of pea ce, good fortune, and fRvorable conditions, therefore • • • whenever distress arose, the
people would long a nd pra y that there might now come
a day of Yahweh, when Yahweh would show Himself as He
r eally was, and make an end of His own enemies and
those of Israel."f
A d ifferent point of view concerning the origin and
nature of the day of Yahweh is that discussed by Gerhard von
na d in an article which appeared in the Journal .Q.f Semitic

Studies, April, 1959.

Claiming that research has gone be-

yond the material evidence, adopting too broad a basis for
its 1nvestigat1on, the writer narrows h1s own study to those
passages 1n which the concept of the day of Yahweh is actually found; namely, Isaiah 2:12; 1):6; 22:5; )4:8;
Jeremiah 46:10; Ezekiel 7:19; 13:5; JO:J; Joel 1:15; 2:1-2;
J:4; 4:14; Amos 5:18-20; Obadiah 15; Zephaniah 1:7-8; 14-18;
Zechariah 14:1.8
Von Bad also questions the accuracy of those recent
studies which ha ve made Amos 5:18-20 their starting point
a nd even consider this passage as the locus s1assicus.

6

In

Ibid.

7Ib1d.
8

Gerhard von Had, 11 The Origin of the Concept of the
Day of Yahweh," Journal of Semitic Studies, IV ( April, 19S9),

97.
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his opinion "it is more desirable to begin with texts which
convey a more unequivocal and at the same time a broader
conception of the Day of Yahweh. 11 9

He suggests Isaiah 13

and J4, Ezekiel?, and Joel 2 as a more secure foundation
for an examination of this concept.

After a lengthy dis-

cussion based on the exegesis of these passages, he notes
tha t they have certain ccmmon characteristics which suggest
the t they ma y a ll be dependent upon a "prescribed prophetic
patte rn."
following :
by

Among the features common to all of them are the
(a) A call to battle.

It 1s a sacral war, led

Y'a hweh Himself, a nd participated in by sanctified war-

riors , 1.e., "those who prior to their participa tion subj ected th ems e lve s to certain rites. 1110
a nd pan i c overta ke the enemy.

(b) Discouragement

"While the host is being

mustered by Yahweh, even before the battle has been joined,
the enemy loses heart., his courage fails."
phenomena occur in the realm of nature.

( c) Spectacular

The day of Yahweh

is c ha racter ized by "terrifying events in the sky and on
earth, by darkness and earthquakes. 11

(d) Complete victory

for 'Yahweh.

'rhe battle ends with a picture of complete

desolation.

At times this is world-wide in scope.

It

should be noted that every passage among those listed above
may not inc lude all of these features, but each does contain

9
10

Ibid., p . 98.

I bid., P• 99.
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the bas1c characterist1cs. 11
Von ilad then draws three conclusions from h1s exam1nat1on of these basic texts:

(a) "The Day of Yahweh en-

compasses a pure event of way, the rise of Yahweh against
his enemies.

Even those passages which provide fewer details corroborate this thesis," says the writer. 12 (b)

There 1s no support whatever 1n these texts for the supposition that the enthronement of Yahweh belongs to the concept of the aay of Yahweh.

This, most certainly, is di-

rected aga inst Mowinckel 's opinion.

(c) '!'he 1mogery which

s urround s the day of Yahweh 1s of old-Israel1t1c origin.
11

It derives from the trad1t1on of the holy wars of Yahweh,

1n ioJhich Yahweh appeared personally to annihilate his
enemies. 111 3

Von Had grants that certain individual ideas

simila r to those 1n Israel may have existed with the neighboring people of the ancient Near East, but he says that
one thing has to be insisted on, namely

11

that the prophets

have adopted the whole concept of the Day of Yahweh from
the tradition of their own people and not from foreign
sources." 14 He claims that all the essential elements
which belonged to

11

the very ancient circle of ideas 11 recur

in the texts which are listed above.

11

Ibid.

12 Ibid., p. lOJ.
lJibid., pp. lOJf.
14
Ibid.

This shotis "how the

prophets also 1n this case refer back to a tradition which
1n all 1ts details existed, coined even phraseolog1cally.nl5
Alfred vou fivhr Sauer calls attention to the op1n1on
held by Ernest Sellin who found beginnings of the day-ofthe-Lord concept already at the time of King Ahab.
events in particular are important.

Two

When the k1ng met

El1jah, he confronted him with the challenge:
you troubler of Israel?" (1 Kings 18:17).

"Is it you,

This charge

was leveled against the prophet because he had announced the
immanence of d1v1ne judgment.

Aga1n, sometime later when

Aha b felt the need of consulting a prophet to learn the will
of God, he acknowledged that M1ca1ah still remained as a
dl.v1ne

instrument through whom he could inquire of the Lord,

but the king admitted:

"I hate him for he never prophesies

good concerning me, but ev11u (1 K1ngs 22:8).

Sauer con-

cludes that 1t 1s clear from these references that these
two prophets, Elijah and M1oa1ah, who appeared before Ahab
as messengers of doom were forerunners of the great literary prophets, ln whose ministry the day of the Lord played

so prominent a part.16

In an essay presented before the Northern Ill1no1s District of the Lutheran Church--M1ssour1 ~ynod, the same writer

1 Sibid.
16Alfred von Rohr Sauer, "The Eschatolog1cal Prophecies
of the Old Testament and their Pertinence to Events of the
Present Day," Proceedings Qf.. the Twenty-Ninth Convention
of the Northern I1li~o1s D1str1ct Qf. ~ Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (1951, P• 20.
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discusses the history of the day-of-the-Lord concept.

He

indicates that while the term itself appears for the first
time in the prophecies of Amos, the idea of judgment entered
the history of mankind already at the time of the Fall.
Special demonstrations of divine judgment can be seen in
·c he expulsion of Ada m and Eve from the Garden of Eden, the

Deluge, the confusion of tongues and the dis persion of the
nations which is described 1n Genesis 11.

Furthermore

Judgment was proclaimed both in the Law and the Prophets.
The Law s pecifically threatened that if Israel disobeyed,
judgment would follow, while the prophetic messages hsd no
cond ition attached to them.

The prophets preached that

divine judgment was inevitable and inescapable since God

was holy and Israel was rebellious. 1 ?
According to Edgar Snyder, the Israelites conceived
of the cloy of Yahweh as

11

the time of God's manifestation

as the Saviour of Israel, actual or ideal."

God's enemies

and the enemies of H1s people would be punished, and His
purposes for His people would be ac~omplished. 18 Israel,
it would seem, considered it to be a day of unqualified

17 Ib!cl.,
·
pp. 19f.
es~amep t
Comme11tary, edited by Herbert c. Alleman and Elmer E. Flack
(Philadelphia: The Muhlenberg Press, 1948), p. 812. Edgar
Snyder, at the time that he wrote the statement quoted, . was
Executive Secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions of the
United Lutheran Church 1n America.
18

Edgar E. Snyder• "The Book of Joel.," Old

T
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bless i ng , br1ng1ng a favora ble and decisive 1ntervent1on
of Goa against her enemies.

Even during the r1ch and pros-

perous reign of Jeroboam II, she longed for such a day of
Y<1hl,seh • 1 9 Kan t on en s a ys that the Israelites felt certa 1n
of God ' s protection end favor because they offered the prescribed secri f1cen , yet the injunction to abolish high
pla ceE wa s ignored, a nd Justice for the poor and helpless

was unknown. 20

Therefore, contrary to the popular opt1m1sm,

the prophet Amos por treyed the day of Yahweh a s a day of

judgment .

6e threatened:

"Woe to you who desire the day

of the Lord!

Why would you have the day of the Lord?
is darkness and not 11ght," 21 Amos saw the v1rg1n of
Israel f a llen not to rise again {Amos 5:2).

It

He saw a basket

of summer fruit "which symbolized the end of the people of
Isra e l and indicated tha t the Lord would not aga 111 pass by

them 0 (Amos 8:2).
11

He predicted that on the day of Yahweh

t he s ongs of the temple shall become ws111ngs

. .

• the

dead bodies shall be many; 1n every place they shall be
cast out 1n silence" ( Amos 8:J).
Sauer ca lls attention also to the prophecies of Hosea
regarding the day of the Lord.

Yahweh will be like e fierce

lion on tha t day, like a young lion who will tear the people

and then leave, who will carry them a ~1ay so that none shall.

l9Amos .5 :18.
20 Ts 1 to A. Kantonen, The Cbr1sf1an Hope (l' h1ladelph1a:
Board of Publication of ~h;-n'n1ted utheran Church in
America, 1954), p. 8.
·
21~.
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r e s cue t hem (Hosea 5:14).
Isaia h told h is hea rers:

In a similar manner the p rophet
"Wail, for the d&y of t he Lord

1 s nea r; a s destruction from the Almighty it w111 come "

( Iss 1a h 13: 6).

'rhis message was directed c h iefly

11

aga1t1s t

t h e proud and the lofty a nd against all thDt were lifted

up and hi gh" ( I s a iah 2 :12).

That ',.;here sha ll be no esca pe

is impl ied i n the c:idvice which Isaiah gave his countrymen

in c hapt e r 2 :10 :

"Enter into the rock and hide 1n t he dust

f rom before the terror of the Lord and from the glory of
his ma j es t y. 11 2 2
However, the day-of-the-Lord concept is associated
~r1ma r1ly wi th the pro phet Zephaniah, sa ys Sauer.

Three

pes sages from t he prophetic writing s will serve to illustrat e the manner 1n which Zephaniah s pea ks of tha t grea t
day .

I n t he first chapter of h1s book he refers t o the

ssc r1 f 1ce :::hich the Lord has :prepared, and f or ~,hich he has
s3 ncti f 1ed. his guests ( Zepha niah 1: 7).

Later it'l the same

chapt e r he des cribes the da y of the Lord as "a day of wrsth

...'

a day of d1~tress and angui s h, a day of ruin and

deva station, a day of darkness and g loom, a day of clouds
and thick darkness" ( Zephaniah 1:15).

In chapter J the

prophet predicts that on that day of wrath the Lord "tJOuld
pour• out u pon the na tions and the kingdoms H1s indignation,

so tha t in the fire of His jealous wra th ell the earth
sha ll be consumed (Zepha niah J:8).

22

Sauer,

212,. ~ . ,

p. 20.
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One of t he more rema rkable f eatures of the da y of
Yahweh ;;,; 111 be the spectacular phenomena that will occur

in the r·ea lm of nature.

lt will be remembered tha t von

liad de~cr1bes these events as characteristic of tha t day. 2 3
The prophet Isa i ah, 111 his oracle concerning the destruction of Ba bylon, revea ls tha t when the d a y of the Lord
comes,

11

t he sta re of the heavens and ti1~1 ir constella tions

will not g ive the ir light; the sun will be dark a t its
rls i n e; , and t he moon vJ1ll not shed its 11g ht 11 (Isa i a h

1 3 : 10).

I n a l a ter chapt e r the sa me prophet decla res:

"All the hosts of hea ven shall rot a wa~, and the skies roll
up 11k e a s croll, and their ~osts she ll f a ll" (Isa iah J4:
4, 8 ).

Si milErly, J oel s pea ks of t he day of t h e Lord e s

one " t o be a ccompanied by terrifying physica l phenomena ,
s uc h
an

da r kness, stor ms, ea rthquakes, meteor showers, and

DS

unbounded terror a mong the nations."

He

write s:

"And

I wi l l g ive por tent s 1n the heavens and on the earth,
blood a nd fire a nd columns of smoke.

The sun shall be

turned to darkness, and the moon to blood" {Joel 2:JOf.).
In the follow1ne chapter he adds:

"The sun ond the moon

a re darkened, and the stars withdrew their shining" (J oe l

3: 15).
'l'hes e ere a few of the possages 1n the Old Testament

which describe the terrifying physical phenomena which a re
to accompany the day of Yohweh..

23 v

on ,:,
uaa~ , 212.•
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~het her these are eschatological in nature, thot 1s,
whet her they have reference to the fina l d2y of judgment,
or to less spectacula r Judgments which God will visit upon
the na tions ~ho were on the politica l scene in the da ys of
t he :prophets.

Lutheran theologie ns have replied to ·i;h1s

que s ti on 1n va rious ways.

Sig-mun~ f'ri. owinckel contends that

there wes no true eschatology, 1n the strict s ense of the
:•1ord , 1n p re-prop hetic and p ro phetic times. 24

He asserts

that "the prophets of doom" ;,iere always concerned with co.nt e mp orar·y events.

·rheir starting point was always the con-

c rete, h i s torica l situation, end nearly always the political
occa sion.

They were "national prophets, no'.; p rivate for-

t une-telle rs a nd medicine-men concerned with the trivial
3 ffa l rs of p:rivate individuals. 112 .5

Their messnge was:

Tod~y , t e !rn the right at.titude to Yahweh, for you are the
object of his ~ork.

Mowlnckel says that 1n a message of

t.h is kind there ..,as no room for eschatology.

'I'here ~-,as no

conception or doctrine of the end of the ~orld or the last
They s poke of the d.estruct1on of Israel at the

thing s.

hand of Assyria or Ba bylon, not of the destruction of the
world. 2 6
But what of those passages in Scripture which very

24

Mowinckel, Q.I2.• cit., p. 126.

2 5Ib1d., p. lJl.

26 Ib1d.

?3
evidently have reference to extra-ordinary and unnatural
phenomena which are said to occur 1n the realm of nature?
Mow1nckel contends that wherever eschatologlcal sayings
appear 1n the prophetic books, ~they belong to the later
strata and come from the age of post-ex111c Judaism."
This, he says, is evident from the fact that they trea t
of the ~estorat1on of lsrael after the catastrope which
befell the people 1n 587.

Thus they do not actually pre-

d ict the f a ll of Jerusalem, but they relate it as h1story. 2 7
At this point Mow1nckel places great emphasis on the
importance of lite r a ry criticism 1n distinguishing between
e 8 .rl1e r a Yid later elements in the material that has come

t o u s in the Scripture.

He contends that any schola rly

t r e a tment of the Old Testa ment books "must reckon with
the fact that practically every prophetic book contains
sayings, not only by the man ~hose name it bears, but also
by a whole circle, and from various times. 1128

Johannes Lindblom, writing in Stud1a Theologic.a_, 1952,
shares the v1ew of Mowinckel at least to the extent tbat he
claims the Old 'l'estament prophets knew nothing of escha tology 1n the strict sense of a teaching concerning the end of
the world or of history; certainly they did not have a
doctrine concerning the last times.

He maintains, however,

that if one understands eschatology in the sense of a hope

27

J.Qll., p. 132.

28
~

•• p. 129.
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for a new era when all relat1onsh1ps on earth Nill be
changed into something quite different from the present,
then ce rtainly a book such as "Deutero Isa1ah 11 is eschatolog 1ca l throughout. 2 9 Concerning Isaiah 65:17 3nd 66:22,
whe re t he c r eation of e new heaven and a new eer·t h are
s poken of, Lindblom explains that the prophet here has
r efer ence to a ranewal of the ~wrld rather than a new creati on 1n the literal sense.

Isaiah is thinking of a world

t hat ls filled with salvation, especially a world inhabited
by the Isra elites, where Joy, long life, security, justice,

ool1 ness , and t he pea ce of paradise will rule.

Lindblom

adds t ha t a ll prophetic books that are post-ex111c contain

in a grea ter or lesser degree prophecies with national esc hstolog ical content.JO
ii.egerding ·those passages which describe extra-ordinary phenomena in the realm of nature, he says tha t none of
the se ca lamities f a ll outside the scope of happenings which
could take place at that time in Palestine.

However, ~hen

some prophetic descriptions rise ab9ve the level of natural
experiences, 1t 1s often to be considered poetic overstatement.31

29Johannes Lindblom, "Gibt es en1ne E!:schatologie be1
den Al testamentlichen .Propheten?," Studia Theologica, VI
(1952), p. 106. Since 1947 Johannes Lindblom has been professor emeritus of Old Testament at the University of Lund •
.... "
JVIb1d •., p p. 106f •

Jlibid., p. 87.
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Von had. comments only briefly on the problem of prophetic eschatology.

But he agrees with Mowincke l and

Lindblom on the bas1c pr1nc1ple that the day-of-Yahweh
concept was not originally eschatological.

He concedes

that it could have been such if the prophet considered
the events of that day "as going beyond the ancient scheme
of salvEltion, or if the events of the Day of Yahweh. • •
pointed beyond the hi therto existing relation between I srae l

and Yahweh."

But be concludes that

11

even in relati vely late

t,ex ts the Day of the Lord could be spolrnn of quite. uneschatolog ically. 1132
Other Lutheran schol ars, however, find more true eschatolog ical content in the writings of the prophets.

Otto

Procksch describes the day of Yahweh as the mos t po~ierful
representation of d1v1ne judgment.

He calls it "der Jtingste

Tag , also der eschatologische Schluszakt der Gesch1ch te, "
the l ast day , thus the eschatological act bringing the end
of hist~ry.33

Elmer Plack states that the prophets began more and
more to envision an approaching consummation in history, e

day of Yahweh, when God would establish His righteousness
before the world, overthrow His enemies, a nd set up His

32 von Bad , 2.12.· cit., p. 106.
33otto frocksch, Theolog1e des Al.ten Test~ments
c. Bertelsmann Verlag, 1950), p. 578.

(Gdter sloh:
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king dom.

The ord inary patterns of Judgment a ppeared as

time s of per~ecut1on, invasion, and ceptiv1ty, but Flack
says t ha t the prophe ts a lso looked to an ultimate terror
for men.J 4 In passing 1t may be noted that the same writer
fi nds s ome r e f e rence to Judgment also 1n what he c a lls nthe
dim adumbra t ions of retribution visited on the shades of
J h eol. "

They provide a "preview of a final judgment."3S

Sa ue r a lso sees escha tological content in Old Testamen t references to the day of the Lord.

He finds th1s in-

d ica t ed i n t he fact that the great prophets continued to
pred 1ct t he coming of the day of Yahweh after the destruct ion of the t orthern Kingdom 1n 722 B.C. and even after
t he Southern Kingd om was led into c ~pt1v1ty i n S86

s.c.

He sta tes t ha t thi s clearly shows that "the ultimate signif icance of the Day of the Lord went far beyond the des t ructi ve v1s1tat1ons which came upon the kingdoms of
Israel and Judah. 11

''It indicates that the fall of Samaria

a nd the ca ptivity of Judah were merely the beg inning of t he
Day of t he Lord."3 6 He notes that th1s is also the pos1t1on
of Pa ul Hein1sch who observes that "at t1mes it indicates
judgment upon a specific people, at other times a series of
Judgm~nts inflicted by Ya hweh, again at other times the

J4 Elmer E. Flack, 11 Some Aspects of Christia n Eschatology," The Lutheran Quarterly, I (1949), p. J8J.
35 Ib1d.
3 6s auer, 2.I2.•

~ ••

p. 21.
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f1n~l judgment at the end of the world."37
Theodore Laetsch regards all of the passages in which
t he e xp:cession "Day of the Lord" occurs to be pointing
ult1ma·ce ly to ·c he final judgment.

In the last analysis the

jom Ya hweh i s that dey which shall be one of vengeance unto
s ll unbelievers, but of eve rlasting salvation unto a ll that
ha ve a cce pted Hi m a s their Redeemer.

But this term, he s a ys,

comp ri ses not only this one day, but also "all its manifold
he r £Jla.s an d forerunners and the . eternities following upon
the l as t Day.

. .

Ever y visitation, every judgment of the Lord

• i s a forerunner of • • • the final day of the Lora. 0 38
· Al be rt H. Sch111ermann, writing 1n

~

Abiding Word,

mainta i ns t ha t t he second coming of the Lord and the day of
j udgment are set forth with great emphasis throughou t the
Bible , 1nclud 1ng also the Old Testament.

Among the pas-

sag es which he quotes to support his _.v iew are Ps a lm 96:13:
nTh e Lord • • • comes to judge the earth.

He will Judge

the norld with righteousness, and the people with his
t ruth;

11

Joel 2: Jl:

!'The sun shall be turned to darkness

a nd the moon to blood, before the great and terrible day
of the Lord comes; 11 and Malachi 4: S:

"Behold, I will send

J?Ibid.
JBTheodore laetsch, Bible Commentary:~ Minor Prophets .
( St . Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1956), p. 203.
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Elijah the prophet before the great and terrible day of
the Lord. comes. "J9
The same author finds 1n Psalm 102:25r. an 1nd1cation
that on the last Day the heavens and the end shall be destroyed.

"Of old thou didst lay the foundation of the

earth, and the heavens are the work of thy hands.
will perish, but thou dost endure.
"to perish" and

11

. . ."

They

He notes that

to endure 11 are 1n contrast and concludes

that because of this contrast the meaning of the passage
1s certainly this that the world as we know it today with
its mountains and valleys, rivers, lakes, and oceans, with
its sun, moon, and stars, with our factories and skyscrapers,
~1th our homes and church and schools--th1s entire world
will oisappear when the Lord comes for judgment.40
Does the destruction of the world, as described 1n
the Old Testament, imply annihilation?
11

Does the term

per1sh 11 indicate that the universe w111 pass out of ex-

istence, or does 1t mean that 1t will be "renovated and
given a new form different from what we have now, but that
essentially 1t will remain?"

Schwermann grants the possi-

bility of a total annihilation of the very substance of the
world, and the creation of a new one; but he asserts that

J9Albert H. Schwermann, "The Last Things," The Ab1d1ng
Word, edited by Theodore Laatsch (St. Lou1s: Concordia Publishing House, 1960), III, 89. ·Albert Schwermann 1s a
professor at Concordia College, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
40 Ib1d., p. 115.
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the ~ord "perish" does not necessarily prove annih1lat1on
of substance.41
Ha rold Creager s nd Herbert Alleman, in their comment a ry on Ps a lm 102, recognize in verse 26 a direct reference t o the final judgment and destruction of the worla.42
Leup old holds the s ame opin1on. 4 3 Mow1nckel, ho~ever,
make s no attempt to interpret the words of verses 26 and
26, although he discusses other parts of the psalm 1n some
deta il. 41~
A

further ques t ion that arises at this point is this:

"Does the Old 'L'es'ta ment spea k of signs which shall precede
th e da y of judgment serving- God's people as a warning?"
Sa uer asserts that the prophets did indeed point to such
slgns.45

Isaiah foresaw a state of. anarchy and social de-

cay in his description of the day of the Lord.
the Lord a s saying:

He describes

"I will make boys their princes, ~nd

ba bes shall rule over them, and the people shall oppress one
another • • • ; the youth will be insolent to the elder, . and
the base fellow to the honorable" (Isaiah J:4f.}.

Besides

such lawlessness, oppression and disrespect among men, the

41
42

Ibid., p. 116.

Harold L. Creager and Herbert

Old Testament Commentary, p. 576.

4J

Leu9old, QR~~., p. 714.

44Mowinckel,

9.2.. cit., pp. 84f.

4 5sauer, ~. ~ . , p. 21.

c.

Alleman, "The Psalms,"
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coming of the day of judgment will be marlted by celestial
disturbances.

As we have noted, passages to that effect
appear 1n numerous prophetic writings. 46

Snyder emphasizes that prior to the day of the Lord
forces of evil will malte a violent but f1nal attack upon
the people of God.

He sees this foretold 1n Joel J:9-17.

In the first part of the chapter the prophet has condemned
the nations round about His people.

This is followed by a

s pecial charge against Tyre and Sidon and the regions of
Phi11st1a.

A third charge 1s leveled against the nations

who inhabit the earth at a future time.
by

Snyder states that

then the nations against which Joel prophesied are gone.

"The Greeks alone remain of those whom he condemned, and
their relation to the people of Joel's day 1s little more
47
tha n one of name. 11
The events 1n verses 9-1?, therefore,
a r e not such as occurred 1n the prophet's day.
eschatolog1cal.

They are

Yahweh summons the nations, that is, all

who are opposed to the will of God, to arms.

They are in-

vited to bring all their forces into the fray, to hold
ba ck nothing (verse 10).

They are to battle against God's

people Israel, but when the battle ls Joined, they find that
Yahweh 1s their opponent and all the forces of His world
are arrayed against them.

46
47

Supra, pp.

Thus there can be no doubt as to

??f.

Snyder, 212.• ~ . , p. 814.
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the outcome.48
Another passage of the Old Testament which, at times,
is interpreted as referring to the 't1ta!)iC str1:1ggle bet ween good and evil 1n the last days 1s Ezekiel 38 end 39.
Fl a ck considers these cha~ters which describe the invasion
and overthrow of God to be eschatological, dealing N1th
events that are to take place after the exile and restoration of Juclah. 4 9 H. H. Altus, writing in the Australasian
'rheoloD;1cal Hev1ew, states tha 'c Gog and Magog represent
the enemies of the Gospel, and their final assault is the
devil's l a st effort to destroy the Ghurch.

Just what form

this a ssault wil l take cann0t .be determined, he says, but

Sc ri pture indicates that 1t ~111 be so terrifying that the
description given will suffice for Christians to recognize

it.5° Altus ca utions that one should not attempt to explain
all the phenomena mentioned 1n these two chapters of Ezekiel.
He considers it quite evident, ho~ever, that prior to the
end there ~ill be an accumulation of iniquity unto the day

of wrath, a bursting forth of rage against the Church by all
its enemies, followed by the Judgment of God, and accompanied by the Lord's final deliverance of His people.51

8

1..~ I b1d..

The

See also Laetsch, 2!2.• £1,l., p. 133.

49

Flack, QB.• cit., p. 771.

5oR. H. Altus, " Ezekiel 37-39," The Australasian Theological Beview, XVII {January-March, 1946), 41,
51 Ibid.,

p. J9,
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completeness of the destruction to be wrought upon the foe
is depicted by the burning of the weapons and the burial
of the enormous number of dead.

The strength of the enemy

is imHcated by the amount of' fuel his weapons r, 1111 sup:ply. 52
Isra~l 's s a fe d~-Jell1ng in the land Eifter the destruction of

Gog symbolizes the heavenly Canaan where God's people will
be free from ~11 assaults of their spiritual enem1es.5J

At this p0lnt 1t should be noted tha t many Lutheran
t heolog i a ns have found in the Old Testament references to
the comi ng of the great "Antichrist" who is predicted and
d e s c r ibe d further in the New Testament.

Kcntonen rejects

the theory, "long a favorite with theolog ical liberals,"
thBt the !IJew '£ estament teaching rega rding the

11

Antichrlst 11

orig inated 1n the Persian dualism bet~een Ahura-Mazda, the
God of light, and. Ahriman, the god of darkness, and found
i ts ·.-Ja y through Babylonian channels into late Judo ism, and
then furnished the pattern for the Cbr1st1an concept.54
The writer contends that instead of being dependent

11

0n

any such s peculation on the evolution of ideas," the
Christian teaching concerning the "Antichrist" has its
roots "deep in Scripture itself and appears aga in and again
a s an interpretation of historical reality. 11 55

-·

52Ibid

.53Ib1d.

4
5 Kantonen, 912,. cit., p. 60.

55Ibid.

Kantonen

BJ
adds that "the prototype of the concentration of destructive ungodly power in a single person 1s found already 1n
the beg1nn1ngs of Israel as a nation in the pharaoh cf
Egypt."

Thereafter it appears in such figures as Jezebel

and Antlochus Epiphanes.
says, is the

11

The latter 1n particular, he

concrete embodiment of vie-lent and blas-

phemous secular power" and furnishes the content for the
fourth and most dreadful "beast" of the Book of Daniel,
who shall "exalt himself and magnify himself above every
god, and shall speak astonishing things against the God of
g ods ~u56

1n the prophecy of Daniel there are four passages 1n
pa rticular which some Lutheran theologians apply to the
"Ant1chrlst":

Daniel 7:24-28; 8:2J-25; 9:24-27; 11:36-12:1.

Various views in this regard have been expressed.57
One of the most detailed d1scuss1ons of these texts
1s thet offered by Herbert c. Leupold in his commentary
on the Book of Dan1e1.S8

He states that all of these pas-

sages refer primarily to the "Ant1chr1st" who is spoken of
in the New Testament.

This he seeks to prove by means of

56Ibid., p. 61.
.
S7James A. Montgomeryr "A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Daniel," The !n.ternat1onal Critical
Commentary, edited. by s. fi. Driver, l 1. . Plummer, and c. A.
Briggs (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1927), pp. 446-470.
58For a discussion of apocalyptic prophecies see infra, P•

99.
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the statement recorded in Daniel 8:1? where it 1s said that
the a ngel Gabriel introduced his interpretation of one of
the vi s ions with the words:

"Understand, O son of man,

that the vision is f o r ~ time of the end."

The writer

explains that this statement indicates that a side from the
obvious relation which the vision has to the events that
lie in the nea r future, namely, "in the time of the iersian

a na the Greek emp ires, this whole vision also serves as a
type of wha t s hall tra nspire at the time of the end of the
pres ent world order.«59

In other words, says Leupold,

Klng Ant iochu s is seen to be a kind of Gld Testament antlchr 1st li ke unto the great "Antichrist"; then also the overt hrow a nd the defilement of the sanctuary corresponds to
s1m1la r e xperiences of the Church; the suffering of the
h oly peop le corresponds to sufferings in the last great
tribula tion.

Thus, he says, "the chapter loses 1ts isola-

tion from p r esent-day events and 1s seen to be typical 1n
a very definite sense."60
Furthel'more, the important personage who shall come to
Isra el after seven weeks (heptads) is identified by Leupold
as the Messiah or Christ ( Lan1el 9:25).

It 1s to be noted,

he s a ys, that the angel Gabriel calls this important personage both "the anointed one" and "a prince," which 1s entirely

59Herbert C. Leupold, Ex12..osi tion 2f. D8niel (Columbus,
Ohio: The '1iartburg .t>:r•ess, 1949), p. 361.
60Ib" ~
-l:..9:.·
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h1 harmony with the "well-established fact that the Mes-

s1ah.

is known to have combined these two offices

1n one person as Ps . 110:4 and Zech. 6:lJ show. 11 61
This interpretation, 1t is claimed, agrees also with
the subsequent history as it 1s related by the angel to
Daniel .

After the coming of the ano i nted one, the city

of Jerusa lem, i .e., the spiritual Jerusalem or the kingdom

11

shall be built again with squares and moat , but in a

troubled t:lme 11 (Daniel 9:25).

In other words, there w111

f ollow a n are of constructive work during which building
wil l go on to an extent that is suff 1c1ent to allow men to
see the Kingdom--the spiritual Jerusalem--is progressing .62
But a fte r sixty-two weeks (heptads) have passed,

11

an

ano inted one shall be cut off, and shall have nothing; and
the people of the prince who 1s to come shall destroy the
ci ty and its sanctuary ( Daniel 9:26).

The build ing of Z1on

;;,1111 be retarded when the Messiah, the Ano1ntecJ One, shall

lose the influence and prestige ,·Jhicb he had before men .
Leupold comme nts thetas far as the world is concerned
"Messiah shall be a dead issue.
have failed.

His cause wlll seem to

God foresees and foreknows that this shall be

one of the developments to be expected at the end. 11 63

61 IQJi!.., pp . 42lf.
62.!J2!.g_. , p. 424.

6J

Jb_1q. , p. 427.
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The active agent who shall render the Messiah's work
ineffective 1s called by the an.gel Gabriel

11

the people of

the pr1nce, u tha t is, the followers of the "Antichrist."
Thus ·c here shall be many who shall manife~t opposl t1on,
a n d t h ey shal l be organized under a ra·t her efficient head,

who i s called "a prlnce."64
Leupol d a lso points out that these chapters 1n Daniel
present a r ema rkable description of the characteristics
a nd activities of the "Antichrist . "

{a) He will possess

stubborn self - will, so that he will act "according to his
own pleasur•e " (Da niel 11: J6).

(b)

11

a nd magn i fy h i mself a bove every god .
11

He shell e xalt himself
11

The writer calls this

t he highest pinnacle of inflated pride that knows no

l imit . 11 65

{c)

11

He sha ll speak astonishing things against

the God of g ods."

7: 25.

(a)

A similar statement is mede in chap ter

"He shall give no heed to the gods of his

fa the:c•s • • • he shall not give heed to any o taer god, for
h e shall magn ify h imself above all" (Daniel 11:37) .

Leupold

remarks tha t devotion to a god 1s one of the universal l oyalt i es of human beings .
king .

But not so 1n the case of this

Becaus e of h1s "highly inflated ego" he rejects not

only the god of h1s fathors but all gods.
pride could hardly be imaginea . "66

_ ., p .

64Ib1d

_. , p .
66_.
Ib1d , p .
6 .5Ib1d

428.
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"A more bloated

(e) The chief object of

87
his affection will be war .

"He s hall honor the good of

f or t r esses instead of these" ( Daniel 11:38 ).

Th1s attitude

of hi s is in 11ne with the common observation that 1f men
will not ha ve the true God , there must be s omething to
whlc h the y at t a ch the allegiance of their hearts.67

The a ttitude of the

11

(f)

Anti christ 11 towa rd God ' s saints Nill

l e a a h1m not only to make war upon them ( verse 21) but als o
11

t o wear t hem out.

11

Or a s Leupold translates ,

them continually 11 (verse 25) .

11

to ha rass

"It is his continual pur-

p ose a nd des i gn to do harm t o God ' s saints , if not b y war
then et least b y conti nua l ha rassing. "68

(g) The str ange,

un f eeling na ture of this king will l ead him to have no rega r d f or

11

the desire of women" ( Daniel 11 : 37) .

c a l ls a t te nt ion to the plur al "womel'l .

11

Leupold

He states tha t t hi s

i nd ica tes t ha t a ll l oyalties t o womankind a re mea nt , ,:not
only to wife , but a lso to mother and sister in so far as
they ha ve a claim upon a ma n ' s regard. 11 69

In h is c omments

the wrl ter seems to favor the "traditiona l inte rpreta tion
ad voca t ed s ince the days of the Reformati on" tha t the papacy
is here descri bed with referenc e to its forbid d ing to marry .
He remarks that such an attitude toward marriage "1s nothing
less tha n a d irect f u l fillment of this passage . 11 7°

67Ibid .,
68

Ib1d
-----·,
69

p.

51?.

p . J24.

~Q1d. . , p . .515.

?O

Ibid.• , p . .516.

(h) The

88

"An ti c hris t " sha ll a ttempt t o chonge times a nd l a ws (Daniel
7: 2.5) .

Leupold cl a ims that these

b e r estricted to

11

11

t1me s a nd 1a-,1s 11 ca nnot

fest1va l t1m~s 11 and t o "the l aw of God "

as s ome i nterpreters ha ve attempted t o do , since there is
not h ing in t h1s pa ssage tha t would ind i cate such 11m1tat 1ons .
He conte nds t ha t the rea s on for this restriction of terms
to t he J e wish fe s t iva l "is the desire to ha ve everything 1n

the pe s s age point t o Antiochus Ep1phanes , of whom it is
known tho t he mad e a n attempt t o a bolish the sa cred fes t i va l s . 11 71

(i) The

11

Ant 1c hrist " sha ll ma ke a strong c ov-

e nant ,<11t h ma ny f or a week (Daniel 9:27 ).

As he seeks t o

t a ke the pl a ce cf Chri s t , s a ys Leupol d, he shall also imit a t e h i m in some ways .

As the Lord made a cove nant ~1th

il is o:m , s o " An 'i 1ch r 1s 'C II t-1111 1naugu r a te a co vena nt ?l 1 th

t he ma s s e s , but i t "sha ll not be a gr acious c ovenant of
l ove a s a re t he Lord's covenants, but a covenant of terror ,
compul sion a nd violence . 11 72 ( j ) The "Jl.nt1chr1st" shall
ca use sa c r ifi ces a nd oblations t o c ea se .
p ress ion

11

The double ex-

sacr1f1ce a nd oblation " ma y be coi1strued to mean

"the t ote lity of the cult" even as the expres s i on occurs
in pa ssage s s uch as l Samuel 2 : 29; Ps a lm 40 :?, etc. 73

Sac-

r i fic e s a s well e s other g ifts the t might be pr es ented a t

71 I bid. ,
72

p . 324.

Ibid ., p . l~J2 .

- ·
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the Temple in the Old Testament d~ys were the very soul of
all worshi p , says the writer.

Therefore when these were

made i mpossible , worship es such beceme . imposs1ble.74
(k) He s he ll make war on the saints and shell destroy the

city ci nd t he s a nctuary (Daniel 9:26) .

In o ther ~'l o rds , the

ve ry t h ing s which the saints of God would build during the

sixt y-two weeks would t hen be de stroyed by the foe . ?5
F ina lly, (1) To bind men to himself , he shall bestow particular honot•s e nd re·,sards· on those who acknowledge him

( Daniel 11:39 ) .
Howe ver, the s uccess and pr osperity of the "Antichrist"
shall continue only for a season.
a flood 11 (Da niel 9 : 26) .

Leupold c laims that this statement

c onta i ns a n a llusion to that
churcl1 of God , ?haraoh . "

"His end shall be with

11

proverb1al opponent of the

As he nas s~'/ept aNay by -the

waters of t he grea t flood of the Red Sea and perished ~1th
his host~, so shall this greet enemy of the latter days , ~-; ho
s ha ll openly defy the Almighty , a l so perish .?6
The ultimate fate of "the Antichrist" is described in

even g reater detail at the c l ose of

the eleventh c hapter ,

~Jhere it is sta ted that at the time of the

end he shall be

stron!!lY assailed ; new forc es will attack hiru simulta neously
from the north a11d the s outh ; they shall possess great power

'74

Ibid .

_ .,

p . 428 .

_.,

p.

75 Ibid
76 Ibic'l
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and employ many resources og3in~t him (Daniel 11:40).
Leupold notes tha t Luther s e;,: a .beginning of the fulf illment of t hi s prophecy in the a ctive opposition tha t the
papacy was me e ting in his day after 1t had for a long time
dominated chur ch and state. 77

aut the "Ant i christ" will repel the a t tack.

He will

no t only defend h imself but he will actually take the offens ive , a nd "he s ha ll come i n to the glorious land," 1.e., the
Chu rch of God, and of that Church many r.·1111 perish ( Deniel
11: 41) .

He w111 amass great wea l th and ga in corJtrol over

" t he t r easures of gold and silver."
a troubled one.

But h is course will be

llumors cf danger that threa ten t he security

of a ll t ha t he ha s built up will prove very d1sturb1ng .

As

in Daniel 7: 25,26 he r ea ches a certain po1nt and t hen he
e ncounters the judgme nt.

Just when 1t seems tha t the Holy

Ci ty must f a ll before him whom none seem able to resist,

h e will come to his end, for God's judgment cannot be resistea .78
It should be noted that the resurrection of t he dead
is s poken o f i n this same context ( Daniel 12:2).

Th1s

prox imi ty of the resurrection to the f a ll and Judgment of
t he "king • • • who she ll exalt himse lf • • • and speak
a stoni s h i ng things a gainst the God of gods" (Daniel 11:36)

??Ib1d., p. 521.

78~

•• p . 524.
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1s one of the factors which have persuaded some Lutheran
theologians such as Leupold tc identify th1s king w1th the
Antichrist of the New Testament.79
Other Old Testament scholars, however, are equally
convinced that these chapters in Daniel have primary reference to Antiochus Ep1phanes and, for the most part, relate
historical events which occurred during the reign of the
Seleucid kings.

George

c.

Hackman, in his brief commentary

on the Book of Daniel, -claims that chapter seven, verses

15 to 28 typify this ferocious and p~rsecuting tyrant who
was so !'lell known to Israel es the k1ng who warred against
God's people and defied the God of heaven.

As the arch-

enemy of God end His people, Antiochus "enforced the abQl1shment of religious feast.days and practices," and thought
"to change times and law. 1180

Hackman emphasizes the seri-

ousness of such abominations in the sight of the Israelites,
pointing out that "to alter the eternal ordinances and the
sacred seasons prescribed in the law (1 r!Bccabees l:4lff.)
was considered blaephemy. 11 81
But there would be an end to this arrogant tyranny
after a "time, two times, and half a time" (Daniel 7:25).

791l2!s!., p. 52.
6
80George Hackman, "The
Commentary, p. 789. George
wrote the statement quoted,
Lutheran Church, Bronx, New
81~.

Book of Daniel," Old Testament
Hackman, at the time that he
was pastor of St. John's
York City.
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Hackman interprets this as three and a half years, "1dent1cal w1th the half week 1n 9:27."

He says that it approx-

imates our express i on, "half a decade," and adds:

"History

shows tha t t his prophecy was fulfilled near the time pred icted. The cruel tyrant came to an infamous ena. 082
Rega rding cha pter 8, verses 17 and 26b where the
prophe t is told by the angel Gabriel that this
for t he ti me of the end,

11

11

v1c1on 1s

Hackman asserts that this sta te-

ment r e f e r s, not to the last days, but 1' to the end of the
oppression a nd t he rededication of the temple which took
p l a c e 1n 165 B.c.« 8 3

Fur•t hel"more, he explains !;hat the nanointed one, 11
11

the prince," who 1s to come and assist Israel 1n restoring

a nd bu1ld1ng Jerusalem (Daniel 9:25) is Cyrus the Great,
who issued the decree of liberation 1n 538 B.C., about 49
years a fter t he Je1·-1S were brought into exile by Nebuchad-

ne zzar 1n 586

B.c.» 84

The anointed one who shall be cut

off a nd sha ll have nothing, Heckman says,

11

cannot have r e f-

erence to the Christ of the l~ew Testament, but no doubt
refers to the foul murder of the honored h1gh priest Onias

III which took pla~e • • • in 171

82

Ib1d.

83Ib1d., p. 790.
84

Ib1d., p.

85 Ib1d.

791.
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The prince who

93
shell lead h1s followers 1n the destruction of the clty and
lts sanctua ry and sha ll cause the s a crifice and oblation to
cease (Daniel 9:27) 1s Antiochus.
says, in 168

B.c.

Th1s happened, Hackman

when he desecrated the temple and .~e t up

abomina t ions on 1ts altars.

86

According to this interpretation, chapter 11 describes
the ca reer of Ant1ochus.

Verses 21 to 24 show his coming

into power and his deceitful policies; verses

2S to 28

de s cribe his first campaign 1nto Egypt; verses 29 to 30a
re f e r to hi s second campaign, when the ships of Kittim,
i . e ., the nomans, interfered; verses JOb to JS tell of his
r age a ganis t the Jews a nd the abolition of the sacrifices
on t he 15th of Chislev (December) 168 B.C.; verses 36 to

39 g ive a description of his arrogance toward God and man
~-,hen he magn i fied himself as

11

God manifest, 11 that is,

Epipha nes. 8 7
Nore d ifficult, however, 1s the interpreta tion of
verse s 40 t;o 45 where the writer predicts the end of the
oppression and the work of the tyrant.

Here he describes

a third cempalgn which would meet with temporary success,
for "he shall stretch out his hand against the countries,

a nd the land of Egypt shall not escape.

He sha ll become

ruler of the 'treasures of gold and of silver."

But ult1~

ma tely the defeat and death of. the godless tyrant would

86

87

Ib1.d_.

Ioid., p. 792.
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follo w a nd God 's people would triumph.
The problem 1n interpretation consists in this that
the a nnals of history tell of no such event occurring 1n
th e l ife of Ant1ochus IV.

Hackman contends, however, that

in verse 40 t he W!'1ter of this chapter "leaves the g round
of histor y, " which he has been relating and "from this
poi nt on we ha ve the seer's ideas of future events. 1188
Thus the t h i r d campa i gn and the defeat which 1s described
i n thi s pa ssage is imag inary; history does not corrobora t e
the author ' s expectotions. 89

This vi ew, which ha s gained acce ptance among s ome
Luthera ns, is expressed 1n more detail by E.aymond T. Stamm .
ln a n a rt icle wh ich appea red in The Lutheran Church c;,u arterlY,
h e s t a tes that the writer of Daniel was a Jewish patr1ot
wbo l i ved in t he second century before Christ.

His purpose

was "t o inject t he iron of resista nce 1nto the blood of his

countrymen."

Since 1t was dangerous, however, to wr1te an

a nt i-Greek pamphl et, and 1n any case such a document would
not ha ve carried much authority because the a ge of prophecy
wa s thought to be past, the author wrote under the name of
Daniel, who 1s said to ha ve lived 1n the days of Nebuchadnezzar , about 586 B.C.

Thus he wrote past history in the

future tense in a style \·Ihich Daniel, the ancient hero,
might ha ve employed 1f he could have foreseen it.
88 Ib1d.
89 Ib1d .

He used

9S
this apoca lyptic method up to verse 40 of the eleventh
chapte r; a t th1s point he then attempted to predict what
t o h im was still in the future.

But 1t ls precisely at

this juncture , says Stamm, "that his statements no longer
correspond to the history of the ancient East as we kno~

it from othe r s ources.

What he predicted for hls own

imme di a t e future was not fulf1lled."90

Thus, according

t o this in t erpre tat1o·o , one ought to read the Book of

Den 1el , not as a book of prophecy, but "as an historical
d ocument f or inf ormation concerning the Maccabaean revolt
1191
1n 168- 165 B.c.

Fi na lly, it should be noted that those who apply these
c hapters i n the Book of Daniel prima rily to Antiochus IV
and cons i d e r l:i'hem history rather that1 prophecy, are willing
to g rant tha t the evangelist John has employed these writings a t tributed to Daniel and has given them further sign ificance by using them to describe other ant1-christian
f orces tha t nould appear in the New 'l'estament era.

Hackman

states that while the primary meaning of these predictions
must be applied to the time of the writer, "a secondary
meaning of long-range fulfillment has been seen in many of

90naymond T. Stamm, "The Hevelation of St. John and
the .?resent Crisls," The Lutheran Church Quarterly, XV
(1942), 289. When Raymond T. Stamm wrote the article referred to above, he was professor of New Testament at
Luther Theological Seminary, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.
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Dan iel' s prophecie s , as the ~ew Testa ment a pocalypse of
John best 1llustra tes.«9 2
Concerning the ident ity of the "Antichrist" many views
have bee n e xpr-e s s ed , a nd many ~vords of ca ution ha ve been
u tte red .

The ~ommon Confession, Pa rt I, ~·, hich ·,.,a s ac.o pted

b y the Lu theran Church--Hissour1 Synod a nd the Ameri can

Lutheran Chu r c h in 1950, sta tes:
Among t he s i gns of Hi s a pproaching return for Judgment
the d istingui s hi ng fea tures of the Ant ichrist, as portrayed i n the Holy Scriptures, are still clea rly d i s c ernible 1n the Homan Papacy, the climax of a ll human
usurpations of Christ's a u t hor ity in the Church .93
The L uther.fill. C3rclo:pedia presents the trad i t1ona l view
of ·~he Lut;her an Cnurch--t·1i ssour1 Synod in mo r e deta il ~,ihen
i t a nds :
'l1r1e Apo logy s hows t ha t

the .l:'apacy has the marks of
the Ant ichris t a s depleted by Daniel (Art. IV:24;
VlII : 19 ; XI : 25; XI I :51) ond by ?aul (IV:4). It
spe8ks of the Papac y as a part of the kingdom of the
Pnt1chr1st (VIII :18). The 5malca ld Ar t icles hold
t hat the Pope by his doctrine and practice ha s clea rly
s hown hims e lf the Antichrist since he e xceed s even
ru rks and Tartars 1n keep ing people from t heir Sa vior •
• • • The Formula of CQncord quotes the Sma lcald
Artl r.les on Antichrist.~
Leupold ma inta ins, as we have seen, tha t the "greet
horn " mentioned in Daniel 7: 2J-24 1s the Ne w Testa ment Antichris t .

He a l s o holds t ha t "in stat ing t ha t the pope is

92 Hackma n, QR.~., p . 789.

93~ Common Confession, reprinted in Doctrinal Declara tions (.:it. Louis: Concordia .fubl1sh1ng House , 1957), p. 76.
94 11 Antichrist, 11 Lutheran Cyclopedia, edited by Er win L.
Lueker ( St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1954), p . J?.
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the Antichrist the Lutheran Confessions were correct
much as some men have ridiculed and belittled that view."
But he added the qualifying note:

"Though the papacy may

be the outsta nding ruan1festat1on of the Antichrist to date,
tha t does not exclude other possibilities of fulfillment
of this passage. 11 95
Kantonen points out that in the history of the church
the Antichrist has been successively identified "with various persons and institutions, such as f>lohammed, the papacy,
a nd the totalitarian states of the present century, principally Hitler and Nazism, Stalin and Communism. 11

But he

cautions that all of these phenomena and many others have
a ntichris t i a n tra its, and "1t 1s dangerous oversimplification to identify any one of them as the Ant1christ."9 6

Edmund Schlink concedes that many statements in the
Confessions name the pope as the Antichrist, but he argues
that
the eschatologlcal judgments of the Confessions, 1n
spite of all d1st1nct1veness, are made still in the
cautious groping and questioning of the time regard1ng the Scripturally attested signs of the Last Day. 97

95Leupold, Exposition .Q.( Daniel, p. 322.

96 Kantonen,

Ql'.2.•

cit., p. 6 2.

97Edmund Schlink, Theolog;v Qf. 1W! Lutheran Confessions,
translated by Paul F. Koehneke and Herbert J. A. Bouman
(Philadelphia: The Muhlenberg Press, 1961) p. 28J. Since
1946 Edmund Schlink has been professor of Systematic Theology
at the University of Heidelberg.

He considers the confess1onal statements 1n these matters
to be

0

only tentative answers given by the questioners

themselve s, and not yet the ult1mete answer which God alone
w111 provide Nhen ·t he Last Day comes. n98

'L'hus it is apparent that various opinions have been
expressed regarding the identity of the Ant1chr1st who shall
hara s s the Church 1n the latter days.

Lutheran theologians

a nd church bodies have not reached agreement 1n this matter,

bu t mos t p revalent is the opinion that caution must be exerci sed lest any attempt at a definite 1dent1f1cation fail
to take i n to a ccount the antichr1stian forces of other ages.
Those t;heolog ians, however, who find 1n the prophecies
o f Laniel a reference to the New Testament Antichrist, usua lly s ee in the last verses of chapter 11 and 1n the first

ve rses of cha pter 12 the assurance that the "Antichrist"
s ha ll be overthrown, and that hi~ defeat w111 culminate in
the consumma tion of all th1ngs, i.e., in the resurrection

of the dead, follcwed ~y the final separation of those ,.,ho
shell receive everlasting life from those who are condemned
to shame and everlasting contempt.99
Here a new element is revealed concerning the day of
judgmen"l;.

ln Daniel 12:2 it 1s stated that even the dead

will a ppear before the Judgment-seat of God.

98

This statement

Ib1g.

99Leupold, Exposition 2f. Daniel, pp. 526-SJ2.

99
goes beyond any that has previously been set forth by the
other prophets.

Thus the view of the Israelites regarding

judgment and the day of Yahweh found its final express ion,
prior to the New Testament period, 1n the writings of the
apoct=1 lyp tists.

At this point perhaps a brief discussion of apocalyptic wr.t th1gs may be :l.n place. lOO

a sk:

At

the very outset -;,,e

"What is the difference between the eschetolog1cal

and apocalyptic prophecie s of the Old Testament?"

Sauer

poi nt s to f our d1st1nct1ons between these types of sacred
i'lri tings :

(a ) Escha tology embraces the study cf eschata,

t hat ls, t he last things:
s a lva tion.

death, judgment, resurrection,

Apocelypt1c treets the same conc epts but pre-

sents them as "predictions of the future that are uncovered,
di sclosed , di vulged, exposed, through the medium of visions."
Eschatology emphasizes the last things themselves; apocalyptic s tresses a lso the manner of disclosure.

(b) These two

types of literature were employed 1n different periods of
t he 0 1a 'l 'estament.

J,lhile eschatology

II

is common to every

period of Old Testament literature," it 1s found especially
in the writings of the great prophets, from 750 to 550 B.C.
Apocelypt1c, on the other hand, "began with the book of
Daniel ~ih1ch conservative schol3!'S assign to the sixth cen-

100

For a detailed account of apocalyptic see H. H.
howley, ~ heleyance of Apocalyptic (Second edition; London:
Lutterworth Press, 1947).

100

tury B.C.

11

Critical scholars regard apocalyptic "as an

1nter-testamental phenomenon that flourished from 200 B.c.
to 70 A. D. 11101 (c) There are differences in literary form
between Old Testament apocalyptic and eschatology.

Saue~

describes these differences as follows:
The so-called vision is very prominent in apoc.aly.p t1c

propheci es, whereas in the eschatolog1cal prophecies
l t is usually only implied. Ths pictures used in
apoca lyptic have been called "weird, gorgeous a nd
terrible," while the symbolism of prophetic eschatol ogy is more natural. The apocalyptic prophecies
are clothed exclusively in the form of prose, while
the prose of the eschatolog ical prophecies is so
exalted that it often not only approaches the poetic
but actually 1s poetry.102

{d ) The re ~re a lso differences in content.

The eschatolog-

ica l prophets 111rote primarily concerning the judgment a nd
deliveranc e of the people of Israel; on the other hand, the
apoca lyptic prophecies pronounced Judgment upon all sinful
nations, and they also included all of the righteous in
the future del1verance.lOJ
Knatonen calls the apocalypt1c1sts the successors of
the prophet s carrying on the prophetic impulse in new forms
0

necess1tated by the ex1genci~s of the t1me. 11 104

Herbert

Alleman and Harold Creager assert that these new forms of
literature were employed because orthodox Judaism held that

lOl~auer
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all a uthentic prophecy had ceased , the Canon had been
closed , a nd anyone claiming to speak as a prophet would
be l a be l ed an impost.or.

Therefore the only way that new

prophe t ic messages could ga1n a hearing was "under the
bor ro;<1ed spons or ship of the spiritual heroes of the past. 1110.5

Thus it beca me a common practice, ssys Kantonen, t o a t t a ch the prophetic message to the name of some accepted
f i g u re of the pa st in order to gain at least some degree
o f accept ance . 10 6

Mos t of the vast body of apocalyptic literature f a lls
ou t s i de the Ol d Testament ca non, but the majority of Lutheran
s cholars f ind apoca lypses in such c a nonical books as Joel,
Zechari ah , Isaiah, and most important of all, Dan1e1. 107
The purpos e of the se writings was to inspire and encoura ge the f a ithful to remain steadfast in those perilous
time s wh ich threatened to crush the "religious as well as
the polit ica l hopes of the nation."

Kantonen remarks that

a n a ttitude of despa ir prevailed among the I sraelites r·then
they noted ·tha t the prophetic promises of divine help had

t hus fa r f a iled to materialize, when even the rebuildin g of
the t empl e had not brought deliverance.

It was then tha t

t he apoca lypt1c1sts reawakened hope by pointing to the com-

l0.5Herbe rt c. Alleman and Harold L. Creager, "Hebr ew
Prophe t s a nd Prophecy ," Old Te stament Commenta ry, p. 6J.
l06Kantonen, 2l2.• cit., p. 9.
lO?Alleman a nd Creager,

QI2,.

c.1.:t.., p. 63.
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1ng of a Hessiah who would redress evils and establish a
rule of righteousness.

Ac this time the messianic kingdom,

he says, ~ias largely a projection into the future of •national ideals crushed 1n the present ~orld, although as the
heed of a theocratic order the messiah was never conceived
108

to be a purely political figure."-

But the hope whi ch these apocalypt1cists held out to
Isra el necessitated o despair of the present.

'l 'he world

to come would be es tablished by a miraculous e nd c~ta strophlc

a i v1ne intervention wh ich ~1ould annihilate the

present order of things.

109

Immense emphasis

l'l8 S

plDced

on the fi na lity and totality of the approaching world catastro phe .

l'he writers used very vivid figures of speech end

ela bo rate symbolism to picture . that great event.

They con-

sta ntly sough t fresh imagery to express the utter destruction which wa s to come upon the whole cosmos.

Even the

heavenly bodies would be affected, with the result that the
final judgment takes on a supernatural chara cter. 110
Kantonen claims that underlying these writings was a
"cosmic dualism."

The present age belongs to Satan.

kingdom will appear in the future.

God's

In a world that 1s dom-

inated by demonic po:,rers the people of God can only suffer,

108
Ka11tonen, 2I2.• ill,. , p. 10.
109
Ibid.
110
Alleman and Creager, 212.• cit., p.

64.
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but the ir sufferings are the birth pangs of the world to
come. 111 £vils are rampant; man is utterly helpless to
cope with them, say Alleman and Creager.

The world ls too

contamina ted with ev11 to receive the Kingdom of God; hence,
i t mus t be destroyed and a new world establ1shea. 112 Thus,
in post-exilic times the day of Yahweh attained an eschat oloe ica l s i gnificance and became identified with the final
do y of judgrnent. 113
But 1 t should be noted that, ·:Jhile judgment was a

p r omine nt f a c t or in the day-of-Yahweh concept, it 1s equally
g p pa ren t t i1t1 t the people of God regarded that day also as
o ne of hop e a nd fulfillment.

Flack asserts that the idea

of j udgme nt in the message of the prophets nas not intended
to be t he pr ima ry a nd ultimate theme of their preaching and
He maintains tha t the thought of judgment was

,~r 1t1ng .
11

subs e rvient to the supreme issue of salvation.

For spir-

itual Israel, redeemed a nd purified, there was a glorious
·
114
future."
Mow1nckel does not discover this same spiritual content in the early prophetic message, but he does note an
element of hope appearing in the writings of Isaiah.

.

111

112

He

Kantonen, 2l2.• c1t., p. 10

Alleman 8nd Creager, Q.Q.. £.!,i., pp. 6Jf.

113 Ibid .,

p.

64.

114Elmer u:. Flack, "The Teachings and Institutions of
the 01a 'l'estament," Old Testament Commentary, p. 109.
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declares the t Amos and probably Hosea are the prophets
who a nnounc ed the destruction of Israel and Judah uncond1t1ona l l y a nd r emorselessly, but in Isaiah "a new note

1s heard :

a remnant w111 be converted and saved. 11

He

points out t ha t time and aga in Isaiah tried to lead the
peop l e to c onversion so that the remnant might be as large
a s poss ible .

Even after Hezekiah had capitula ted and

Senna c he r ib had trea ted the city w1th unexpected lenlency,1 1 5

t he prophet holds fa s t to the fact that Yahweh
us a r e mnant. 11

11

has left

Yahweh has laid the cornerstone of His

house , the bui l d ing of God's people on Zion, and if Israel
will yield Him their t rust a nd obedience, their faith will
never be put to s ha me.

Even if only a small remnant holds

fa s t to t he f ai t h, God w111 create from 1t a new Israel on
t h e old f oundat1on. 11 6
Mowincke l observes furthermore that after Isaiah the
s o-ca l l ed prophets of doom never gave up th1s faith 1n the
future .

I t 1s to be found even in those 1'1ho announced the

uncond itional destruction of the people.

As an example of

t his, the writer refers to Jeremiah and notes that immediately before the Chaldeans captured Jerusalem, when the prophet

bad become quite certain about the outcome of the war, he
received a communication from the Lord, telling him that

1152 Kings .18:13-16.
116
Mow1nckel, QR. S,!i., pp. 134f.
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11

houses and f1c~lds and vineyards shall again be bought in

this land 11 (Jeremiah 32:15).

Jeremiah associated th1s

hope with t hose ,·;ho were carried away to Babylonia.

He

looked upo n them as the remnant from ~h1ch the new people
would a rise i n a wonderful way known only to God (Jeremiah
24 and 29) .

And even while the Chaldean supremacy lasted,

the prophets searched in contemporary history for signs that
Yahweh was about to arise , make an end of the1r oppressors,
a nd resto~e His people.117
Kantonen adds the thought . that the positive s1de of
t he prea ching of the prophets ca me to the foreground part icularly as the idea of the messi anic kingdom developed in
ass oci a t ion with the da y of Yahweh, 1.e., as the kingdom

was recognized more a nd more to be the fulfillment of tha t
day to :,1h1ch Isr-ael had been looking forward.

118

Concerning ·the nature of this kingdom, Flack remarks
tha t the prophets employed numerous patterns 1n order to
p ortray their conception of the messianic kingdom.

He

lists, in pa rticular, the prophetic promises concerning
the return of the captives from exile (Isaiah 55:12), the
restoration of the nation (Ezekiel 37:1-J), the exaltation
of Jerusa lem as the ·t;hrone of Yahweh (Jeremiah 3:17), the
destruction of idolatry (f'11cah 5: 12), the aboli t1on of war
( Isaiah 2:4), the transformation of nature (Isaiah 11:6-9),

117Nowinckel, ~.

£ti.., p. 135.

118Kan t onen, 5m.. ~ . , p • 8
•
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the e s t a blishment of a new covenant 1n man's hearts (Jeremiah

31:31-34 ), the outpouring of the ~pirit (Joel 2:28-29), and
the comi ng of God to dwell forever 1n the midst of H1s
p eople
c:)
48 . ..,,,1 ~'

.

as Jehova h-Shammah 'Jehovah 1s there' (Ezekiel
11 11 9

11

.

But how a re t hes e passages to be interpreted end to
whom a r e t hey t o b e applied?

Are they intended to promise

t h e na ti on of ·Isra el a n era in her history Nhen she would
e n j oy unprecedented earthly prosperity and physical blessi ngs ?

Or do t hese passages primarily point forward to the

spl r i tua l heritage of those who recognize 1n Jesus their allsuf f ic i en t Sa vior?
Nowi ncke l remarks that it is difficult to determine how
mu c h 1 s "poe t ic description and how much actual reality in

·t hi s p i cture of the future," since the prophet I s thought
a nd styl e a re ·t hose "of rhetoric and poetry, of myth and relig ion ; a nd the same style i s used by the circle of hls dlsc l p les .«120

But having said this, he 1nd1cates that he is

incl i ned to a pply these passages to the national and politi cal situa tion ln Israel.

Thus they would convey a message

simi lar to this:

God has raised up Cyrus to fulfil His pur-

pose 1n h istory.

When Babylon has been conquered, the cap-

119
F1ack, "The Teachings and Inst1tut1ons of the Old
'I 1esta me nt, 11 2.R• ~ . , p. 109. Now1nckel provides an even
more detailed description of the features 1n Israel's future
hope. See Mow1nckel, Ql2.. £1:,i., pp. 146f.
1 2 oM
,·10 1;: 1
· nc k e 1 , Ql2..

1t ,
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10?
tives will be freed, and God will put it into the mind of
Cyrus to allow the exl.les to return home and rebuild

Jerusa l em as also the temple of Yahweh.

Thus the ancient

roya l hou se will be restored, and Yahweh will endow the ruler
with righteousness, piety and every virtue; then the happiness ~nd the e reetness of ancient days will aea1n prevail
in the l a nd, and foreign nations will once more pay homage
to the God of Israei. 121
Ot her theologians, however, find much more spiritual
conten t 1n these passages than does Mowinckel.

Theodore

Laet sch interprets the majority of these passages as descriptive of the New Testament Church, especially those that are
i n t r oduc ed by "technical formulas" such as "in those days"

(Joel 3:18),

11

0n that day 11 (Amos 9:11), "behold the days

are com1ng tt (v. lJ), tt1n the end of the days" (Micah 4:1),
et;c.

As a case 1n point, we quote Amos 9:13-14 where the

holy wri t er prophecies:
Behold, days are coming, 1s the oracle of the Lord,
tha t the plowman shall crowd the reaper-, and the
treader of grapes him that sows the seed; and the
mounta ins shall drip with new wine, and all the hills
shall be dissolved. And I w111 reverse the fortune
of my people Israel, and they w111 build the waste
c1t1es, and inhabit them, and they will plant vineyard s a nd drink their own wine and make gardens and
eat their own fruit • • • •
In his interpretation Laetsch gives this passage a
sp1r1tual significance, saying:

"In the Church of Christ

there w111 be incessant reaping and harvesting • • • •

121

Ibid
--·

The
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work of prepa ring a nd s end ing out missionaries • • • will
go foreve r."

New converts will be brcught into the Church

with t he result tha t God's kingdom will expand until the
end of time . 122 He a sserts that verse 14 ~oes not refer
to 'the return of I srael from the Exile, but to the ••restoration of God ' s Church to its greatest glory after the a dvent
o f e rea t Da vid 's grea ter Son. 1112 3
Comme nt ing on t he familiar passsge Mic8h 4:1-J,
Laetsch remorks t ha t t hese verses cannot be interpreted
l ite ra lly , for then t hey would imply tha t the na tions, men
2nd

women , young a nd old, would physica lly ascend a mountain

h i g he r t han e ven Mount Everest 1n order to go up to t he house
of t he God of J a cob.

According to Laetsch, E. Koenig has

c a lled thi s "e1ne halsbrecher1sche Bergfahrt," a breakneck
asc ent • 124· Laetsch a sserts tha t the cla use "the mountain

of the house of the Lord shall be established in the top of
the mounta 1ns" 12 5 does not necessarily denote great physic a l he i ght.

The context, he says, "demands the sense of

leed ers h1p , h i gher rank here. 11 126

.

Concerning verse J, especially the statement:

"They

sha l l beat t heir s words into plowshares, and their spears
122

Laet sch, 212.• 2..llt_., p. 192.

12 3.llili!,.
124Ib1d., p. 26J.
12 5This is the reading according to the King James
Version.

126Laetsch, .QQ.

~••

p. 2 64 •
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into pruning hooks; nation sha ll not 11ft up sword against

nati on, neither shall they lea rn wa r any more," the writer
contends that these words ca nnot refer to en earthly state
of peace among the n~tlons since the Lord of the kingdom
knows of no s uch time when wars shall cease. 127

J ohn Ab erly, in his interpreta tion of the parallel
a ccount in Isa i ah 2:2-4, sees in this promise a physical
r ather tha n a s piritua l condition.

He states that "the

vi s ion is of what Jerusalem will be in the latter days,

1.e., in messianic times."

It 1s a portrayal of "Jerusalem

idea li zed ," "as God means her to be,"

Her glory which ex-

a l t s her a bove a ll o·cher k1n 0doms actually consists 1n
th i s tha t "out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word
of the Lora from Jerus<t lem. 11128 But Aberly maintains that

the prophet had in mind an e8rthly kingdom 't/hen he sa~, all
nations flowing 1nto Jerusalem and Yahweh "Judging bet~een
the n at ions a nd deciding concerning many people."

Like-

wise t he pea ce of which the prophet spoke pointed to a day
of harmony among the nations when they "shall learn war
no more. 11

The ;,,riter grants that this ideal was far aheed

of I s aiah 's time, as it 1s of ours.

For this reason "it

127

Ib1d
-·
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John Aberly, 11 The Book of Isaiah, 11 Old Testament
Con1me:ptary, p. 646. John l\berly, at the time that he
wrote the sta tement quoted, was professor emeritus of
Sys tematic Theology at the Lutheran Theological Seminary
in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.
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has been called the ideal of Isaiah in his youth, for
youth is the time when ideals are cherished. 11 1 2 9
In his commentary on Isaiah 11:6-9, where the prophet
states tha t in the messianic kingdom "the wolf shall d,~ell
!,' 11th the l a mb, a nd the leopard shall 11e do~m with the

k1d," Aberly remarks that this ls no doubt "double figurative a nd indicates that the human cunning and cruelty
~thich now so largely prevail emong men shall cease to be. 11
He gre TJts the possib111ty, however, that this passage may
e lso "pre fi gure peace 1n the animal world."

1-:io
.1

Thus it 1s

quite e v id ent that Aberly considers this p rophecy also as
h~v1ng r eference to an earthly state of peace rather than
El

sp1 r 1 tua 1.

At the s ame time, however, he cautions against a literal interpretation of verses 10 to 16, which portray the
gathering together of "the dispersed of Judah from the
four corners of the earth," and the restoration of peace
between the divisions of Israel herself.

Concerning these

verse s he remarks that while there are those who look for
a litera l fulfillment of this prophecy 1n the return of
Isra e l to Palestine, "its fulfillment should rather be
lool<ed for 1n the establishment of that kingdom .1n '1lh1ch

there is neither Jew nor Greek, but all are one in Christ

129

lJO

Ibid.
Ibid., p.
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(Ge l. 3:28)." 131
P . ·,·! . H. Preder1ck considers Amos 9: 11-15 a reference

to the king dom of Goa.

In 1t are promises of both tempo-

ral and spiritual blessings.

"I'he 1t1 ords of verse 11, "In

t ha t d~y I wi ll raise up the booth of David that 1s fallen
a na repa i r its brea ches, and r a ise up 1ts ruins, and rebuild 1t a s 1n the da ys of old," are plainly a messianic
prophecy, s a ys Frederick, for even the ancient Jews so cons i dered i t . 1 32

Vers e 12, "That they ma y possess the rem-

nant of Edom, s nd all the nations who are c a lled by my
name , " does not refe r solely to the nations once included
1n the Da v1dic kingdom.

According to the writer, this is

not a mi lita ry but a spiritual conquest.

11

It is a proph-

e cy of b eing incorporated into the kingdom of God," as
J a mes , the head of t he church 1n Jerusa lem, interprets
the pa ssage 1n Acts 15:14. 1 33

Verse 13, "Behold, the days

a re coming • • • when the plowman shall overtake the reaper
and the treader of grapes him who sows the seed, 11 1s a poetic description of the fertility and abundance, founded
on the promise given in Leviticus 26:3-5, where the cond1-

lJlib1d

-·
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.P . W. H. li'reder1ck, "The Book of Amos, " Old Testament
Commentary, p . 827. Frederick, at the time that he wrote
the statement quoted, was professor emeritus of Hebre·,t and
Old Testa ment Interpreta tion, Hestern Theological Seminary,
. Fremont, ~ebraslrn.
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t1on 1s expressed, "If ye walk 1n my statutes.A
Flack seems to favor a s1m1lar point of v1ew.

With

reference to passages such as Isaiah 49:23-26, Isa1ah
60:10-22, etc., wh1ch portray the nations of the earth

serving I sra el, bringing her wealth and do1ng homage before her _feet, he remarks that "we must not stress the
11teralisms overmuch, but make allowance for poetic 11c ense and Or ienta l 1magery.nl3 4 Concerning Isaiah 60:10-22,
he voices the op1n1on that while the prophet 1s descr1b1ng

the restora tion of Zion and Jerusalem, the material 1s
apoca lypti c s i nce 1t "looks wholly to the future and creates
new (and oft en purely ideal) s1tuat1ons to correspond with
t he glor ious truth conveyed."

He adds that pictures such

a s t hi s are, a s 1t were, "a flying goal for faith to fol-

low.nl:35
Thus he avoids a purely 11teral1st1c method of 1nterp reta t1on which finds fulfillment only 1n contemporary

e vents, without a dopting a view wh1ch totally excludes all
h1stor 1ca l s 1gn1f1cence and applies these passages to the

s p iritual r ea l m alone.
Kantonen thinks that the otherworldly character of the
kingdom of God 1s frequently overemphasized, and that not
enough consideration 1s g 1ven to the fact that throughout
both the Old and the New Testaments "the s a me hope flashes

1J4Elmer E. Flack, "The Book of Isaiah," Qlg, Testament
Commentary, p. 685.

lJ5l12.1g,., p. 693.
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forth a ga in a nd aga1n, 11 pointing forward to a tlme •11hen
"the kingd oms of thls world are become the kingdoms of
our Lord a nd his Christ" ( iievela t1on 11:1.5).

He states

the t pass9ges s uch as Isiah 2:4; 9:4; 11:9 and Ezekiel

36:27 actually portray the coming of the messia nic a g e 1n
t e r JJ1s of

11

the rea lization of God's purpose on ea rth, when

na tions e nd cultures have been subjected to his will."
s a ys tha t the

11

He

e Rrthine ss 11 of this messianic hope 1s evi-

de n t f rom i-;he f a ct tha t 1t "embra ces not only the whole

range of cul t ura l life but a lso man's total environment,
including physica l nsture. 111 36

Both Isaiah end Ezekiel

describe a t ime when the wild beasts will become t a me,
:-1hen "t he wolf shall dwell ~dth the lamb, and t he l eopa rd
she l l l i e down with the kid 11 (Isaiah 11:6-9; 65:25; Ezekiel

J4 : 25 ).

Added to this picture 1s also the abolition of

p r ematur•e dea th, for "no more shell there be in it an in-

fan t that lives but a few days, or an old man who does not
f i ll out h i s da ys, for the child shall die a hundred years
old ~ ( I s a i ah 65:20).
Kant onen cons iders 1t unfortunate that these ~rophet1c
t eaching s ha ve been regarded either as "symbolic representa tions" of ma n' s a ttemp t to crea te a better world or else
a s "ut op i a n dreams" which have no cha nce of being r ea lized
on t h is ea r t h.

To interpret them thus , he says , is to for-

136Kantonen,

Q.12..

cit., pp. 50f.
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get that the prophets do not base their hope for the world
on the powers of nature or of man, but solely on "the justice a nd goodness of God and the adequacy of h1s creative
power. 111 37

The prophet, therefore, declared:

"0 Lord, thou

1>11lt orda in peace for us, thou hast wrought for us all our
works " ( I s a iah 26:12).

To this Kantonen adds that it was

because the prophets saw the creative purpose of God at
work iu na ture and in history that they refused to despair
even in times of bitter disillusionment, or to think of
the future of this present world only in terms of destruc.1
1J8
-con.

At t hls point a question arises:

11

Do these passages

in t he propnet1c writings refer perhaps to a millen1al

kingd om? "

A number of Lutheran theologians have produced

sta temen t s 1n the past two and a half decades which seem
to favor what has been called "the millen1al hope."
Kantonen calls this teaching "an important, although not
the all-important, aspect of the Chr1st1an hope."lJ9

He

grants that modern millen1a11sts have often "inflated th1s
doctrine into central importance and supplanted the gospel
1tself with their apocalyptical calculations." 140

He sug-

lJ?Ibid ., p. 51.
lJ 8 Ib1d.
lJ 9 Ib1d., p. 68.

See also J. A. ~-iest, Wbot the Bibl~
Teaches about th~ World Beyond (Burlington, Iowa: The
Lutheran Li tero ry Board, 1939), pp. J8f.
lLJ.O

Kantonen, QR.~., p. 66.
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gests t ha t in v1ew of "modern secular1zat1on of the m1llen1EJ1 hopen t he church must ~lways emphasize Jesus' state-

"My kingdom 1s not of this world" (John 18:36), and

ment:

"Yo u know t ha t the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them,

@na t heir g r ea t men e xercise authority over them.
not b e so among you" {Matthew 20:25-28).

lt shall

But he contend s

t hat t he exis tence of abuses must not be permitted to in-

duce Luthera nism 11 to go to the other e xtreme and reject
altogether the truth which the millennial hope conta1ns." 141
I n support of his views K~ntonen notes that the Finnish
Lutheran schol ar , Y. J. E. Alanen, sees 1n the millennial

ho pe

11

a needed corrective to the 'vertical tendency,

1

evi-

dent 1n the the ology of Barth, which points directly upward to a tra ns cendent world entirely different from the
present. ,: l l-i, 2

Kantonen fllso points out that even Althaus,

who is inc l ined to d ismiss any inte rmediate state of the
i.nd i vidua l afte r death, nevertheless aclrnowledges the value

of "sound mi llennianism " in preserving the "this sidedness"
cf the Christian hope. 143 This is not to be understood,
however, s s implying that Althsus holds m11len1alistic
views, for in reply to the question whether faith can conclude tha t

11

the consummation of history must begin as a

historica l consummation," he answers:

141

Ibid
·

142

Ib1d., p.

68.

143 Ib1d., p. 69.
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This "must" is difficult to establish. But above all
else the idea of a millennial kingdom (Z·111schenreich),
a time of fulfillment prior to the end of histor!4 is
theolo3 ically untenable Dnd self-contradictory.
Fre ncis P1eper contenas that Chiliesm has no basis
in Scripture for the passages to vrh1ch 1 t appeals for support145 "speak of the sp1r1tual glory of the Ne w Testement
Church. " 146 Concerning Isaiah 2:2-J he states thet ~cr1pture does not place the fulfillment of this prophecy 1n a
future millennia l kingdom, but lt says of all believe rs,
"who , l<J lthout lea ving home, have come to f aith 1n the Gosp el d uring the I~ew Testement era (Heb. 12:22):

'But ye

are come unto Mount Sion end unto the city of the living
Goa .1 11147

iegara iug those passages in the Old Testament which
~romise t h ~ t a ~tate of peace will exist in the kingdom

of Goa , 148 Pieper coutends that they do not refer to a
pea c e tha t ls to be realized in a "still future millennium,"
b u t they are fulfilled
in the appearance of the Son of God in the flesh, in
the reconc111at1on of the world to God, in the proc-

144
Althaus, sm,. ill•, p. :n5. Translation 1s by the writer.
14Srsaiah 2:2-4; 11;6-9; Zechariah 9:9-10; Joel
2: 2 3-25; J:18-20; Micah 4:1-4; and a evelatton 20.
146
Fr anc1s Pieper., ,.Christian Dogme t tcs, translated by
Wal ter \·J . F . Albrecht ( St . Louts: Concordia Publishing

House, 1953), III, 520.

147Ib1s1., pp. 52or.
148

Isaiah 2:4; 9:5; 11:6-9; Zechariah 9:10.
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lamat1on of this news in the world, and 1n the sending of the Holy Spirit, who through this message works
f a ith in people's hearts, thus creating children of
peac e in the whole r,,orld end smong a.11 nations. By
faith 1n the Gospel the Christian Chy gh on earth
possesses a peerless state of peace. ~

4

Pieper notes also that the Old Testament passages
which predict peace in the kingdom of God often appear in

a context wi th prophecies concerning Christ's coming into
the flesh a nd the subsequent preaching of the Gospel.

Thus

they "r•epresent it as an immediate consequence and effect
of these e vents. "

·r he dee lare tion of peace in Isa ia.h

9: 2- 5 has as 1ts c a use, says Pieper, "For unto use child

is born; unto us a Son is given. • • • "

The state of peace

described in Isaia h 11:6-9, "the wolf also shall dwell with
th0 lamb,

11

is imwediately preceded by its c·a usa efficiens:

"And there s ha ll come forth a shoot from the stump of
Jesse, e nd a branch shall grow out of his roots.nlSO

In e discussion of Ezekiel 37 to 39, which appeared
in

!.h!t Au s tra lasian Theological Review, 1946, h . H. Altus

seeks to ~how ths t these cha pters cannot rightly be interpreted in support of Ch111asm.

The verses ln question are

21 to 28, v1here 1t is stated that the children of Israel

will be ga thered from among the Gentiles, will become one
n ation under one eternal king, "David, my Servant."

The

author contends that these verses cannot be interpreted

149Pieper, QI?.. cit., III, 521.
lSOibid., p. 522.
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liter a lly since history records no such occurrences.

1be

exil es of the Northern K1nedom never returned from their
c a p t1vlty , muc h less were the two kingdoms, the northern
and the s outhern, ever united aga in under one ruler. 1 51
From this he concludes that we mus ·t look to the New Testamen t for the fulfillment of this prophecy, and "the most
tha t c a n be said f or the re·t urn from the Babylonian exile
in t h is connection 1s that 1t served as a type a nd a
sha dow of greater things to come.» 1 52
I t i s a l s o to be noted, says Altus, that the united
Isra el i s de s cribed 1n these verses as a holy people, obedient to the s to tutes of their God, faithful, and not
s ubj e c t to the a postasies of the Israel of the pa st.
he si:i ys ,

This,

" points to a spiritual Israel r at;her than the

Israel a ccording to the flesh."lSJ
Again , the king who shall rule over the united Israel,
1

luy servz:nt Da v1d ,

11

cannot be identified with any of the

p o st-ex111c rulers 1n Jerusalem.

Ha ther, this Da vid ls

the One referred to in Isaiah 11:1 as the "Branch from the
s tem of Jesse ; t he righteous 3ranch of David, Jer. 23:5-6;
c a lled David in Jer. 30:9; the Good Shepherd of Ezekiel

34 :23.24. 11154

l5lAltus,

Q.12.. ~ . ,

l5 2 Ib1d.

l53lb1d.
l5L~Ib1d
5
- · · p • .•

p.

4.
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Finally , Altus remarks that the covenant referred to
here i s no t "a rea ff1rmat1on of the old one," but 1t is
1
new. 55 Thi s be1ng the case, he concludes that "nothing
conce r ning 1t can be inferred from the old covenant of
the old d1spe nsa tlon.»l56
with t he profession:

He then closes his discussion

"We hold that the 5cripture teac he s

t he t t he era .of thi s prosperity and the extension of the
Chu rch began with Pentecost and continues throughout the
New Te stament era ." 1 57
Iu a d iscussion of this subject it is important that
we t a ke i n t o cons ideration the position expressed 1n the
Lut heran Confe ssions.

Article XVII of the Augsburg

Conf e s s i on. s ta tes:
It i s a lso t a ught a.mong us that our Lord Jesus Christ
will return on t he last day for judgment and w111
r a is e up all the dead, to give eternal life and everl asting joy to be lievers a nd the elect but to condemn
ungod ly men and the devil to hell and eternal punishment • • • • Rejected, too, are certain Jewish opinions which are even now making an appearance and which
teac h t ha t, before the resurrection of the dead,
saints a nd godly men will posseis a worldly kingdom
and a nnihila te all the godless. 58
One cannot help but note tha t the Confessions contain
only a brief reference to this issue.

Kantonen offers the

l S5Jeremiah Jl:Jl-34; JJ:14-17; Hebrews 8:8-12; 10:16-17.
156Altus,

QI2..

cit., · p.

S.

157Ig1d ., p. 7.
1 58Book of Concord: The Confessions of the Evangelical
I,uthe ran Church, translated and edited by Theodore G. Tappert
in collaboration with Jaroslav Pelikan, Robert Fischer, and
Arthur c. Piepkorn (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House,
1959), p. 38.
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e xplanation t hat t he r eformets , 1n general, we r e too engros ~ed i n the centra l spiritual content of the gospel to
gi ve much t hought to t he earthly side of the Christ i a n
h ope.

Therefore , he sta tes , the Augsburg Confession "sim-

pl y c ond emned the violent secularistic m1llenn1al1sm of

the ' en thusiasts ,' 11 r epresented by flluenzer end the Peasant ' s Re vo lt . 1 59 Schlink remarks that 1n v1ew of the
struggl e t ha t was going on between Christ's kingdom and
the kingdom of Satan e t the time of the Reforma tion,
Luther a nd h ls contempora ries had little time for a "comf orta ble contempl a tion of details a nd, above all, no time
fo r optimistic e xpecta tions which before the end look for
a n upsurge of t he wor ld 1n increasing 1mprovement. 11 l60
.... c h llnk a dd s tha t t h is sentence 1n the Augsburg Conf es s ion has experienced various interpretations.
Wendt , L. Fendt ,

w.

H. H.

Eler t and others claim tha t it rejects

e ve r y kind o f ch111a sm, ~hile theologians such as Vilmar,
Zoe c kler , and Plitt think tha t it condemns only "a coarse,
c a r na l va riety a s promoted in ~ord and dee d by c e rtain
Anaba ptis ts under the influence of Jewish ideas."l6l
Sc hl ink s eems to a gree with Plitt who observes that "1t

159
160
161

Kantouen, QQ.

ill•,

p. 67.

Schlink, QJ2.. cit., p. 284.
I bid.
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i·rould be a mistake to turn the point of the last sentence
of Article XVII against anything beyond what contemporary

history suggests."162

c.

E.

Fendt, on the other hand, warns that the last

century has ,'11 tnessed more variations of millennialism
than a ny previous century 1n the history of Christendom,

c1nd he warns that Lutheran theology too is confronted with
problems ln eschatology because of the millennial influence.

In his opinion this is due at least in pa rt to this

that while "the fathers insisted that unclear passages of
the Bible must be interpreted 1n the light of the clear
pas sages ," in much of the literature on eschatology today
there i s e vidence that this rule is applied in reverse. 1 6J

162

I bid .

163

Edward c. It'endt, "The Life Everlasting," What
Luthe~~ns Are Thinking: A Symposium Qll Lutheran Faith and
11.f.st, edited by Edward c. Fendt (Columbus, Ohio: The
Wartburg Press, 191.:.7), p.
Edward c. Fendt was dean
and professor of Systematic Theology at Capital University
Theological Seminary, Columbus, Ohio.
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CHAPTER V

THE EESURBECTION OF THE DEAD
In an earlier part of this study it was noted that
death, as it is portrayed 1n the Old Testament, 1s a
stern reality which entered the world as a result of
man ' s tre nsgression of God's law.

Attention was also

centered on the opinion held by some Lutheran theologians
tha t the r·ealm of death, Sheol, as 1t 1s pictured in the
Old Testa ment, was a dark rendezvous in the depths of the
earth !rthere all the dead spent a shadowy, semi-conscious

existe nce in a state of gloom and depression; and that
consequently .the Israelite thought chiefly in terms of
this life and the present world rather than the next .
But is this a complete picture of man's hope and

destiny under Yahweh's covenant ~1th Israel?

Does the Old

Testament then offer the faithful no hope for a future
life in the presence of God?

Were those earnest prayers

of the psalmists who sought continued fellowship with God
even in death never realized? ·
The theological literature which has appeared 1n
Europe and 1n America during the past two decades gives a
considerGJble amount of a ttention to these questions.

Bo·ljh

liberal . a nd consez·vatl ve scholars fi11d in the Old 'restament

writings definite evidence of a doctrine of the resurrection.

12J
On this point all are agreed.
Different views have been expressed, however, with
rega r d to the origin of this doctrine in Israel's religious
life.

'rhere are ba sica lly t wo schools of thought:

(a) Those

who ma i nta in tha t a resurrection faith dld not become a part
of t he Jewish theological thinking until post-exilic tim e s.
(b ) Those who r e t a in the traditiona l position that the Holy
Sc r i pture r ecord s promi s es of the resurrection even from
the earliest t i me s , from events in the Garden of Eden.
Harris Bi rkel a no , an exponent of the view that Israel's
resurrection f a ith was a development of the post-exilic
period , su13gests tha t there are t wo approaches that have
been employed 1n a n a ttempt to trace the development of the
Jew1sh- Chr·1stian belief 1n the resurrection:

·(a ) '.rhat the

belief i n t he resurr ection "has originated as a result of
a revelat ion or a n evolution ~1t h1n the Isra eli t 1c-Jewish
r e l i g ion i t self .

11

(b) That the resurrection of the dead

" i s a rel i g ious i dea s pringing from foreign, chiefly
ireni
an i nflue nce." 1

From t he outset .Birkeland excludes the view that it
mi ght have developed from

11

a singular, supernatural phenom-

enon, 11 which would leave out of considera tion Israel's previous h is tory a nd would operate as a "pure miracle."

He

1Ha rr1s Bir keland, "The Belief in the hesurrection of
the Dead i n the Old Testa ment, " Stud ia Theolog 1ce, III
(1949 ), 60. Since 1948 Harris Birkeland has been professor
of Semitic l a nguages at the University of Oslo.
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claims that "no idea can become an integral part of a
rel1gious c omplex when this complex 3,s not prepared for
that 1dea, 11 that revelation tokes place in history "and
has its basis in the previous history of the society 1n
question."

Therefore, if one is t o understand the origin

of a certain belief, one must examine the religious environment out of whi ch 1t arose.2
But what does such an 1nvest1gation of Israel's past

history reveal in this respec t?

It indicates, says

Birkel a nd, t hat the resurrection belief did not arise
within Isr-~el itself, a part from all foreign influence.
Ne ither Hoses nor his tribes believed in a resurrection
from t he dead when they entered the promised land.3

Nor

d i d i'v deve lop from Israel 's contact with the "superior

cult ure 0 of the Canaanites.

The 1IIim1grat1ng Israelites

may have been influeqced to some extent by the religion
which they found in Palestine when they entered.

It was

a religi on which spoke not only of death and life after

death but a lso of the resurrection of nature and nature's
gods • . They may have identified their national God Yahweh
with Baal.

And they may have believed in a renewed life

after death for those who could be reunited with the rising
g od. 4

But; Birkeland points out that Israel was never in-

2 Ibid.• , p. 61.

31...l2!.!1·, p. 67 •
4

Ibid ., p . 68.
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fluenced to the extent that she conceived of her God as
One who d ied and was revived.

On the contrary, it was

repea t edly s t a ted that Yahweh was a living God who never
died, a s if to emphasize His superiority over all pagan
dei t ies • . The refore,

11

a belief 1n a new life after death

as a consequence of a union with the reviving god was i mpossible on the Ya hvistlc 11ne,"5 and the old Se mitic
bel i ef tha t men after death led a shadowy life in Sheol
was preserved 1n Israel.

For this reason, concludes

Bi rlrnland:
can s imply disregard the religious surroundings
i n the Ne a r East as directly positive impulses
when we wish to explain the origin of the belief
1n the resurrection of man. If they have played
a ny r ole, this role must chiefly have been e negat ive one , betraying itself 1n the emRhas1s or
Yahweh as a llving god. and death as flnal. 6
ttJ e

D1d Is r ae l's resurrection belief perhaps arise from
her vi ew of God's omnipotence?

The reasoning behind this

In t he course of time
.., . Yahweh's

opi nion i s as follows:

di vine power ~,as "believed to be able to perform a wonder
by restoring li fe after death."

to the rea lm of Sheol,

11

His power was then extended

so that he was believed to wake

certa in excep tions from the rule, reviving people after
they had died. 11 7

The Scriptural just1f1cat1·on for this

5Ibid., p . 69.
6ill.q.

'lJll.s..
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view is sought in the so-called "Individual Psalms of
Lamentation," where the sufferer often expresses a hope
and at times even a strong conviction that Yahr:,eh will

deliver h1rn from death, and in the corresponding psalms
of thanksgiving where the ~ufferer praises God for His
deliverance.

Birkeland claims that in most

or

these

ca ses 1 ·t is quite evident that "actual death cannot have
been meant , since the lamenting 'I' ls speaking 1n the
present state of 'death.'.' • 8 He sugBests that the only

plausible interpretation is, therefore, that "death" or
Sheol "must have a more comprehensive meaning."

Life ex-

presses the positive as pect of one's existence and death,
the nega t ive.

Thus

11

'L1fe 1 means good, int;ensive, lucky

life as opposed to bad, powerless, distressing life expressed by ' Death .

111

9

Birkeland concedes, however, that

there are passages in the Psalms where the sufferer actually does express the hope of a resurrection after death.
An example of this is recorded 1n Psalm 73: 24-26 ,·rhere the
sufferer pleads that, 1f he must die, Yahweh will 1n a
wonderful uay raise him up , so that he may stay with Him
le clam and tamid.

This, Birkeland agrees, is a bona fide

reference to a resurrection from death, but he adds that

8

Ibid.

9J.Q.!g_., p. 70.
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1t does not yet 1nd1cate a general belief in a resurrection after death.

"For the

self as a11 exception.
verse 17.ttlO

I

I• of the l:1salm regards him-

He had had a special revelation,

What is more, this possibility of God per-

forming such a miracle had never been doubted by the
lsraelites, "and frequent are the hymnic epithets that
a nnounce his power of Life and Death.nll
In a similar fashion Birkeland classifies those
passages in Isaiah 52 and 53 which refer to the resurrection of the s uffering Servant of the Lord.

A genuine

rising from the dead is spoken of, but it is still only
11

the be l i ef in an exceptional miracle. 11 1 2
Concerning Ezekiel J7 he states "the prophet sees

the whole p eople rise after they are all dead.

It 1s to

be noted that • • • it is the collectivity that rises. 11 13
Hosea 6:2 has much the same character, he says.

"The

whole context shows that a real resurrection 1s out of the
question. 11 14

Thus 1n his opinion neither Ezekiel J? nor

Hosea 6 "testify to a belief in a general resurrection,

lOibid.
11

Ib1d.
•r

12 Ibid.' p.

72.

13~•• p. 7J.
14Ib1d. • p.

74.
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only the 1dea and the poss1b111ty of such a bel1ef." 1 S
Summariz ing h1s position to this point, Birkeland
states t ha t t he r e is "no plain evidence of any belief in
a (rela tively) general resurrection of the dead in t he Old

Te sta ment befor e the Persian-Hellenistic time."

Before

that t1me only the belief in some exceptional wonders ls
t es tl fled . 1 6

I n addition, he claims that no specia l atten-

tion was paid to the resurrection of the body even in the
f ew e xcept i onal ca ses mentioned.

It 1s the whole person

as a t ota lity tha t a rises.
Other Luthera n scholars hold similar, though not
ident i ca l views , rega rding passages of the type mentioned
abo ve .

Mowincke l ins ists that Job, instead of believing

1n a r esurrecti on of the body, actually rejected as imp oss ible any thought of a r1s1ng from the dead (14:10-12,14).
He adds t ha t neither in Psalm 16 nor 1n Ps a lm 73 1s ther e
a ny ment ion of resurrection after death. 1 7 Isaia h 52 and

53 are cons i dered s omewhat more important, for he says t ha t
"he r e the be lief in a res urrection emerges 1n t he Old Testa me nt f o r t he f i rst time, but only as an unhea rd-of exception

l5Ib1d

-·

16!pi d ., p. 75.
1 7Si gmund Mow1ncke l, He that Cometh, tra nsla ted by G.
w. Ande rs on (Ne w York: Abingdon ? res s , 1954), p. 205. See
a lso He l mer Hinggren, The Fa ith 2f. the Psalmists ( Phila-

delphia : For tress Press, 1963), p. 74. Also Helmer fi1nggren,
11
Ein1ge Bemer kungen Zum L;<XII I Psalm," Vetus Testamentum,
III (1953), 265-272.
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on behalf of this one man."

It was a special miracle per-

formed by God for the sake of the Servant, in order that
his work might prosper; and 1n this respect 1t was most
significant.

Mowlnckel calls the resurrection of the

suff e r ing Se r vant "the crown of the divine purpose • • •
t he deci s ive miracle through which the Servant's work

a tta ins i t s end. "

But, having said this, he ma1nta1ns

tha t i t ha d no bearing on Israel's belief 1n a general
r es urrect ion of the deaa.18
Artur We iser, in his exposition of Psalm 16:10,

49 :13-15 a nd 73:24 , a lso discourages any thinking which
wou l d conclude that these passages refer to a resurrection
o f t he d ead.

In his interpretation he repeatedly explains

that t he ps~ lm1st's chief concern 1s that God 1s near him
in those times when his life 1s veiled in uncertainty, and

tha t Yahweh will "eventually see to it that everything
enas well. "

How that will be accomplished is God's secret.

The psalmis t knows that "11fe proceeds toward a hidden
g lory. "

Even death itself cannot alter this, for faith

overcomes death 1n "the light of the eternal presence of
Goa. ul9

~~hether the overcom!ng of death will be a trans-

18
Howinckel, Qll. ~ . , p. 205. See also L. G. hi~nell,
11
lsoie h L1I:1J--L1II:l2," Vetus Testementum, III (19.5J),
87-92.

19

Artur ~·Jeiser, "The Psalms," The Old_ '!'estament Library
( Phi ladelphia: The ~estminster Press, 1962), p. 514.
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lation as i n the cese of Enoch or eternal life or a
resurrection is not discussed by the psalmist.

Weiser

s a ys "he allows the divine mystery to remain a mystery
and does not presune irreverently to push open the gates

wh~ch~God still keeps closed."20
What then ls the earliest Scriptural testimony to

a general resurrection?

Birkeland thinks that Isaiah

26: 19 is ·t he first passage in the Old Testament to bear

clear witness to such a bellef.21

Mow1nckel 1s 1n full

agreement, suggesting Daniel 12:2 as an a dditional test1mony.22
But Birkeland maintains that there was still another
f a ctor involved in the development of this rel1g1ous hope.
In h is op1n1on the "decisive impulse" which led ,finally
to the real formulation of this belief in Israel came
from the lra nian religion.

He explains his view thus:

In the Iranian religion the belief in question
exis ted a long time before we meet 1t in the Old
Testament. How long, ~t 1s impossible to say. We
find it in the Gathas, so it must be very old • • • •
It goes so far in audacity that life conquers death
through the resurrection of the dead bodies.23
Birkeland asserts that Israel too possessed a similar
audacious faith that ventured to believe in a revivification

20
21

Ib1d.

Birkeland,

.QR.

22 r-1owinckel,

QR,.

2 3Birkeland,

.212.• cit., pp • ?4f.

£ll.' p. 7.5.
£ll., p. 205.

lJl
of the dead.

Even before the contact with the Iranian

religion the Israelites expected "the apparent impossible
restoration of the people."

But con·tact with Iran "in-

troduced several traits of a physical and cosmic nature
into the p icture of the day of Judgment.

One of those

traits was t he resurrection of the dead. 11 24
Birkeland sees Iranian influence reflected also in
Daniel 12:1-J,
A

11

where universal dualism 1s in evidence."

twofold resurrection is described:

the pious Israel-

ites rise to everlasting life while the wicked rise to
punishment.

In Isaiah 26:19 nothing 1s mentioned of the

res urrection of the ungodly.

This, he says, indicates

tha t the Ira nian influence is more advanced in Daniel 12:2
a nd "corresponds to the later date of the passage. 11 25

Thus it 1s quite evident that, according to one school
of thought which includes men such as Birkeland, Mowinckel
and others, foreign influence was "rather strong" in the

formulation of Israel's belief 1n the resurrection cf the
dead, and it is their view that this doctrine did not find
expression among the Jews until post-exilic times, or more
precisely, until the Persian-Hellenistic era.
There are other Lutherans, however, who place far less
emphasis on the matter of foreign influence though generally
they admit a later date for the formulation of Israel's
24

25

Ibid.

_.,
Ibid

p.

77.
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resurrection belief.

Furthermore, they see a deeper

eschatolog ical content 1n the psalms.
Ger.hard von liad objects to the practice of placing

such passages as Psalm 16:0, 49:15 and 73:25 in the
category of psalms of lamentation which simply express
a strong conviction that Yahweh will preserve the
suf f e r er from dea th and Sheol.

'£0 grasp the full meaning

of the se passage s, he says, one must understand that they
a re "s p iritual e xegeses" of the ancient promise, "I am thy
por t ion" - one of the old sacral phrases which were handed
on through t he g enerations, offering a communion with God
t ha t could not be lost despite all external circumstances.
"It was inevitable," says von Baa, "that this ~ew idea of
a life w1 th Ye h\teh which survived physical disturbances

would ha ve to face up to the reality of death" and answer
the ques tion whether communion with God would continue to
exist even under those most trying circumstances.

It is

preci s ely with this question that the psalmists are dealing.

"So it is not at all surprising," says von iiad, "that

Pss. xvi and lxx111 make very radical statements about the
relations hip to death of the man praying." 26
Commenting on Psalm 16 :10:

"Thou dost not give me up

to Sheol, or let thy godly one see the Pit," h~ grants that
this passa ge can also be taken in the sense of preservation
26oerhard von fiad, Old Testament Theology, translated
by D. M. G. Stalker (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1962), I,

404.
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from a dea th that threatens the man who is praying.

It

may mea n t ha t Ja h~eh will not let him die at the present
tirr:e but will restore him to health agF.J in.

"On the other

hand, " says von Rad, "later--at the latest Acts 11.J6--the
passage becomes a locus classlcus for the doctrine of the
re su rrection. 11 27
The s ame s chola r gra nts that Psalm 16:10 presents
ce rta in e xegetica l difficulties which prevent one from
mak ing c a tegorical Judgments.

However, he contends that

~1 t h Ps a lm 73 "thing s are considerably clearer."

h is attent i on pa rticula rly on verse 24:

He centers

"Thou dost guide

me wi th t hy counsel, and afterward thou wilt receive me to
g lory . "

According to von Had,

Ti

P.j belongs

to a group of

concepts wh ich s uggested to the Israelite that idea of
"tra nslat ion. 11 28

This was a concept that was already

quite f am iliar to them, for 1n the story of the ascension
of 811jah (2 Kings 2:lff.), or in the note about the translation of Enoch (Genesis 5:25), Israel had already given
clear expression to the idea "that Jahweh had other realms
at h1s disposal and had the power and liberty to translate
men into them." 2 9

In later times, therefore when the ·

psalmists employed this expression in their writings, it

27

28

Ibid., p. 405.
Ib1d., p. 406.

29 Ibid.
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was readily understood to have reference to the future
life.
In his interpretation of Psalm 49:15:

"God will

ransom my soul from the power of Sheol, for he 1·1ill receive me ,n von liad insists that this statement can hardly
be referred to onyth1ng other tha n a life after death for
the thought of the whole psalm
revolves , 1n the ~ense of the problem of theodicy,
a round the question of the grace of Jahweh 1n the
life of the individual, and comes to the conclusion
tha t the proud rich must remain 1n death. '!bus then,
dea th ls the last great separator. Ana th1B is obviou s ly the op inion of ? s. lxxi1i as well.J
Von had contends that these psalms cannot simply be
fitt ed int o a series of psa lms of lament or thanksgiving,
for if one a ssumes that the holy writers only spe2k of a
preservation from an evil end, as some have done, then one
brea ks down the whole antithesis of the psalm, for
the repeated statement that the rich stay 1n death
would in this case be no answer to this question of
the m!n pr aying, if the same fate were in store for
h1m.J
It should be noted that these psalms express a theological
problem in its most acute form:

"How 1s Jahweh's help to

and blessing of those who are loyal to him realized in
face of the prosperity of the godless1"
"The consolation runs thus:

Von had answers:

Jahweh holds his pious one

fast, and remains his God in every situation 1n life, and

JOThlg_.

31
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even dea th cannot remove the communion vouchsafed to h1m.n32
Quoting J. 'Pedersen, he adds:

"The a pproaches to a belief

1n an individua l resurrection found 1n the Old Testament
are due to a demand for the accomplishment of Justice. 11 33
Von had cautions that 1t would certainly be wrong
to s e e 1n this hope a nd assurance expressed by the psalmists

11

a drama tic religious breakthrough."

i mag ine that life a f ·c er death was

11

One must not

some unheard-of novelty"

es fe r as the Is r ae lites were concerne~.

It should be re-

membe red tha t "as ea rly as the time of Ezekiel the cult of
a dying a nd rising god had forced its way into the temple
itsel f ( Szek . v111. 14). 11 34 What ls added here by the
ps a l mists is t heir emphasis on the unbounded extent of
man ' s c ommunion with God--it reaches even over death.JS
Of course , t his wa s an important step.
But the most thorough-going change in Israel's re s urrection belief, sa ys von Had, was introduced by the a pocalyp tic writings which proclaimed a general resurrection,
"first appa rently only of the righteous (Is. xxv1. 19),
and then • • • of all, some 'to eternal

to 'eternal life' ( Dan. xii. l-J). 11 J6

J2 Ib1d .

JJ~.

34 Ib1d., p. 407.
J5Ib1d
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contempt,' others
He describes the
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essent1al difference between the eschatolog1cal views
expressed by the psalms end those 1n Isaiah and Daniel

es follows:

I n the psalms, it was the word of Jahweh addressed
t o the individual 1n a wholly personal way which
bore him over the threshold of death, because he
aba ndoned himself to 1t completely. What was chara cteristic for man's s1tuat1on over against death
wa s prec isely the lack of a generally accepted hope
in something beyond • • • • On the other hand 1n
Apocalyptic, the resurrection of the dead is merely
one a ct in the great apocalyptic event of the end,
t he ma in e s s entials of which were already fixed 1n
an t icipation • • • • 37
Ha rold L. Creager and Herbert

c.

Alleman, 1n their

interpr e t a tion of the psalms, find a considerable amount
of es cha tol og ical significance in the passages just discussed.

Wi th regard to Psalm 16:10:

"Thou dost not give

me up to Sheol, or let thy godly one see the Pit, 11 they
hold t ha t it scarcely does th1s passage justice 1f one
refers it only to some physical deliverance from death.
He re i s e xpressed

11

the same profound spiritual per ception"

as in Psalm 49:15 "that the personality 1n communion with
God either overleaps Sheol or is quickly delivered from
it. 11

In this way fellowship with God is continued even in

death, and then satisfying Joy in His presence.

This,

they assert, is primarily the personal hope of the psalmist,
but 1t is also a general truth, and found in Christ its

37

Ibid., pp. 407f.
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climactic application (Acts 2:25rr.; 13:35).38
'l 'he s ame two Old Testament scholars call ? salm 49 :15
"an outstand ing declaration of eternal life," and "one of
the mo s t important statements 1n the
of t he pr osperity of the wicked.

c.

T. on the problem"

The solution consists 1n

this t ha t "although a ll d1e a nd man c annot ransom himself
or his fellows, God will rescue his own from the gloom
o f Sheol, t ha t they ma y be with h1m.n39
Al t hough Ta i t o Kantonen does not discuss, in particul ar , the ps a lms a nd their relation to the life after deeth,
he a pparently sha res the views of Irving F. Wood and others
who as s e rt t ha t I srael's resurrection hope arose out of
c e r t a i n ethical problems.

As more and more of God's

f a ithful "s uffered a nd sometimes died for the preservation

of t he nat iona l faith," a number of important quest1one:
a r ose ;·1h1ch t hreatened the faith of the Hebrews in the
jus tice of God:

"Would God give them no recompense?

Would

the triumpha nt wicked d1e 1n prosperity and God give them
Under this pressure a new factor,

no punishment?

the resurrection, was added to the picture of the ste.te
after dea th. " 40

Apparently Kantonen considers Isaiah 26:

J8

.

Harold L. Creager and Herbert c. Allema n, "The Psalms,"
Old Testa ment Commentary, edited by Herbert c. Alleman and
Elmer E. Flack (Philadelphia: The Muhlenberg Press, 1948),
p.

535.

J9rb1a.,

p.

551.

40Taito A. Kantonen, The Christian Hope (Philadelphia:
Board of Publication of the United Lutheran Church 1n
America, 1954), p. ?.
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14-19 the first expl1c1t prophetic reference to the resurrection, although he points out that even here 1t is "a
particula ristic dogma affecting only the dead of Israel,"
for the passage specifically states that the "enemies of
Isra e l ' a re dead, they will not live; they are shades,
they wi ll not arise.' n41

He finds a further development

of t he doctrine expressed in Daniel 12:2, which he calls
"the nearest approach to universal resurrection."

Here

resurrection extends to both the righteous and the unrighteous. L~2
Another section of Scripture which has claimed the
attention of scholars and theologians 1n their discussion
of t he res urrection 1s Job 19:25-27.

Concerning this pas-

s age We i s er sta tes that here Job's faith arises out of
deepes t dep ression and "soars to its greatest heights, to

a final certainty which 1t had not previously reached. 11 43
He claims that one does not do justice to this most renowned passage in the Book of Job, when one understands it
merely ~, s a "flight from cruel reality into the dream-land
of credulous phantasy.
faith.

11

Instead here is a "bold venture of

Only gradually did Job attain to this degree of

11

41 IJ2id.
42

Ib1d., p. 8.

4 JArtur Weiser, "Das Buch H1ob," Das Alte Tejtament
Deutsch (G6tt1ngen: Vandenhack und Huprecht, 1951, XIII,
146. Also Carl Stange, "Das .Problem Hiobs und Seine Lasung,"
Zeitschrift fftr Systematisohe Theologie, XXIV (1955),

342-355.
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certainty.

At f1rst 1t was only a groping, then a prayer,

and f1ne lly w1th chapter 19, verse

2S

"the full certainty

of fa1th b r e aks t hrough and floods everything with its
bl"1111a nt light,
deemer l lves ." 44

11

a s he confesses:

11

I kn?w that my Re-

Job's hope, says WeiserJ was founded

e nt i r el y a nd exclus ively on the 11v1ng God; .therefore he
ca lled Ya hweh '~ .~. ',t.

. -.

~.~; A mean~ originally the blood-

a venger , who undertook the task of a veng ing a murder; then
1t was employed t o designate the relative of a dead person,
who represented him a s the executor of his estate a nd
guarded the int e rests of the family (Ruth 2:20; 3:9; 4:lff.),
or red eemed t he lost property (Leviticus 25:25rr.; Numbers

5: 8 ).

By

a pplying the name

1,~:i~to

God, Job is alluding

to t ha t clos e, s pecia l relationship of God :to man according t o which Ya hweh, a s the executor, adm1n1sters man's
inherita nce 1n hea ven when he is no longer alive.

Job's

confidence , s a ys ~eiser, is not founded on some more or
less impers onal form of adjustment 1n the beyond, but on
the f a c t t ha t God lives--He who is not limited in His power

by d ea th ; He who is not only a witness in Job's behalf

(16:19), but who as the Living One will go into act1o~ for
him and even appear before him.

Weiser sees in this thought

a "break through" in the Old Testament concept of Ood.45

44
we1ser, "Das Buoh Hiob,"

45 Ibid., pp. 148f.

QR..

£,ll., p. 148.
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In t he l a st half of verse 25:

"He shall stand at the

las t day upon the earth," Job 1s speaking of the theopha ny
1n whic h he will experience a decisive encounter with God.
Weiser thinks tha t thi s theophany had 1ts roots in the cult
of t h e covenan t festiva1.46
Wei s er tran s l a tes verse 2Sb, "as the last one (als
Letz ter ) he s ha ll stand upon the dust," 1.e. the theophany
1s t he l a st a ct 1n the drama of Job; in 1t the final de-

cis i on wi ll be made , a nd it will be determined neither by
the ve r d ic t of Job's friends nor by the reality of his
dea th , but by the fac t tha t God Himself will act in Job's
beha l f.

When t his will happen is not stated.

The inter-

pr etati on wh i ch a s s igns it to the last day, says Weiser,
is not founded on the original Hebrew text.
t a nt t o d i s cus s such details.
the ~

Job 1s reluc-

What 1s important to him 1s

t ha t it w111 occur, not the manner in which 1t

w111 t ake p l a c e .

"The s pecial and primary interest of

fa i th clings really only to the fact of the divine act1v1ty,
not to the mode in which it will be carried out.n4?

46 Ibid ., p . 149. Weiser explains h1s view thus: "The
fact t ha t Jahwe 'arose' (cf. Ps. 3:7; 7:6; 9:19; 46:11;
?6:10, e tc.), 1.e. lifted Himself from Sinai • • • and
•appeared' before His covenant people, was 1n their estimation the high po1nt of the festival, for the covenant was
sealed a new a nd their salvation became rea l 1n the encounter
between the i r God who was thought to be present above the
ark and them His covenant people. These traditional roots
throw light on the form of Job's hope which he here expresses."

~-

47 1
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Only one detail 1s stated more fully and emphatically:
God will appear "on the dust."

This expression, Weiser

says, 1s not clear, but in view of the context, particularly 16:18f . and 19:26, 1t would seem to refer first of
all, to the theophany after the death of Job who will return to the dust (Genesis 3:16).

11

If one wishes to see

in the crisis a designation of a place • •• one can indeed
think of t he appearance of Goel upon Job's grave. u48
The expressions "after my skin has been destroyed"
and "from my f lesh I shall see God" are not totally clear,
accord ing to Weiser.

But when one tal<es into consideration

the emphasis in this passage, ~he negative form of the express ion, as well as the term

~'~~ 7~

these words would seem

to point to a n event after Job's death.

To maintain that

this refers to an encounter with God during Job's lifetime,
one :;,w uld require a more exact statement to that effect.
But i f these events and experiences take place after Job's
death, they will occur when he is no longer in the body.
Obviously Weiser does not see in verse 26 a proof of the
bodily resurrection, for he offers the translation:

"~·iith-

out my skin • • • and without my flesh I will see God."
He finds the major emphasis 1n this passage resting on the

theophany which Job will behold, ra~her than on any detail
having to do with Job's person.

The vision will be for

the sufferer the highest degree of bliss "outshining all

48

Illi_., p . 150.
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earthly darkness with hea venly light. 11 49
Weiser also c~lls attention to the "stammering style"
1n verse 27, wh1oh c a nnot be duplicated in translation.
It 1s a style that "breathes the surpris~ of a man who
stands astonished in the presence of a miracle which he
is st·111 unable t o gra sp" and stammers forth:

"I myself,

I personally sha ll see God, for me," that is, no longer
as my foe but de voted to me as a friend, interested in my
salvation~

Therefore, his faith breaks forth in a final

expression of certainty that God, even 1n the deepest
depths, is still his friend who w111 bring to rea lity the
blis s of fellowship with Him and his personal vindication-even if it doe s occur only after death--and will bear him
into Hi s eternal presence.SO
Job and God alone.

This experience will concern

No stranger will behold the mystery of

thi s remarkable meeting.

For the solitude which Job ex-

perienced 1n his suffering and death, there will be a
corresponding solitude 1n his encounter w1th God.
grace he 1s satisfied.

With this

He does not attempt to raise the

Veil of divine mystery which 1sspread over his hope.

Rever-

ence for God's wonder forbids him to desire, w1th frivolous
curiosity, to penetrate further into the mystery.
only g1 ve expression to his feelings:

4

~:t.2.1d., p. 151.

50lb1d.

He can

"A bu~1ng des.ire

14J
to stand at last before God and behold H1s faithfulness,
1s the f e eli ng which fills him and consumes h1s inward

belng . 11 51
Thus i t \•1111 be noted that Weiser sees in this passage of ~crlpture an emphasis s1m1lar to that which he discovered in the Psalms.

l1"'ellowsh1p with God ls central in

each of these instances.

Lil<e the psa lmists Job too was

confident that his relation to Yahweh would span even death.
But hm·1 tha t would be accompllshed, whether by a translation
or a r esurrect ion or in some other manner, was God's secret
to be revealed at Hi s chosen time.
Another exposition of Job 19:25-27 is that offered
by Er nes t Brennecke who shares the view that th1s passage
refers t o a n experience beyond death.

In this he takes

issue with Karl Budde who claims that chapter 19 must be
explained in a ccordance with 14:14ff., where the ardent
hope of a future life for a brief moment arises only to be
abandoned absolutely,

11

that therefore Job here looks for~

ward to an act of divine 1ntervent1on occurring before his
death. 11 52 He contends that Budde "overlooks the fact that
the poet is here struggling with the profound longing of
mankind, the question of the reality and the nature of 11fe

-·

Slibid

52

Ernest Brennecke, "The Book of Job," Qlsl
Commentary, p. SOB.
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beyond death," and that under such circumstances it is not
unusual for even the faithful to waver "between desire and
despair and cling with the heart's intuition to a hope
which reason and tred1t1on and experience deny. 11 53

Brennecke

f1nds in this passage evidence that "a great change will
occur after death, a change involving compensation for the
1nequalit1es of this 11fe."

God who previously seemed to

be the enemy of Job will then reveal r11s true purposes

and vindicate His servant.

In his interpretation of the

words, "mine eyes shall behold him, and nQ.t another,"

Brennecke make s this strong statement:
He w111 see God by that ecstatic inner vision hasab
.,;hich i s the preroga tive of the prophetic mind. Here
ls more tha n the shadowy existence of the shades 1n
~heol, without memory and hope, without self-consciousness and soul-activity; and 1n complete harmony
~·11th the t eachlng of our Lord (Matt. 22:32), the poet
is convinced tbat God remembers the soul of hisservant a nd will impart t o it eternal life.S*

To this po1nt we have discussed primarily those theological writings on t he contemporary Lutheran scene which
present the view that the doctrine of the resurrection 1s

of post-exilic origin and appears most clearly in Isaiah
26:19 ·and Daniel 12:1-J.

There are other Lutheran theolo-

gians, ho~ever, who find "foregleams" of the resurrection
also in earlier Biblical writings ana prefer to include a
larger selection of passages in a discussion of this im-

-·

SJib1d

54

lbid., p. 509.
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portant d octri ne .

One of the f oremost European scholars 1n this class1f 1c a t1on l s Otto .l:'r ocks ch, who traces the beginnings of

eschatoloa;ica J. thought i n the Old 'l'estl:\ment to the Garden
of Eden.

The r e Y~ hweh created humanity with a destiny,

wh i c h was not to be dea th but life, and was prefigured 1n

the tl"ee of life (Genesis 2:9; J:22).

Though only frag-

men t s of that ea rly history have been preserved, it 1s a
natur a l a s sumption t ha t 1f man had remained in the original
state of innocenc e , he would have had. everlasting life.
Bu t when this bles sedness was forfeited by sin, faith 1n

a n afterl ife was nevertheless kept alive, says Procksch,
by mean s of t he m:i rra t 1 ves of Enoch (Genesis 5 :21r.) and

Eli j a h ( 2 IUns s 2), neither of whom died but were carried

1nto the pr es e nc e of God ,there they now 11 ve. 5.5

Thus the

thoug ht of a lif e w1th God in another world entered history

a t an earl y date.
J?rocksch s e es a s econd foregleam of the resurrec-t1on
1n t he f i g ure of the M~ssiah, alluded to in the words of
Davi d r ecorded 1n 2 Samuel 23:2 and, above all, appearing
in much full er splendor in the prophecies of Isaiah (9:1-6;
11:1-9), then a lso 1n Jeremiah (23:6).

as follows:

His reasoning 1s

"The Messiah is a man; his kingdom appears

on

earth; still it will continue without end (Iseish 9:5) into
55otto Procksch, Theolog1e ~ Alten Testaments
(Gdtersloh: c. Bertelsmann Verlag, 1950), p. 701.
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ete rnity, with no me ntion being made of death.n56

This

1mpl1e s i mmorte lity.

In Ezekiel a change occurs inasmuch as the prophet
t a kes d ea th into a ccount when he speaks of the Messia nic
Kingdom, but reference 1s also made to a resurrection.
It is implied in Ezekiel J4 where Davin, already dead, 1s

decla r ed to be the c oming ruler (verse 23), but it is set
forth with cla ri ty three chapters later.

Procksch maintains

tha t Ezekiel 37 "ca nnot have reference to a return of the
capt i ves from exl le" but must signify rather "a quickening
of sinBle indi viduals and their resurrection from their
g r a ve s.

11

To t h i s he a dds:

~hen f i na l l y Ezekiel • • • promises the righteous
life a nd a nnounces death to the godless (18:9), and
i ndi ca tes that life 1s the fruit of righteousness
( 19) a nd dea t h the r esult of sin (20), death and
l ife ca n ha r dly be considered a mere earthly destiny;
i n stead 1t must contain an eschatolog1cal s1gn1f1cance.
It implies a f1nel judgment in which both the way of
11fe a nd of de~th reach their dest1nat1on.57

According to Procksch, a third reference to the resurrection i s ~ecorded in Isaiah 52:13 to 53:12 where the
suffering Serva nt of Yahweh is described as an exalted
One stand ing ln the presence of the king.

But the context

makes 1t clear tha t thls occurs after he has been removed

56

Ibid.

57~.
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from the l a nd of t he 11ving, having given his 11fe as an
offering f or othe rs (S2:1J).

Since this Servant of Yahweh

was without sin, dea th had no power over Him; His sacrifice thus d id not mea n His annihilation but provided a
passage-way t hrough death into an exalted life.SB
Procksch s ees a further reference to the resurrection in what he terms the Apocalypse of Isaiah, i.e.,
Isa iah

2 1i

to 27 .

He suggests that 1n this text God is

prepa ring Hi s people for the "great feast,

11

when the

cover will b e removed from their eyes and death will be
des t royed ete r na lly (25:6).

Then will be fulfilled the

petition of t he prophet who pleaded that Yahweh's dead
mig h t a ga in live and their bodies awaken (26:19).

The

people of God shall go into the chamber of death and
there cocces l t hemselves untll the wrath of God 1s
passed (26:20).S9
But t he resurrection faith of Israel 1s expressed
in its fullest certainty, says Procksch, 1n "the Maccabean
part of the Book of Daniel (Daniel 12:1r.)n

Here Judgment
,..
overtakes the kingdom of Ant1ochus IV (11:45), accompanied

by great tr1bulat1on and affliction until God's people are

58 Ib1d., p. 702.

See also L. o. ~1gnell, nisa1ah
LII :lJ--LIII: 12," Vetus Testamentum, III (19.53), 87-92.

59
Otto ~rocksch, QJ2.. £!!.., p. 702. See also Artur
Weiser, Th~ Old Testament: Its Formation apd Development,
translated by Dorothea M. Barton (New York: Association
Press, 1961), p. 192.
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rescued, 1 ~e., a ll those whose names are written in the
Book of Life .

Many shall be raised from the sleep of death,

some to everla sting life, others to eternal rejection.
Procks ch t oo holds the view that "here a two-fold resurrection i s procla imed • • • but no general resurrection 1s
as yet a nnounced . 11 60

.Not even all of Israel shall be re-

vived; on ly those whose names are recorded in the book of
dest i ny ; on the one hand, there will be those previously
mentioned i n Da niel 11:32 as having broken the covenant;
on t he other ha nd , those who know God; the former will be
condemned , the latter invited into eternal life.61
Concer n i ng the extent of foreign influence 1n the
devel opment of the resurrection faith of Israel, ~rocksch
decla res that "the frequently quoted teachings of Zoroaster
could not ha ve affected pre-ex1lic eschatology.

However,

one need not deny all outside influence," particularly 1n
the extra - B1bl1cel apocalyptic writings.

"Persian escha-

tology ma y have given form and color to .the Jewish faith,•
but this admission does not 1nval1date the principle that
the a pocalypt ic writings found their primary source in
pure Hebrew thought.

The post-ex1lio expectation of the

resurrection, says Procksch, 1s firmly founded on the Old

60

61
ii

Procksch,

Ib1g.

2,2.

cit.,

p. 704.
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Testa men t p r ophecies, chiefly on that of Dan1e1.62
It shoul d be noted finally that he discusses also
Ps a lms 16 and 73, two of the passages wh1ch have frequent ly been employed in t he interest of the doctrine
of t he r e surrec tion .

I n his opinion~ however, they refer

more to the doctri ne of everlasti11g life than to the resu~reot1on; we sha ll, therefore, present h1s views in chapter
Six.6J
Alfred van hohr Sa uer, in an essay presented at the
Northern Illino i s Dis t rict convention in 19Sl, called
a t tenti on a lso t o s uch passages as Deuteronomy 32:39,
1 ~a muel 2 : 6 , and 2 Kings 5:7 which speak of the Lord's
sla ying and making a live,

He stated that 1nherent 1n

these pa ssages is the idea that "God can and will effect
a resu rrec t ion of t he body. 11 64

To say that these ex-

pressions merely mea n that the Lord nbrings men to the
brink of death only to save them from death's clutcpes
does not cons t itute an adequate explanation of the texts.n6S
He made r e ference also to the four Servant-of-the.-

62

lli51., p . 705.

6 3 ~•• p. ?ll.
64
Alfred von Rohr Sauer, "The Eschatolog1cal Prophecies
of the Old Testament and their Pertinence to Events of the
Present Day," Proceedings Q!. the TwentY-ldnth Conyent1on
~ the Northern I111 01s District 2.(. ~ Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (1951, J8.
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Lord poems 1n Isaia h which show that "the prophets of the
Old Tes t a me nt were t aught to look for the resurrection of
Him who wa s t o be t he first fruits of them that sleep."
As en example , in Isa i a h 53:10 the Lord indicates that
af t er the Serva nt had given Eis soul into death, he would
see His see d ; he ~ould prolong His days.

thi s pa ssage , SAuer rema rks:

Commenting on

"The very fact that the de-

ceas ed Serva nt was described as again being able to see
a nd to str e t c h out His life implies tha t He would be re-

stor ed t o l ife . 11 66

Arnone; oth er passages which he quotes 1n support of
t he Ol d Te s t a ment resurrection f a ith are Hosea 6:2 where
the prophet a s serts :

"Af ter t wo da ys he will revive us;

in the thi r d da y he wi ll r e 1se us up, and we will live in

hi s sight .
nI

11

Al s o Hosea 1) :14 where the Lord promises:

w111 ransom them f rom the power of Sheol; I will redeem

them f r om death ; O dea th, where are thy plagues; 0 Sheol,
wher e 1s thy de struction."
In Ezekiel J7 he notes in particular verses 12 and

14 where the Lord
• •• • us e s l a nguage that unmistakably refers to the
r e sur rect i on when he says: 11 0 my people, I will open
your gr e ves, and cause you to come up out of your
gra ve s, a nd bring you into the land of Israel • • •
And I sha ll put my Spirit 1n you , and you shall live,
and I wi l l pl a ce you 1n your own land.o7

661J2is!..
67Ib1d., pp . J8f.
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Concern1ne these passages Sauer remarks:

"Surely

the terms that are used in these passages reflect a promise of the fact that the Lord will raise His people from
the dead . 11 68

In h1s interpretation of Job 19:25-27, a passage
Which s c hola rs agree presents some difficulty, the writer

points out that Luther's translation is practically identica l with Jerome 's in the Vulgate and is "exceedingly

free.

11

He sugge s ts the following as a more 11 teral trans-

la ti on:
know tha t my Redeemer lives end that as the last
one He sha ll rise (stand ) upon the dust; and after
t hey have bruised this skin of mine, I shall (still)
see Goa in my flesh; whom I shall see for myself,
and mine eyes sha ll behold and not a stranger.69
I

Accord ine to the essayist, this passage makes reference to "a living Redeemer, to a seeing God, to a seeing
God in the flesh , 11 but he emph&s1zes that it does not re-

fer to "an ari sing from the dust of the earth or to a
being covered w1 th one's own skin again."

Hence, a resur-

rection of the 1nd1 v1dual "ls really only implied in the
confident assertion of Job that he shall see God 1n his
flesh. 11 70
However, he finds a "very striking reference to an
individua l resurrection in the Old Testament" in passages
68 Ibid., p. J9.

69Ib1d.
See also Alexander Heidel, ~ Gilfamesh ~
e On~ers1ty
of Chicago ~ress, 1946), pp. 212-218.
70Ibid.

~ the

Old Testament rarellels (Chicago:
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such as the following:
shall a rise.

"Thy dead shall live, my corpses

Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the dust"

(Isa iah 26:19).

"And many of them that sleep in the dust

of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and
some to shame and everlasting contempt" (Daniel 12:2).
"All they that sleep71 1n the earth shall eat and worship;
all t hey tha t go down to the dust shall bow down before
Hirn" (Psalm 22:19).

"As for me, I will behold thy face

1n righteousness: I shall be satisfied when I awake 1n
thy like ness" (Psalm 17:1.5).72
Another Old Testament exegete who maintains that
there are direct references to the resurrection also in
pre-ex111c writings is Henry

c.

Leupold.

It is perhaps

significant to note, however, that he does not urge the
v1ew t hat the resurrection is implied in the events that
took place 1n the Garden of Eden.

Furthermore, in his 1n-

terpretat1on of Genesis 5:21r., he remarks that the translation of Enoch does not involve the thought of the resurrection as much as his glor1f1cation, since Enoch had not
died.73

71 s auer employs the reading which appears in the footnote of B1bl1a Hebraica, edited by Budolf Kittel (Stuttgart:
~r1v1leg. W6rtt. B1belanstalt, 1929-193?), p. 993.
72
sauer, Q.Q.. ~ . , p. 39. See also Theodore Laetsch,
" Sermonic Study on Isaiah 26:19,• Concordia Theological
Monthly, XX (March, 1949), 1?5-180. Also Heidel, .2l2.• ~ . ,
p. 218.
?JHerbert c. Leupold, Expysit1on Qt:.
Ohio: The Wartburg Press, 1942, p. 244.

Genesis (Columbus,

•
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There is, however, a more direct reference -to the
resurrection in Psa lm 16:10-11:
For thou does not g ive me up to Sheol, or let thy
godly one see the Pit. Thou dost show me the path
of life; in thy presence there 1s fulness of Joy,
1n thy right hand are pleasures for evermore.
Leupold expl a ins that 1n this section of the psalm Da vid
"is developing more fully what poss1b1lit1es are latent in
this close fellowship with his God that has come to be a
reality i n his life," and he arrives at the conclusion
that as long a s he retains his hold on the 11v1ng God to
whom he stands closely bound by faith, even death, Sheol
itself, wlll not be able to gain the mastery, for God will
actually prevent his passing into the power of Sheo1.74
Leupold explains the matter even more closely when he adds
t hat the wri ter does not express the thought that he hopes
merely to escape from death "but rather the bolder thought
that death shall not get dominion over him.

Never did

faith wax bolder in dealing with this problem."7S
According to Leupold the resurrection is still more
explicitly stated in Psalm 17:15:

"As for me, I shall be-

hold thy face in righteousness; when I awake, I shall be
satisfied with beholding thy form."

Commenting on this

verse Leupold charges that many interpreters fall to find

74 Herbert C. Leupold, Expos1t1on .Q.t.~ ?salms
(Columbus, Ohio: The Wartburg Press, 1959), p. 1Sl.
?5

Ibid ..., p • . 1.52.

See also Heidel, 52.R• ~ . , p. 210 •
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here a clear statement of the hope of a resurrection for
the rea son that, it is claimed, God's people could not
have had a clear conception of the blessedness of the
hereafter a t this early point in their history.76

To

this he replies:
But it can be demonstrated that that hope has always
bee n a part of godly faith, dimmer, indeed , in patria rchal days and still much in need of clarification
in the early days of the monarchy. But both Ps. 16
a nd Ps. 17 offer clear-cut testimony as to how faith
pr a c t ica lly postulates such a solution, and how
s a ints grew 1n experience to see that on the premise
of true trust 1n God hope of complete fruition of His
pre sence is a logical necessity. A very unsatisfactory
inter pretation 1s that which dreams of the singer's
spend ing the night in the temple of God and waking up
i n t he morning with his doubts allayed (Schmidt,
Les lie, etc.). Such an interpretation scarcely does
j ustic e to the statements made. This v1ew was origina lly projected by Now1nckel (Psalmenstudien, I, 155).77
Leupold sees a resurrection promise implied also in
Ps a l m ~-9 : 15:

"God will ransom my soul from the power of

Sheol, for he will receive me."

Of special significance

1s the last clause; the same verb 1s used here that was employed in the case of Enoch (Genesis 5:24).

It can be

tra nslated "will receive me," or "will take me hence."
net resul t 1s the same, according to Leupold.

The

But, he

asserts, "To claim that the verse refers only to the delive rance from the premature death of the wicked scarcely
does justice to it. 11 78

76Leupold, Exposition 2!. the Psalms,

?7Ib1d., pp . 16or.
78!Q!!'!.., p. J86.

p.

160.
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The s a me Old Testament exegete considers Psalm ?J:2;-26
one of t he best sta tements "of Old Testament faith in the
herea f t er. 11

He points out that 1n these utterances "a

fuln ess of f a ith and conv1ct1on speaks. • • that scarcely
ever mounts t o h i gher levels 1n the whole of the Old Testa-

ment .1179

Especia lly vers e 24 is pertinent to our present

di s cus sion .

Here it 1s s a id that the writer develops the

p oten t i a liti e s tha t lie 1n being upheld by God.

In the

futu re God will gul,de his child well and wisely along the
t ortuous pa t hs of life, a ccording to the plans which He has
devised for Hi s own; a·ad a fter a life of such divine guidonce "there v,1111 come acceptance into His immediate presence
i n g lor y . "

Leupold identifies this g lory with heaven and

again no tes that t he same verb 1s used 1n this instance tha t
was ei:npl oye d by t he holy writer with regard. to Enoch (Genesis

5: 24 ) and El 1Ja h ( 2 Ki ngs 2:J,5,9,10).

Since the psalmist

dld not expect to escape a·eath, this statement must point
to a res urrect1on.80
Leupold shares the views of most exegetes that Daniel

12:2 i s a c lear and unambiguous statement of the resurrection f a ith of Israel.

It will serve no useful purpose

ther e f ore to repeat his interpretation in detail.

It should

be noted,. however, tha t he does not agree with many con-

tempo r ary Lutheran theologians who maintain that Daniel

79

Ib1d., p. 5Jl.

80
lli..g_. , p . .5JO •
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12:2 presents the first totally clear statement on the
resurrection of the 1nd1v1duei~81
Fr a ncis Pieper, who wrote his Christliche Dogmatik
at a t ime when scholars such as Christoph Ernst Luthardt
and Andrew George Voigt were propagating the view that the
resurrec t ion faith was. a gradual development among Old
Tes t ament believers,82 sought to defend the traditional
position that the Holy Scripture records promises of the
re s urrec t ion e ven from earliest time.
follo wi ng arguments:

He presents the

(a) Christ Himself indicated in

Metthew 22 tha t the Old Testament contains clear reference s to t he re surrection of the dead when He charged the

81

- Herber t C. Leupold, Exposition .Qf. Daniel (Columbus,
Ohlo: rl he ~ifart burg Press, 1949), pp. 5JJf. He outlines his
views thus: "Some interpreters find in these verses 'the
earlies t passage where the belief (of the resurrection) is
unambiguously set forth' (Bevan). If this 1s to be understood in t he sense that the doctrine of immortality was a
late development in the faith of Israel, ~e cannot agree
with the statement, for Ps. 16:9-11; Job 19:25-27; Isa.
26:19, rightly interpreted, already teach the resurrection
of the body even as many other passages, such as Gen. 25:8,
give evidence of the general belief 1n immortality among
the patriarchs at a very early date. We personally doubt
that t .here was ever a time when the faith of God's people
did not include the doctrines of immortality and the resurrection, though it ls herd for us to determine with what
measure of clearness they were revealed. These are not
truths tha t the religious genius of Israel began to discern for the first time 1n the· days of Daniel or even as
late as the Maccabees."
1

82

Francis Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, translated by
Walter W. F. Albrecht (St. Louis.; Mo.: Concordia Publ1sh1ng
House, 195)), III, 535.
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Sadducees wi th i gnorance of the Scripture (verse 29) because they denied the resurrection of the dead, even though
t hey had only t he Old Testament.

(b) Jesus pointed to a

l a r ge numb er of Old Testament texts which teach the resurr ection when He a sked the Sadduoees:

Have you not read that which was spoken unto you by
God , sa ying , I am t he God of Abraham a nd the God of
I saa c and t he God of Jacob? God is not the God of
the de a a , but of the 11v1ng (versesJl-32).
From these words of J e sus, Pieper concludes that wherever
1n t he Old Te sta men t we find the d1v1ne promise of grace,
" I w111 be thy God" (at the 1nst1tut1on of circumc1s1on,

etc.: Ge nes is 17:7; 26: 24; 28:1); Ezekiel 37:27, etc.},
the r esur rec t ion of the dead is taught.

(c) Genesis

1s t he ea r l ies t r e ference to a conquering of dea th.

3:15
t.Jhen

the c rushing of tbe serpent's head was announced, the
de str uc ti on of t he devil's work and rule wa s also promised,
a nd with it the abolition of death since death came a s the
re s ul t of sin introduced into the world by Satan.

In support

of h is p osi t1on, Pieper quotes Luther-rs comment regarding
Genesis 3:15:
Th i s pa ssa ge at once includes deliverance from the
18w, sin, and death and reveals a clear and sure hope
of t he r esurrection and restoration 1n the hereafter.
Fo r i f the serpent •·s head is to be crushed, certa Qly
death, too, must be done away with and destroyed. J

8

Pieper concludes by ~Rying:

"The Christian f a ith is as

ancient a s the first promise of Christ, Gen~ 3:1.5, and 1n-

83 Il;?id.
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eludes d e li ve r a nce from death along ~1th deliverance from
t he gu i lt of siu. 11 84
Thus i t is evident from contemporary Lutheran liter-

a t ure tha t t here is, on the one hand, a general acceptance
of t he

vie?l t ha t the Old Testament contains clear refer-

ences t o t h e r esurrection of the dead, including a resurrecti on unt o everlasting life and unto everlasting damnaBut, on the other hand, 1t is equally clear that

tion .

there a r e d iverse opinions particularly regarding the orig1n
of t his fundamental doctrine..

Some ma1nta1n that the resur~

rec t 1on belong s to the basic teachings of the Holy Scripture , t hat 1t was revealed in simplest form in the Garden
of Ed en, and tha t 1 t was embraced by the earliest believers.•.

Othe rs c ons ider the resurrection faith a gradual development which did not appear in its complete, unambiguous
form until the time of Daniel which they usually place 1n
the Hellenistic period.

84

ill£..

CHAPTER VI

MAN'S FINAL DESTINY
Tha t God created humanity w1th an everlasting destiny
1s genera lly granted by contemporary Lutheran theologians;
t ha t He in t ended the ultimate goal of man's existence to
be l ife in His presence w1th the enjoyment of a blissful
f e llows hi p between Creator and creature 1s nowhere denied;
t ha t revel ation relative to everlasting life and eternal
dea t h 1s to be found already 1n the Old Testament is not
di sputed .

But there have been different views expressed

wi th refer ence to the orig1n of these teachings, and part icularly regarding the time that they appeared in the
, ., ri tings of the Old Testament prophets and holy men.
31gmund Mow1nckel maintains that beliefs 1nvolv1ng
eterna l r ewards and punishments developed only in later
Judai sm.

He grants that there was among the people of

God "a future hope" which included the national, religious,
and mora l restoration of God's people after the exile, but
this hope centered solely in the things of this present
life r a t her tha n in those of the world beyond.

He contends

that even "Deutero-Isaiah 11 does not yet present a true
eschatology.

"We miss the conception of a definite end

to the present order, and of a new world pf an essentially
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different chara cter from this one.n 1

Mow1nokel asserts

that this thought-pattern needed time to develop, and
what 1s more, something new had to be added.

nThe Jewish

future hope beca me esohatolog1cal in the strict sense
when 1t wa s l inked to a dualistic view of the world, 11 2
which sha r ply d1s t 1nguished between "this agen and "the
a g e t o come."

In this a eon the kingdom of Satan pre-

va ils, with mi s fortunes and evils of every kind •.
comi r1g a eon wi ll be the very reverse of this,

Other ."

11

But the

the wholly

In i t God will overthrow Satan's dominion, destroy

a ll his e vil angels and demons, release the sinner, end
a ll sin , misfortune and suffering, and establish H1s kingdom.

r hen the pious will receive as their reward all

happine s s and bliss "on a re-created earth or 1n a re~lm
beyond , i n paradise, or in heaven. ")

The devil, his angels,

and the wicked will be thrown into Gehenna and suffer eternal punishment.
Mow1nckel mainta ins that this dualistic view of life
and of the world was worked out in the course of the earlier
Hellen1 s t1c period• "no poubt under the influence of Persian
relig ion which was dualistic from the beg1nning."4

1 Si gmund Mowinckel, .ti§.

Y.!li Cometh, translated by G. W.
Anderson (New York: Abingdon Press, 1954), pp. l.S)f.
2

.ll?!g,., p. 26) •

3~ - , p. 264.
4~.
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But there was still another factor which was instrumental in the development of eschatology in later Judaism;
namely, apocalyptic, which Mow1nckel describes "as inspired learning or revealed theology, with eschatology as
1 t s cen·t re.

11

Circles of "prophetic disciples" would read

the ancient prophets in the light of the future hope, interpreting , for 1nstance, the predictions about Assyria
in the book of Isaiah as referring to the last age.

Thus

also the prophecies concerning Gog and Magog developed

into t he idea of the "last great universal tribulation,
Nhen a l l Satan's powers, all the spiritual forces of evil

under hea ven, would assemble to destroy God's people. 11 5
Towards t he end of the present age, sin, wickedness and
misfortune wlll reach 1ts climax.
will fail.

The power.s of nature

There will be bad seasons and poor crops.

Ominous ha ppenings of every kind will take place, signs 1n
the sun a nd 1n the moon.6

More and more the end was thought

of as a judg~ent, not, however, 1n the ancient Jewish sense
of victory over. God's enemies, but 1n the forensic sense
of a judicial process "in which God Himself, 'the Ancient
of Lays,' will sit in judgment on men, angels, and demons,
and finally will pass sente~ce on. Satan h1mself."7
.,-

sl.2.!i:l..,
6

7

p.

266.

Ibid., p. 272.
Ibid., p. 27J.

Both
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the living and the dead must appear for Judgment.
fore the dead will rise from their graves.

There-

After resur-

rection and judgment, the pious enter upon everlasting
11fe (Daniel 12 :2),
66:22, etc.).

The new world appears (Isaiah 65:17;

This means not only the new age, but a real

creation of a new heaven and a new earth.a

Mowinckel re-

marks that leter Judaism understood this literally, and
therefore mad e reference to a destruction of the world by
fire, preceding the new creation of the world.

He thinks

that this i dea of a world conflagration is Persian 1n
or1gin . 9
~ow1nckel finds it significant, furthermore, that the
new life 1s not thought of as a purely spiritual one, as
would have been the case in Greek or Gnostic thought.

It

is rather a perfecting of physical, bodily existence on
this earth,

11

a restoration of the perfection which existed

at crea tio~, a transfiguration of bodily 11fe, not the
abolition of it." 10 He claims that this conception brings
out the ancient Israelite realism, with its healthy opposition to t he purely spiritual.

"The transcendental and

superterrestr1al never becomes the merely spiritual, ab-

8

9

Ibid,, p.

274.

Ibid., p.

275.

-·

lOibid
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stract, 1nv1s1ble, intangible, and empty.a

In biblical

religion the "wholly other never becomes that which can
be expressed only by negat1ons. 11 ll

He grants that in

later Judaism a process of sp1r1tual1zation appears in
which t his "corporeal eschatology" is blended with conceptions of a purely heavenly paradise, aand a state of
bliss for the souls of the dead, which begins after death,
1n the abodes of the righteous, the holy, the elect in
hea ven. "

But he thinks that this development is the re-

sult of Persian 1nfluence.12
Artur Weiser, in his discussion of man's eternal
destiny, repeatedly places emphasis on man's communion
with God.

On the basis of the materials available one re-

ceives the impression that he does not concern himself so
much with the historical development of this concept in
Israel, but rather with its sign1.f.t.c.a_n!:_e.. for~e child of

_0..2.9_. Already in this life the pious are

- -- --

1n communion with

the Lor«, and 1n the hereafter this blessed relationship
will be experienced 1n fullest measure.

Frequently he

cautions against the attempt to describe this experience
in greater detail.

He notes that Job is content with the

assurance that he will see God and does not seek, .in
frivolous curiosity, to penetrate farther into the divine

11
12

lli.q.

Ib1d., p. 276.

•
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myster y.lJ

Commenting on Psalm 16:11, •Thou dost show me

the pa ch of lif e; in thy presence is fulness of Joy, 1n
thy right hand are pleasures forevermore," he remarks that

even a fte r death the psalmist will live a life in communion
w1th God.

"The future form of this existence is. at present

still hidden f :rom the poet."

But God will remove the ve11

from t hat mys t ery and "then the psalmist will be able to
sha r e 1n t he perfect fulnese of Joy in God's presence and
in blessed c ommunion with Him. 1114 Again, in his interpret a tion of Psa lm 49, ~·Je1ser seeks to wave aside all minor
deta ils a nd come to grips with the real issue when he notes
t ha t it i s t his rela t ionship to God which, in the view of
the ps a lmist , represents man's true life.

This is why he

ma y cher i sh the hope that God will redeem him from death
a nd by rec e 1v1ns h1m, w111 "hereafter establish a living
communi on between himself and the. poet which will be even
more int i ma te than the one which already exists at present. 11 1S
In his interpretation of Psalm 71, especially the words
"afterwa r ds thou wilt receive me to glory," he asserts that
it is God who guarantees the glory, and the 11fe 11~ed in
communion w1th him is the basis on which this indestruct1 .3Artur ;/eiser, "Das Buch H1ob," Das ala Testament·
Deutsch (G8tt1ngen: Va ndenh8ck und Huprecht, 1951), XIII,
151.
14Artur ~·leiser, "The Psalms, a In.§. Old Tastamept Library
( Philedelphia: The Westminster Press, 1962), p. 178.
1 5rb1a., pp. 3a9r •
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1ble a na victorious assurance of fa1th can become a 11v1ng
reality . 1 6 Weiser feels tha t it is totally beside the
point t o 1nqu1r e whether the poet conceived of the overcoming of dea th "as a

I

translation 1 (cf. Enoch, Genesis

5:24) or a s e terna l life or as a resurrection after the
ma nner of t he hope developed in the mystery cults of h1s
t i me . 111?

How t his will all come to pass is not the con-

c ern of the psalmist.

He simply allows the divine mystery

to . remain a mys tery.
Wh ile Ge rha r d von Rad in his Old Testament Theology
d oes n o t wr-1 te a t a ny grea t length about a life after

death to be spent 1n the presence of God, he does make a

number of signi ficant sta tements which have a bearing pa rticula rly on the "deve l6pment" of the Old Testament belief
1n everl est1ng life.

He allows for the possibility that

such a bel i e f existed in Israel at a comparatively early
date , f or he s uggests t ha t the translation of Enoch (Genesis

5 : 24r. ) "gives clear expression to the idea that Yahweh had
other rea lms a t his disposal, and had the power and liberty
to t ra ns l ate men into them. 1118

The verb lagah, he says,

"is a theological term for translation into otherworldly

16 I b1d., p. 514.

~.

l?T"hiN

18o e r hard von Rad, Qlg_ Testament Theology, translated
by D. M. G. St a lker (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1962), I,

406.
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spheres of e x i s tence (2 K1ngs 2:10; Ps. 49:15)." 1 9
hi s c ommentar y on Genes ls

In

5: 24 he then remarks that "this

pa ssa ge • • • g i ves the 1mpress1on of be1nB only a brief
referen ce t o a muc h more extens1 ve tred1 tion"; after· wh1ch
he c oncludes tha t "it 1s an open quest1on whether much of
the apoca l ypt 1c Enoch tradition 1s not rea lly very old and

p rec edes in t i me (not follows) the Pr~ e stly narrative." 20
Fu rthermor e, since

lagah was a terminus techn1cus for

trans l a tion i n t o other1-Jorldly spheres of existence , von
nad interprets t he psalms 11h1ch employ this term as having
direct refet,ence to a f uture existence.

Concerning 2salm

49 : 15 he asse~ts t ha t th1s statement can hardly be referred
to a nything other than a lif e after death.
h e odds :

11

To

In a footnote

assume t hat .Psalm 49 only speaks of a pres-

e rva 'c 1o:n f rom an evil end 1s

t h esis of t he ps a l m. 1121

to break down the whole anti-

And the same 1s true, he says, of

Ps a l m 73.
Von Rad readily concedes, however, that the apocalypt i c litera tur e presents a much clearer description of
t he fu ture l i f e .

Daniel 12:1-3 declares that some of the

dea d sha ll ari se to everlasting life and some to shame and
ever l a st i ng con tempt.

The difference between the psalms

1 9oerhard van liad, Genesis:~ Commeptar~, translated
by John H. Ma rks (London: SCM Press, LTD, 19 1), p. 70.

-·

20Ib1d

21Gerha r-d von Had , Qll

Testament

Theology, p.

406.

and the apocalyptic wr1t1ngs 1n regard to the life after
death is quite apparent.

"ln the psalms," says von Rad,

"1t 1s the word . of Yahweh addressed to the 1nd1v1dual 1n

a wholly personal way. 11

There was as yet no generally

accepted hope 1n something beyond.

In the apocalyptic

11 terature, . however, .the great events of the end overtake
the whole worla.22
Otto Procksch finds a promise of everlasting life
offered to manki nd even before the time of Enoch.

In his

opinion 1t existed already 1n the garden of Eden.

While

it is true that essentially only God is everlasting,

0

the

tree of life 1nd1cates that according to God's order of
creati on man wa s not to be excluded from eternal life. 0 2J
And even when this original plan was frustrated by man's
fell 1nto sin, a new way was provided by the messianic
Servant of Yahweh, according to which mortal man was still
to enjoy communion with his Maker.
difference:

There is, however, this

the everlasting life to which man now arises

is "an other-worldly state."

Procksch strongly emphasizes

the fact that man in his present sinful condition oannot
.•.

see God face to face and live (Exodus 33:20).

Even Isaiah,

the mightiest of the prophets, fea.r ed that he must die
since he had gazed upon the most holy Lord (Isaiah 6:5).24

·

22

.!121g_., p. 407.

2 3otto Procksch, Theolog1e des Alten Testaments
(Gdtersloh: c. Bertelsmann Verlag, 1950), P• 705.
24!l;tl..g,., pp. 70 6f.
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When God does permit Himself to be seen by men, that
v1s1on 1nd1cates supreme favor on His part, which brings
with 1t life rather than death (Genesis 12:6; 1a:1rr.;

Judges 6:12ff.,24).
Among other passages in Scripture which imply the
promise of communion with God and everlasting life, Procksch
11sts the following:
Immanuel.

(a) Isaiah's prophecy concerning

He argues that, since

Isaiah expected the birth

of Immanuel to occur in the near future, he evidently hoped
to sha re i n the blessings of the messianic era.

That is

confirmed, he says, also by the "Christmas prophecy
( 9: 1-6 ) 11 where the birth of Immanuel is said to signal the

o peni ng of the messianic era in which also the prophet and
his di sciples are to have part for Isaiah specifically
writes:

"Unto us a child is born. 11 2S

prophecies such as Job 19:25-27.

(b) Post-exilic

Procksch remarks that

already in chapter 14, at the end of his first speech, Job
ponders the possibility that God may allow him to die only
in order to raise h1m up again after His anger is past
and to recall him to fellowship (14:lJ).

Although this

hope soon vanished, it broke forth anew 1n chapter 19,
verses 25 to 27 where Job gives expression to the conviction that he shall indeed see God.

Procksch says that

this vision of which Job speaks, must refer to everlasting

25 Ibid., p. 708.

..
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1 1fe. 26

(c) ?assages 1n t he Psalms.

nThe question of

eternal l ife, " s ays the writer, "has also excited the

ps a lmi sts ."

He cons iders

ic significant that the pas-

s ages wh ic h here come under consideration cont~1n textc r 1 t i ca l probl e ms .

'lberefore opinions are divided regard-

i ng the i r prec ise meaning.

Cne school of thought affirms

t hat the ps a l ms conta in statements of faith concerning a
l ife after death ; another school of thought den1es this.

Procksch s hares t he v1ew of the former group.

In h1s

op i nion Psa l ms 1, 11, 16, 17, 49, ?J, and 1J9 make refere nce to a cond i t ion a fter death in which the godly w111
enjoy c ommunion with Ya hweh.
Ps a l m 49 he rema r ks:

In his interpretation of

lt'or the pious there is a deliverance

f r om death , not however, in the manner that "Enoch and
~li jah were snatched a way; but here one is to think o~ a
victor y ove r dea t h followed by a new life." 2 7 With refer-

ence to Ps a l m 1:5, "The wicked will not stand 1n the Judgme nt, nor s inne r s in the congregation of the righteous,"
he suggests tha t the j udgment spoken of here 1s that which
will occur on the last day when the righteous and the

wicked will finally be separated.

The congregation of the

god ly will survive the Judgment, but the way of the ungodly ·
will laad to destruction. 2 8 In Psalm 11 a similar thought

26

Ibig_.

27 Ib1d ., p. ?09 •
28 Ibid.
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is expressed.

Verse s1x states that "on the wicked Yahweh

will rain coals of fire and brimstone" as in the case of
Sodom and Gomorrah.
his face."

The upright, however, "shall behold

~rocksch explains:

"Since this beholding God

will t ake place a f ter Judgment has been spoken on the godless, it mus t be meant 1n an eschatological sense. 11 29

In

Psalm 17:13 the holy writer calls upon Yahweh to exercise
Judgment aga inst the ungodly.

He then expresses the con-

fident hope that while they shall die, he will remain
alive (ve rs e 15).

Not that he shall be snatched away from

the approa ching judgment, but after the Judgment he shall
behold God .

He shall ~aze upon his form, which Moses alone

here upon earth was privileged to see (Numbers 12:8), and

when he a wakes

he shall be satisfied 1n beholding it.

"This awakening ," says Procksch, "cannot simply refer to
an average mornlng but only to the sleep of death," concern1ns which the word heg1s 1s used also in the Apocalypse .
(Isaiah 26:19; Daniel 12:2).

"This 1s the only natural

interpretation, but many shun it because they do not wish
to recognize resurrection thoughts in the psalms.nJO

Psalm

139:18 also speaks of such an awakening after death when
it states:

"When I awake, I am still with thee."

The

Targum interprets this as po1nt1ng forward to an awakening

29 Ibid., p. 710~
JOibid.
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1n a future world.31
Procksch cla s s ifies Ps a lms 16 and ?J as t wo of the

" mos t p rofound" wri t ings 1n the Old Testament, dealing
with everlasting life .

In the first of these poems, he

says, the a uthor portra ys the blessedness of fellowship
with God in most e xqui s ite pictures.

He indeed knows the

joy 1n the Lor d which r emoves all complaint.

In the last

two vers e s he contra sts tbe underworld with the path of

life:

"Thou doe s not give me up to sheol, or let thy god ly

one see the Pit .

Thou dost show me the path of life; in

thy p r esenc e t he re is fulness of joy, 1n thy right hand are
Pleasures f or e vermore."

Procksch qontends that the path

of life he r e s ta nds in contrast to the entra nce way into
the r ea lm of dea th, which is the underworld.

The path of

life i s no t l ife itself but 1t is the way leading to that
goa l.

"Therefo r e standing 1n opposition to the nether-

world must be the celestial life in which there is fulness
of Joy experienced in God' s presence and lasting forever."32

In a similar manner Procksch interprets Psalm ?J which
he calls "the most powerful testimony to fellow s hip with
God."

The psalmist 1s troubled with the question,

the godly have to suffer while the wicked prosper?"

"Why do
But

he sees a prel1m1nary solution in the orders of God according to which the wicked will fall, i.e. they will face God's

31

lli5!.,

p . 711.

32
1l2!11-,

p. 712.
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Judgment a f ter. ~1hich they will pass away.

On the other

hand, the ps a lmist w111 always rema in with God, who holds
h1m by the hand , guides him with His counsel, and "carries
h1m a wa y u p on the pa th of glory (Genesis

2:9).«33

5 :25;

2 I<1ng s

Procksch describes the glory which the pious

shall inherit in t hes e words:
Then t h e mi gh ty e ruption ( Ausbruch) of blessedness in
communi on wi t h God, in which heaven and earth may pass
awa y, body a nd reason may f a 11,"lnut God 111111 remain
our po sses sion 1n all eternity.J
Procksch c a l ls t his ver~e "the highest point to which the
theology of the Old Testament attains. 11 3.5
Alfred von hohr Sauer, discussing the promise of everl a sting l ife i n the Old Testament, lists four sets of pas-

sages wh lch r e f e r to future bliss 1n the presence of God:
(a) Thos e texts which speak of people whose names are written

1n the book of 11fe.

He notes, for example, that Isaiah,

speaking of t he f a ithful remnant, declared that they would
be called holy, "everyone that wes written among the living

1n Jerusalem" (Isaiah 4:3).

Furthermore, Moses, while

pleading with Ya hweh that He might forgive Israel after
the1r s1n of worshipping the golden calf, presumed to say to
the Lord:

"Yet now, 1f Thou wilt forgive their sin--good;

but if not, blot me, I pray Thee, out of Thy book wh1ch Thou

33 Ib1d.
34

Ibid.

JSibid.
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hast written" ( Exodus 32:32).

Of particular interest is

the event when Daniel offered the comforting assurance:
"At that tlme Thy people shall be delivered, everyone
that shall be written in the book" (Daniel 12:1).36
(b) Passages 1n which the prophets used the picture of
Paradise to descr ibe conditions tha t will prevail in the
glorious kingd om of the future.

Among the passages

quoted ls Isaiah 51:3 where the prophet states:
For the Lord will comfort Zion; he will comfort all
h e r wa ste p laces, and will make her wilderness like
Eden, h er desert like the garden of the Lord; joy
a nd gladness will be found in her, thanksgiving and
voice of song.
Also Ezekie l L~7: 1-12, of which we shall quote only the
last verse:
And on t he banks, on both sides of the river, there
will g row all kinds of trees for food. Their leaves
will not ~ ither nor their fruit fail, but they will
bear fre s h fruit every month, because the water for
t hem flows from the sanctuary. Their fruit will be
for food and their leaves for heal1ng_37

Co) Passages which speak of an eternal, joyful communion
with God, e.g. Hosea 2:19f., where the prophet describes
eternal fellowship with God under the figure of a betrothal.

Through the mouth of Hosea Yahweh promises His

36Alfred von Bohr Sauer, "The Eschatological Prophecies

of the Old Testament and their Pertinence to Events of the
Present Day," Proceedings of the Twepty-Nipth Convention 2f.
~ Northern Illinois District 2f. the Lutheran Church-Missouri SYJlod (1951) 40. See also Herbert c. Leupold,
Ex~osit1on Qt:. Daniel {Coll.tmbus, Ohio: The Wartburg Press,
19 9Y, p. 5~a.

37 Sauer,

Q.12..

ill•, p, 40.
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people:
And I wlll betroth you to me forever; I will betroth
you to me in righteousness and in justice, 1n steadfast love and 1n mercy. I will betroth you to me 1n
f a ithfulness; s nd you- shall know the Lord • • • •
Sauer states that Isaiah implied such lasting fellowship
~1th God when He assured the spiritual Israel of a glorious
change of name , s a ying :
You shall no more be termed. Forsaken, and your land
shall no more be termed Desolate, but you s.h all be
c ~,lled Ny delight is in her, and your land Married,
for · the Lord delights 1n you, and your land shall be
married • • • • As the bridegroom rejoices over the
bride , so shall your God rejoice over you .(Isaiah
62: l.J.-5) . J 8

The eterna l fellowship wi th God was also pictured as a
fe~tive banquet, as is evident from Isaiah 2S:6-8:
On this mountain the Lord of hosts will make for all
peoples a feast of fat things, a feast of wines on the
lees, of fat things full of marrow, of wine on the
lees well refined • • • • He will swallow up death
forever.
Sauer points out furthermore that the Psalmist had this
blessed fellowship with God 1n mind "when he spoke of
God's taking or rece1v1ng him to glory, and of God's being
his portion forever (Psalm 73:24,26). 11 39

(d) Passages in

which the "concept of eternal life in the Old Testament 1s
characterized by the absence of s1n and ev11.n40

In Isaiah

1:25,26, the Lord, speaking through the prophet, declares:

39_
ro1d
. , p. 41.

4o112!d.
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I will turn my hand against you .and w111 smelt away
your d ro s s a s with lye, and remove all your alloy • • • •
Afterwar d you shall be called the city of righteousnes s , t he f a ithf ul city.
And 1n Isa i a h 60:21 the Lord promises:

"Your people shall

al l be righte ous ; t hey shall posses s the land forever. "41
This cond i tion of sinlessness 1s described further 1n

Zephaniah 3:13 where 1t 1s stated that
those who are left 1n Israel, they shall do no wrong
and utter no lies, nor shell there be found 1n their
mouth a dec ei tful tongue. For they shall pasture and
lie down, a nd none shall make them afraid.
The vi ews he l d by Herbert Leupold regarding everlast-

ing 11f e i n the Old Testament have ~een presented in the
previous c hapter which de~lt with the resurrection.
shall not r epea t them, therefore, at this point. 42

We

Fra nc i s ~1eper, in his discussion of everlasting
life, quotes almost exclusively from the New Testament.
The two passages which he takes from the Old Testament
are Psalm 16:11 a nd Daniel 12:3.

He employs the first of

these to show that, from the positive point of view, everlasting life will consist in this that the "blessed" will
be "filled with unutterable bliss." 4 3 He quotes Daniel

12:J in connection with the degrees of glory and makes this

41Note tha t this verse appears in a context which
. describes a day "when the sun shall be no more your light
by day. n
42 supra, pp. 153-156.
4
JFranc1s Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, translated by
Walter W. F. Albrecht (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, 195J), III, 552.
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comment:
There a re no pegrees of bliss, because all the blessed
a r e perfe c tly ha ppy, tha t 1s, every one of them w111
f i nd full content ment for himself in beholding God.
However , J c r i pture does teach that there are degrees
of glory • • • corresponding to differences of work
a nd fid el i ty here on earth. This teaching has been
s ummarized i n the La tin verse: "Omnibus una salus
fianc t i li, ~ glor1a d1spar, 11 and it is pr9ved by
Scripture texts such as • • • Pan. 12:3.44
In a f ootnote he a dds:

"In DarJ. 12: J those who have

led many t o a knowledge of salvation end to righteousness
are spec ia l l y mentioned among the risen sa1nts.n4S
Fi nally, it should be noted that Pieper's primary emphasi s 1n his di s cussion of the nature of everlasting life
rests on a point that has been stressed by numerous Old
Testamen t theologians, namely, that the bliss of heaven
consists i n behold ing God face to face and llvlng in His
presence f or ever.46
Albe rt H. Schwermann, wr1t1ng 1n the Abiding~.
employs pa s sages from the Old Testament 1n support of three
ma Jor point s:

(a) In heaven th~re tdll be freedom from sin

and from all of its consequences.

God

8

w111 swallow up

death in victory; and the Lord • • • will wipe away all
tears from off all faces" (Isaiah 25:8).

"They shall ob-

tain Joy and gladness, and sorrow and s1gh1ng shall flee

44
!E!g_. See also Leupold, 212.• £1,t., pp. 532f.
4S
Pieper, £2• cit., p. 55J.
46
Ibid., p.

SSO.
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away" (Isa i ah 3 5 :10).

"They shall not hunger nor thirst;

neithe r shal l t he hea t nor sun smite them" (Isaiah 49:10).
"The Lord sha l l be t hine everlasting light, and the days

of thy mour ning s ha l l be ended" (Isaiah 60:20). 4 7

(b) "The

heaven wh i ch God has 1n prospect for us is not only a place
where we shall be del i ve red from ell evil, but also a place
of unspeakable joy . u48

The psalmist says of God:

" In thy

presence is ful n e ss of joy; at thy right hand there are

Plea sures foreve r more " (Psalm 16 :11).

The prophet Isaiah

wr1 tes:

The ransomed of the Lord shall return and come to
Zl on w1 th s ongs and eve rlasting joy upon their heads;
t hey s hall obta in Joy a nd gladness~ and sorrows and
s 1g h1ngs sha ll flee a way. (Isaiah 35:10)
C'

'

-.,cnwerma nn claims t ha ·c the psalmist refers to this same

joy of hea ve n which we sh~ll experie~ce after the sorrows

of th1 s life when he exclaims in Psalm 126:5,6:
They th~t s ow in tears sha ll reap 1n joy. He that
BOeth fo r th a nd weepeth, bearing precious seed, shall
doubtle ss come ag~1n with rejoicing, br1ng1ng his
s heaves w1 th h1m.~

(c) In heaven we sha ll see God.

Job exultantly rejoices

when s peaking of his resurrection:

"In my flesh shall I

see God " (Job 19:26).SO

47
Albert H. Sohwermann, •The Last Things," The Abiding
~ . edited by Theodore Laetsch (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1960), III, 123r.

48!219.., p. 12.5.
49Ibid

-·

SOibid
- · , p. 12 6 •
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Edward C. Pautsch, in chapter XXVII of the Abiding
~ord, reflects the views expressed in various doctrinal
essays51 p roduced by theological leaders of the Lutheran
Church--N1ssour1 Synoa in past generations.

Because of

the nature of his s ources 1t 1s important for us to note
that Pautsch p reser1ts the follo ~'ling points:
1.

11

The thought of eternal life is fundamental to

the entire Ol d Testament and finds expression already in
the account of man's oreatio~.

11

52 He asserts furthermore

that "only then could it truly be said that man ..ras created 1n the i mage of God if he was created for eternal
life; for Goa 1s immortal."

He mainta ins also that the

words wh lc h the Lord spoke to Adam , "In the day that thou
eatest ther eof thou shalt surely die" (Genesis 2:17) definitely imply that "if man did not eat, he would not die,
but live forever."

Finally, after the fall of Adam and

Eve into sin, God promised the world a iiedeemer who was
to deliver them from the power of Satan, and, Pautsch
says, that included his power of depriving them of eternal
life, of eternal separation from God.

"The promised he-

deemer would restore to them the hope of life eternal 1n

5lEdward c. Pautsch, "Eternal Life,"~ Abiding
Word, edited by Theodore Laetsch (St. Louis: Concordia
Publ1sh1ng House, 1946), I, 561. vhen this article was
written, the writer was pastor or Immanuel Lutheran Church,
Athens, lll1no1s.

52 ~ . , p. 56J.

See also Alexander Heidel, !b.§.
Testament Parallels (Chicago:
The University of Chicago ~rsss, 1946), p. 14),

011gamesh

E~!c a nd the 014

1?9
everla sting communion with
2.

Goa,"SJ

Ihe translation of Enoch a nd Elijah into heaven

teaches the c e r ta inty of life eternal as a gift of God to
His believing children.54

J.

11

'

The statement so often repeated at the death of

the Ola Testament bel ievers:

'He was gathered unto his

people' (Genesis 25 : 8,17; 35:29; 49:29; Numbers 20:24;
27:13), i mply s • • • the teaching of an eternal 11fe.nS5
By ~ay of exp lanat ion he adds:

Cert a inly they could not be gathered to their people
if tha t people no longer existed. None less than
our Sa vior· Himself argues thus when from the words
o f God s p ol<en of the departed Patriarchs:
"I am
the God of Abraham the God of Isaac, and the God of
Jacob " (Exodus J:6i He makes the inference: "God
is no t the God of the dead, b~t of the living,"
thereby affir~1ng tha t these three were already 1n
eternal 11fe .::i6

4.

There are a number of passages which indicate

how clearly the Old Testament saints understood the doctrine of everlasting 11fe.
assurance of fa1th:

Dying Jacob exclaims with the

"I have waited for Thy salvation, O

Lord" (Genesis 49:18).

David confidently states:

"In

Thy presence 1s fulness of joy; at Tby right hand there

are pleasures forevermore~«S?

SJPautsch,

Q.l2..

Ql.!., t• 563.

54 Ibid

-·

ss~.

561J21.g_., pp. 56Jf.

S?Ib1d.

In addition to these,
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Pautsch lists also the following passages:

Psalm 17:15;

Job 19:25-26; I saiah 25:8; 26:19-20; and Daniel 12:2.
l'aito Kantonen, like many other theologians, draws

the doctrine of everlasting life almost exclusively from
passages in the New Testament.58
'I'he doctrine of eternal damnation in the Old Testa-

ment receives even less emphasis from contemporary
Lutheran theologians, the reason being, as is generally
recognized , t hat the Old Testament scriptures contain
comparative ly few passages which clearly refer to eternal

death.

::1.gmund Mow1nckel discusses this subject

very

briefly, merely noting that there were "different views
concerning the fate and the locat1on of the damned."

The orily passage 1n the Old Testament which he quotes 1s
Isaiah 66:24:
They shall go forth and look on the dead bodies of
the me n that have rebelled agalnst me; for their worm
shall not die, their fire .s hall not be quenched, and
they sha ll be an abhorrence to all flesh.

In his discus
sion of this verse, Mow1nckel
refers to Gehenna
.
.
and describes it as the "fire, which ls fairly clearly d1st1ngu1shed from Hades, and located in the valley of Hinnom
outside Jerusa lem, where children have been sacrificed~"
But he states that Gehenna can also be conceived in °cosmic

l

58Ta1to A. Kantonen, ~ after Death (Philadelphia:

The Muhlenberg Press, 1962), pp. 46-54. See also Taito A.
Kantone.n, The Christian Hope (Philadelphia: Board of
Fubl1cat1on of the United Lutheran Church 1n America, 1954),
pp. 108ff...
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terms• 11 a s b ":.long ing purely to the world beyond, a nd as
always he'llng been in existence .

In h1s op1n1on, the

Persian idea s ha ve here been fus ed with Jewish teaching
about the va lley of H1 nnom or of Jehoshaphat, where the
heathen po~ers ~111 be des troyed, end apostates will be
puni s hed with end less torture.59
Joa c him Jeremias , writing 1n the Theologisches
W~rterbuch , adds this observation that the threats of

Judgment which were spoken aga inst the valley of Hinnom
ln Jeremi ah 7:32 a nd 19:6 supplied the motivation for
this 111-repu tea. ve l ley after the second century B. C. ,
being con s i dered the entrance way to hell.

Soon there-

afte r the name gehinnom ~,as applied to hell itself. 60

59
60

Mo ~·1 incke l , 5m. ,p"1t., pp. 276f.

Joa c hlm Jeremias • " y11 V'i°'
• a Theolog1sches
~f:)rte r buch ~mm Neuen Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel
Stuttgar'c;: i· . Kohlhammer , 19JJ), I, 655f. See also
"Hereafter, 11 Lu theren Cyclopedia, edited by Erwin L.
Lueker ( St . Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1954), p.
460. Here the a uthor comments: 0 Gehenna was originally
the name of a deep , na rrow glen southwest of Jerusalem
which ·was so ealled from the cries of little children who
were thro~n into the fiery arms of Moloch. After these
horrible s a c rifices had been abolished by King Josiah
(2 Kings 23: 10) • the Jews cast into 1 t not only all manner
of refuse, but even the dead bodies of animals and of unburied crimina l s to be burned. From this defilement and
former desecration, Gehenna was applied to the abode of
the wicked after death. It is so used 1n Matt. 5:22,29;
10:28; Na rk 9:45 1 45; Luke 12:.5, and James 3:6."

CHAl' TER VII

SOME CONCLUDI NG OBSERVATIONS
As 1 t ~·m s p ointed out 1n the

introduction, the pur-

pose of t hi s disser t a t ion 1s not to offer a critique of
contemporary Lu theran views regarding Old Testament eschatolog y.

Tha t t a sk would requir e far more intensive exam-

inat1on of p rob l ems in exegesis a s well a s in Biblical
intr o duc tion .

'1'h1s present study 1s intended rather to

offe r a compo s 1 t e pic t ure of ·t1hat might be called trends

1n con temporary Lutheran thinking with respect to certain
i mportant quest i ons ~-zh1ch are now occupying the attention
of c hu r c h bod i es the wor l d ove r.

It is hoped that se_e ing

Luthera n opinion 1n composite form may stimulate more exha ustive study of the Scripture so that in the end the
truth as 1 t

is revealed to u; in God •s holy Word may be

served.
A study of t his t ype does, of course, lead one to
a number of inter esting and, I believe, significant ob-

servations.

Fi r s t , one finds clear indication of the fact

that on the contempora ry theolog1cal scene, there are

broad areas of agreement and of disagreement.

Looking at

· the areas of agreement, one discovers that:
1.

Luthera n theologians both in t::urope and 1n America

generally hold that the Israelites believed in an existence

18J
after death.

Death is not to be equated with non-existence.

Even those t heolog i a ns who 1ns1st that man is an 1nd1v1s1ble unit, a nd tha t dea th is a stern reality which affects
the entire person, indicate that they do not thereby favor

a doctrine of a nnihilation according to which man ceases
to exist a t t he time of death. 1
2.

Lutheran theologians also agree that the nature

of the afte r l ife is not as clearly defined in the Old Testament as it is in the ~ew, since the light of revelation
d1d not burn e s brightly 1n those early centuries as 1t
did later on ".Aihen Christ brought life and iru.ncrtal1ty to

light.

According to the Old Testament Scripture, all men,

both good e nd bad , are pictured as entering Sheol at the
time of dea t h (Genesis 37:35; Job 7:9; 14:lJ; Psalm 89:48,

etc.), a l a nd of forgetfulness and silence, a place where
there is no pr a ise of Goa.2

3.

It i s g enera lly recognized that the destiny of

the individual, however, received less attention in the
Old Testament tha n did the future of the nation.

Israel's

certainty regarding her future centered in her covenantrelat1onsh1o to Yahweh.J

This gave rise to her expectation

1 Elmer E. Flack "The Teachings and Institutions of
the Old Testament," Old Testament Commfnter1~ edited by
Herbert c. Alleman and Elmer E. Flack Philadelphia: The
Muhlenberg Press, 1948), p. 110,

2 "Hereafter," Lutheran .Cyclopedia, edited by Erwin L.
Lueker (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1954), P• 460.
3Paul Althaus, Qi!! Letzten D1nge (Odtersloh: C.
Bertelsmsnn, 1949), p. 12.
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of a d a y of the Lord which would spell Judgment for all
of Goa's foes, also those within Israel.

But more impor-

tant, 1t a lso ga ve promise of the advent of a messianic
kingdom whlch 1s described in terms of peace, prosper1 ty,
and communion i-vi th God. 4

4.

The re is a consensus among Lutheran theologians

that the Old '£es tament, more particularly, the Book of

Daniel, contain s references to the coming of a godless
personage who l a t er wa s given the name "Antichrist."

5.

Of s pecia l s i gnificance is the importance which

Lutheran t heolog i a ns generally attach to the Old Testament
belief 1n t he resurrection.

Hh1le scholars concede that

in the Ol a ?estament the destiny of the individual received compara tively little attention, and even then Sheol
often stood f orebodingly 1n the foreground, nevertheless

1t 1s the consensus that Sheol was not regarded es constltutine ma n's final destiny.

Frequently emphasis is

placed on communion with God both in th1s life and !n the
next; and more important still 1s the fact that liberal
and conservative scholars find 1n the Old Testament writings definite evidence of a doctrine of the resurrection.

6.

Finally, there 1s agreement among contemporary

Lutheran theologians that, according to the Old Testament,

4

Sigmund Nowinckel He ~ Cometh, translated by o.
W. Anderson (i ew York: Abingdon Press, 1954), PP· 146r . .
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Goa made ma n with a n everlasting destiny, that He intended
the ultima t e goal of ma n ' s existence to be life in His
presence with the enjoyment of blissful fellowship, that
all me n , however, wi ll not attain to that reward of grace,
since ac cord ing to Daniel 12 some will rise to shame and
everlas t ing cont empt .
But 1n these a r eas of theology there are also unresolved is s ues , which are consequently the subject of continued di s c uss ion .

'£he most i mportant issues being debated

by c ontemporary Lutheran theologians are the following;
1.

1'h e natur e of death in the Old Testament.

ls it

the sepa r at ion of s oul and body, according to which the
bcd y die s but t he s oul lives on?

Or, 1s death "the uncon-

ditional end cf the body-spi r it exlstence? 11 S Is it correct
accord i ng to Sc r i pture to say that "the whole person, body
and s oul, ls involved 1n death? "6
2.

The nature of the 1ntermed1ate state.

Does the

Old Testament t ea c h t ha t all 1nd1v1duals, good and bad,
at the t i me of dea t h ent er

Sheol, a dark rendezvous 1n

the depths of t he earth where a ll the dead spend a shadowy,
sem1-consc1ous existence 1n a state of gloom and depres-

sion??

Or, is ther e something 1n. the Sheol passages wh1ch

STa1to A. Kantonen, Th,,e. Qhr.1st1an ~ (Philadelphia:
Board of Publ 1cat1on of the United Lutheran Church 1D
America , 1954), p. 33.

6 Ib1d.

?Ibid ., p . J8.
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1s cus tomarily ass ocia t ed with Gehenna?

1,urthermore, do

the sta t eme n·t s 1n the Old Testament which portray Sh§ol
as a g loomy a bode actua lly express the normal conviction
of the Isr ael ite , or do they merely describe the anx1et1es
and fears of i ndivi dua l I sraelites a s they faced the grim
fact of de ath?

And ls t he true hope of God's people con-

cerning the a fterlife eventually expres sed rather in such
passages a s Psalm 16:9-11; 23:4; 49:15; 73:24; and Job

19:25-27?
3.
11

The ident i ty of t he Antichrist.

Is the pope the

great horn 11 mentioned by Dani el (7:24-2.5), in the sense

that t her e ca n be no other in addition to h1m 7

Or, is it

a da ngerou s oversi mpl1f1 cot1on to identify anyone a s ~
"grea t horn 11 or t he Antichrist?

4.

The na t ure of the Messianic Kingdom described in

Isaiah 2 :4; 11:6-9; lJf; 65:17-25; Jeremiah 3:17; Micah

5:9rr.; Ezekiel 34:25rr.; Jeremiah Jl:Jl-J4, etc. Are
these pas sages i ntended to promise the nation of Israel
an era of unprecedented prosperity and physical blessings?
Or, do these pa ssages point forward primarily to the splr1tual heritage of those who recognize 1n Jesus their allsufficient Savior?

or

Do any of these passages g ive promise

a millennial kingdom?

5.

The origin of Israel's resurrection faith.

Is

the doctrine of the resurrection of post-ex111c origin,
or can early tra ces of this faith be found even among the
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events t ha t took pl a c e in the Garden of Eden?

Whet, if

any, wa s the e xtent of forei gn influence 1n the formulation of lsrael ' s re s urrection faith?

6.

Ma n 's f i nal destiny.

Was heaven and hell unknown

prior to t he exi l e , or did the tree of life in the Garden
of Eden, the t ran slati on of C:noch, etc., alread.y imply ever-

lasting l ife f or God 's children?
These are the major area s of discussion on the subject
of eschatology i n con temporary Lutheran literature; and as
theolog i a ns and schola r s ha ,,e sought to supply the answer
to the questions , they ha ve aligned themselves in various
schools of thought .

Holding perhaps the most liberal po-

sition are s c holars such a s Sigmund f>io~inckel, Harris
Birkela nd, John Lindblom, and Werner Vollborn.

It will be

remembered tha t Mowinckel espouses the view that in Israel

all true eschatology is post-exilic and came into Israelite
circles

:Ji th

1

the adoption of a dualistic world view under

the influence of Pe rs ia.

He is known particularly for the

emphasis which he has placed on the New Year's festival,
maintaining tha t e ll of Israel's hope associated ~1th the
day of Yahweh ha d its beginning in the religious experiences

connected with the festival of Yahweh's enthronement which
occurred on New Year's Day.

He rejects the traditional

view that the concept of the Messiah and the Messianic Kingdom came into existence when God proclaimed through the
bearers of His revelation a series of messianic promises.
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He says that the Messiah does not appear 1n Jew1sh expectations until the l a st c entury before Christ.

aobert

l'iarshall, in reviewing Mowinckel' s He that Cometh, makes
thls significa nt st€.l t emer1t:

11

Mow1nckel cannot tolerate

any attemp ·c to virite history to suit the presuppos1t1ons
of a dogmatic theolog y.

In his exegesis of 'messianic'

passages , h e never f ollows the orthodox interpretation." 8
In his l engthy trea tment cf the Isai ah servant songs,
Mow1nckel rejec ts the mass 1an1c possibilities.
ing servant we s a pr ophet .

The mother of Immanuel in

Isaiah 7:14 was the ~1fe of Ahaz.
messiah but a king . 9

The suffer-

The child was not a

As noted above, Harris Birkeland

a dopts the vie ws of the more liberal scholars with respect

to the resu rrec t ion of the dead; and Vollborn shows liberal
tendencies :·Jhen he 'cakes issue with Karl .l3udde 1 s statement
that ma n ~·ias crea ted immortal.
'

hepresent1ng a position which is more generally held
by European libera l scholars is Gerhard von iiad.

In some

respects his writings reflect the turn toward a more conservative position which has taken plece 1n Old Testament

theology.

He p oints ~1th some satisfaction to the "con-

vergence • • • which has come about during the last twenty
or thirty years between introductory studies and Biblical

8

Hobert Marshall, Review of ! i s l ~ ~ . by Sigmund
Quarterlx, IX ( 1957 277 •

>,

I'lo1.,1nckel, ~ Lutheran

9

Mow1nckel,

Qll. ~ . ,

pp. 117r.
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theology.

11

He remarks that 1t has not been so very long

ago that a theology of the Old Testament "could learn very
little beyond questions of da t e and of this and that 1n
matter t, of fo rm from those introductory stud.1es which were

working mainly on t he lines of literary cr1t1cism. 1110

That, however , has been changed.
Von i ad , in a ccord with most liberal scholars, holds
that there occurred 1n Israel a development of doctrine.
The re f ore , he ma1nta1ns thst Old Testament theology should

"start with a study of the few ancient credal statements
11
i1hich became cons ti tut1 ve for the Israel of all ages."
Not that a history of these fundamental statements should

be reconstructed, fo r the1r date and place of origin can
no longer be determined; instead these materials should

be al lowed to stand 1n the context in which Israel arranged
it.

In this way , he says , "there comes more clearly into

our field of vision • • • those ever new attempts to make
the <11v1ne a c ts of salvation relevant for every new age
and da y. 11 12

For this reason von Bad dces not favor •a

theology which attempts to grasp the content of the Old
Testament under the heading of various doctrines (the doctrine of God, the doctrine of man, etc.).•

He claims that

lOoerhard von Bad, Qlsl Testament Theology, translated
by D. M. G. Stalker (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1962),
I, v.
11
12

Ib1d., I, v1.

Ibid.
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such a t r ea tme nt of Old Testament lihought "cannot do justice t o the s e crede l statements which are completely tied
up

with his t ory, or to this grounding of Israe l's faith

upon a f ew divine acts of s elvetion. "lJ
In h1 s d i s cussion of escha tology, he strongly emphas izes the impor t a nce which the cult had in the thinking
o f Isr ae l.

It repres ented man's relationship to God, and

because death se vered t h i s relationship and excluded man
from the cultic sphere of Yahweh, death was a most bitter
expe r i e nce for· t he I sraelite.

It will be remembered also

tha t von Rad pla ced comparatively little emphasis on
fore i gn 1nfluenc 9 1n the formulation of Israel's resurrec tion f a ith.

Passages like Psalm

49:15 and 73:25 "can

hardly refer t o a nything other than a life after death."
Still on ly the apoca lyptic writings bring the final breakthrough a nd t ea ch a g eneral resurrection.
Paul Al t ha us shares the basic views held by liberal
the ologians, but he differs from the majority chiefly in
the degree to which he takes issue with the traditional
views con cerning escha tology.

He is particularly vocal on

the subject of death, asserting that the "theology of death
must be distinguished not only from the idealistic, mystical
understanding of death, but also from the traditioJ)al theo.logical doctrine."

13

~.

He adheres closely to the opinion that
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"death affects the whole person. 11 14

Furthermore, speaking

of the intermediate state, he faults traditional theology
because 1t regards death as the entrance into heaven.
Such a view, he says, "does not do full Justice to the
meaning of death, resurrection, and Judgment ••

.

.

It

Places too much stress on the bliss of the 1nd1v1dua1.n1S

Karl Heim 1s ln substantial agreement with Althaus on
thes e issues. 1 6
One of the more conservative of contemporary Lutheran
scholars on the European scene is Otto Procksch.

That be-

comes parti cul a rly evident 1n his views regarding the Cld
Testoment doctrine of the resurrection and everlasting
life.

He traces the beg innings of eschatological thought

to the Garden of Eden .

Already there it appears that Yahweh

crea ted man with a destiny which was not to be death but
l1fe in the presence of God.

Prooksch, however, does ac-

cept some of the basic results of historical cr1t1c1sm
such as the dual authorship of Isaiah, the late dating of
Daniel, etc. 17
But what are the trends of thought which are appearing on the Amer ican scene?

One who seeks the ans,ier to

this important question will soon discover that there are
1 4Paul Althaus, 212.• Q.1!., pp.

aorr.

1.5~.
l6m~rl Heim, ~ Gemelnde der Auferstandenen (Munich:
Neubau Verlag, 194~ pp. 215ff.
17c~to. Procksch, 'l'heologie des Alten Testaments (GOtersloh:
c. Bertelsmann Verlag, 1950), pp. ?06, 710.
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considerable difficulties involved in research of th1a
type.

Sou r c e material 1s somewhat lim1 ted.

F·ew mono-

g raphs ha ve been written on eschatolog 1cal subjects.
Even article s 1n Lutheran theological journals are not
as plentiful a s one might wish.

Much of the .material

tha t ha s b e en published deals with eschatology from the
point of v1ew of the New Testament alone, or 1t discusses
the hi stor ica l aspect.

Many professors and teachers who

hold i mporta nt cha irs at colleges and seminaries have not
g iven e xpres s ion to the ir points of view in wri~ing.
The s e are a f ew of the difficulties which confront the
stud e nt doing re sea rch in this area, the result being that
answers ca n be only l i mited in scope and only relatively
accura t e .
However, working with the materials available, one
may classify Lutheran theologians 1n America 1n the follon1ng five groups:
1.

Those who 1n their writings reflect views which

are simila r to European thought patterns.

l'hey may not

be in full agreement with any one scholar, but they ind1~
cate a s t rong sympathy for the more liberal views that are
being expressed in Europe and are critical of the traditional conservative position.

In this classification one

might include such theologians as Taito Y.a~tonen, Elmer
Flack, Ra ymond Stamm, George Knight, etc.

Kantonen appar-

ently has been influenced by the thinking of men such as
Oscar Cullmann, Paul Althaus, Karl Heim, Carl Stange,
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Walter Kftnneth, etc.

At the same time it is quite evident

that he does not share all of the views of Althaus and
Heim r egarding death and particularly the 1ntermed1ate

state.
2.

Those who have expressed more moderate views

while still embracing some of the basic opinions current
among European scholars.

In this class1f1cat1on one might

include such theological leaders as Herbert
Otto

w.
3.

c.

Alleman,

Heick , Clifford A. Nelson, etc.
Those who defend the conservative point of view

although they have acquired a thorough understanding of
more l ibeI'a l European theological thinking, and 1n their
writing s s eek to take into account what 1s being said by
others .

Among these are Old Testament spec1al1sts such

as Herold L. Creager, Henry

c.

Sa uer, Alexander Heidel, etc.

Leupold, Alfred von Rohr
While grappling with the

important problems that are confronting the theological
world toda y, they express views that are farther removed
from the more liberal trends espoused 1n Europe.

4.

Those who support the traditional point of view

and have entered 1nto actual debate with those holding a
more liberal point of view.

Among these are men such as

R. H. Altus, ·;lilliam Beck, H. Hamann, and Edmund Smits.

5.

Those who hold a conservative opinion but state

their views in a less polemical and more positive fashion.
In this classification one might include such writers as
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Theodore Lsetsch, Albert H. Schwermann, Edward Pautsch,
and others who have prepared. articles for The Abiding
Word, the Lutheran Cyclopedia, etc.; also the authors
of those standa rd works of the past such as Christian
Dogmatics by Francis Pieper, Theology Qt. the Old Testament
by Gusta.ve Oehle r, and !tua

QM Testament Commentary by

Franz Delitzsch, which are classical works that accurately
expres s t he traditional viewpoint, but because they were
written in reply to problems of another generation, they
are not or i ented toward the crucial issues of the present
deca de .

Th i s is not to imply that such works are not of

cons i derabl e aid to the professors, pastors, and teachers
1n the Church, but by the very nature of the case, there
are theolog ical issues confronting the world today which
are not di s cus sed in them.

And now, summing up the results of our study, this
writer has found that a very active discussion of eschatology 1s being carried on by many leading Lutheran theologians both 1n Europe and 1n America.

Eur9pean scholar-

ship in particular has not only revived interest in the
pursuit of eschatolog1cal studies but it is also molding
op1n1on regarding such subjects as the nature of men, the
nature of life after deat~, the development of eschatological thought 1n the Old Testament, the extent of foreign

influence 1n the formulation of Israelite views concerning
the future life, etc.

These scholars are favoring views

which are ·basically different from the traditional position

19.5
of the Luthe r an Church.

They have maintained, however,

that their conclusions are founded on Scripture as well
as rec e nt discoveries by archeologists and h1stor1ans.
h rt i cles a ppearing in the Concordia Theological

Monthl~ and sermons ln the Concord1ffl. PuJ.p1t support the
traditional point of view.

The Abiding l~ord

has

repub-

~ished doctrinal essays produced by theological leaders

1n past generations as they sought to preserve the truth
a gainst Mode r nism, ha tionalism, etc., There 1s, however,

an evident lack of li terature being produced 1n our midst
which comes to g rips with current issues.

With more and

more the ologica l literature flooding the market 1n the
form of paper-back editions, it is highly desirable that
schola rs in our midst offer students of theology, pastors
on the fi eld , and laymen 1n congregations critical studies

of current theological thought.

It appears to this writer

that our church 1s operating in an age and against a be ckground when we cannot stand aloof and ignore what is being
written and said.

Cn the issues being discussed by others

we mus t ourselves arrive at a decision and allow our views
to be heard .
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